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Abstract
In recent years, a massive number of devices have emerged with the capability to

connect to the Internet, thereby providing people with unprecedented benefits. These
Internet of Things (IoT) devices are increasingly used to improve energy efficiency,
home security and convenience, and by 2025, it is estimated to have an installed
base of 75 billion IoT devices throughout the world. The cybersecurity threats of
these devices, however, are not as appealing as their benefits. Baby monitors get
hacked, Amazon Echo devices send private conversations to others, and Samsung
Smart TVs start recording without users’ knowledge. One explanation for these
overwhelmingly challenging risks of IoT devices could be overlooking privacy and
security early on in the product life cycle due to lack of resources (e.g., expertise,
money). Integrating privacy and security safeguards into IoT devices could reduce
their risks or mitigate their potential harms. At the same time, IoT manufacturers are
not transparent about their privacy and security practices, leaving consumers with
little information when purchasing IoT devices. This lack of information at the time
of purchase could result in people bringing home a vulnerable device and easily
scaling up the threat by connecting the device to their home network.

Thanks to privacy and security experts and media reports, people are becoming
aware of the threats of smart devices. However, despite growing concerns about the
privacy and security of IoT devices, people have difficulty specifying their privacy
and security preferences and considering them when making IoT-related purchase
decisions. To enable informed decision making during the purchase process of IoT
devices, we need to understand how people feel about the privacy and security im-
plications of these devices. Moreover, effective ways of communicating important
privacy and security factors to consumers of IoT devices need to be carefully studied.

In this thesis, we first explore the factors influencing users’ privacy concerns
and preferences toward data collection of smart devices. To this end, we quantify
users’ privacy preferences and expectations with the aim of statistically modeling
privacy-related attitudes and reported behaviors by factors such as the collected data,
the purpose of data collection, and the retention time. In a 1,007-participant online
study, we found that participants are significantly more comfortable when seemingly
innocuous information such as the room’s temperature or their presence is being
collected, as compared to when more sensitive information like their biometrics (e.g.,
fingerprints) are being collected. In addition, participants are significantly more



willing to allow data collection in a public space (e.g., library) than a private location
(e.g., at home).

Next, we explore how users’ IoT-related privacy decision making would be in-
fluenced when receiving social cues from privacy experts and friends. We found that
both friends and privacy experts significantly impact participants’ privacy-related
decision making. Following our overarching goal to inform privacy-related decision
making, we delve into designing a label to effectively inform consumers about the
privacy and security practices of smart devices at the time of purchase. To achieve
this, we first interviewed 24 IoT consumers on the factors they consider when pur-
chasing smart devices and found that currently, seeking understandable privacy and
security information for smart devices is difficult or impossible. This finding moti-
vated us to seek an effective mechanism to inform consumers by better communi-
cating this information at the point of sale. We proposed creating a usable privacy
and security nutrition label for IoT practices, building on prior projects that have
used nutrition labels in other privacy contexts. To explore the actual content of such
a label, we conducted a study with experts from diverse domains and identified 47
privacy and security attributes to include on a two-layer label. Finally, we evaluated
the efficacy of attribute-value pairs presented on the label in conveying risk to con-
sumers as well as its effect on their willingness to purchase the smart device. Our
results show that data privacy and security information is more powerful in swaying
consumers’ risk perception than changing their willingness to purchase.

Thesis statement: The objective of this thesis is to establish a thorough under-
standing of how users make privacy-related decisions when interacting with
IoT devices, combine the obtained knowledge with experts’ insights to develop
a privacy and security label for IoT devices, and finally evaluate its usability
and risk communication to effectively inform consumers’ IoT-related purchase
decision making.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT), composed of network-connected physical objects, is growing
rapidly. The devices that make up the IoT vary greatly in form and purpose, from sensors
that people voluntarily carry on their wrists, to network-connected thermostats, to street lights
that count the number of people who pass by. While these devices provide numerous benefits
to consumers and businesses [350], their pervasive ability to collect, store, and transfer infor-
mation about people’s private lives gives rise to significant privacy, security and safety chal-
lenges [302, 359, 365]. For example, the Google Home smart speaker was found to record users’
voices [60] and viewing habits without their knowledge [246]. Furthermore, the popular press
has reported on Amazon employees listening to audio files recorded by Echo devices [96] and
Google failing to mention that its Nest Hub has an integrated microphone [208]. Less prominent
IoT manufacturers have also failed to disclose whether they share users’ data with government
agencies [348].

Given the scope of data collection and its potential consequences, people find specifying
their privacy preferences and making privacy decisions regarding IoT devices to be overwhelm-
ing [324]. A key hurdle to people being able to make informed decisions is due to the diffi-
culty of obtaining information about the privacy and security practices of IoT devices in the first
place [117, 237]. These challenges become more burdensome as the number of IoT-related pri-
vacy decisions increase [92]. Therefore, to fully realize the potential of IoT, individuals need to
be sufficiently knowledgeable and aware of devices’ sensing capabilities and privacy and security
practices to make informed decisions and that requires nuanced understanding of societal norms
and context, as well as individual needs [262, 288].

The objective of this thesis is to establish a thorough understanding of how users make
privacy-related decisions when interacting with IoT devices, combine the obtained knowledge
with experts’ insights to develop a privacy and security label for IoT devices, and finally evalu-
ate its usability and risk communication to effectively inform consumers’ IoT-related purchase
decision making.

In Chapter 2, we summarize the related work and highlight how our research would con-
tribute to the privacy and IoT literature. We then talk about the first step to help users make
informed IoT-related privacy and security decisions, which is to understand their privacy and
security preferences and concerns. Chapter 3 is devoted to the description of an experiment for
statistically modeling privacy concerns and preferences related to a diverse set of IoT data col-
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lection scenarios. In this chapter, we report on a 1,007-participant vignette study focused on
privacy expectations and preferences as they pertain to a set of 380 IoT data collection and usage
scenarios. In this study, our participants were presented with 14 scenarios that varied across eight
categorical factors, including the type of collected data (e.g., location, biometrics, temperature),
how the data is used (e.g., whether it is shared, and for what purpose), and other attributes such
as the data retention period.

Our findings show that privacy preferences are diverse and context dependent; participants
were more comfortable with data being collected in public settings rather than in private places,
and are more likely to consent to data being collected for uses they find beneficial. They are less
comfortable with the collection of biometrics (e.g., fingerprints) than environmental data (e.g.,
room temperature, physical presence). We also found that participants are more likely to desire
to be notified about data practices that they are uncomfortable with. Finally, our study suggests
that after observing an individual’s decisions in just three data-collection scenarios, it is possible
to predict their preferences for the remaining scenarios, with our model achieving an average
accuracy of around 81%. The prediction power

As increasingly large numbers of IoT devices collect personal data, users face more privacy
decisions, which could easily overwhelm them [324]. One way to alleviate the burden of decision
making is to provide informative social cues about how others have decided in similar IoT data
collection scenarios. Social influence has been demonstrated to have a strong impact on people’s
decision making in many domains [6, 68, 312] as people look at others’ behaviors and opinions
to inform and improve their own judgments [12, 125]. To better understand which social cues
are relevant and whose recommendations people are more likely to follow, in Chapter 4, we
report on a Mechanical Turk (MTurk) study with 1000 participants, who were presented with
nine IoT data-collection scenarios. Some participants were shown the percentage of privacy and
security experts or friends who allowed data collection in each scenario, while other participants
were provided with no social cues. At the conclusion of each scenario, participants were asked
whether they would allow the described data collection.

Our results help explain the circumstances under which users are more or less likely to be
swayed by the reported behavior of others in similar scenarios. For example, our results indicate
that when friends denied data collection, participants were more influenced than when friends
allowed data collection. On the other hand, participants were more influenced by experts when
they allowed data collection. We also observed that influence could get stronger or wear off
when participants were exposed to a sequence of scenarios. For example, when experts and
friends repeatedly allowed data collection in scenarios with clear risk or denied it in scenarios
with clear benefits, participants were less likely to be influenced by them in subsequent scenarios.

As mentioned above, in Chapters 3 and 4, we explore people’s privacy preferences, expecta-
tions, and concerns related to common IoT data collection scenarios to facilitate informed privacy
decision making without being overwhelmed. Asking participants to specify their concerns and
preferences related to a diverse set of IoT data collection scenarios helped us obtain a broad view
on privacy attitudes and identify the most effective factors that explain people’s privacy-related
behaviors and decisions. For the rest of this thesis, we focus on a key decision that people are
increasingly involved in these days: purchasing IoT devices.

Sales of IoT devices are skyrocketing [144] and various surveys have found that privacy is
among the biggest concerns consumers have about IoT devices and that people want to have
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control over the personal information these devices collect [65, 196]. In Chapter 5, we describe
an experiment we conducted to study the significance of privacy and security in consumers’ IoT
purchase decision making. We interviewed 24 participants about IoT devices they purchased.
While most had not considered privacy and security prior to purchase, they reported becoming
concerned later due to media reports, opinions shared by friends, or observing unexpected device
behavior. Those who sought privacy and security information before purchase, reported that it
was difficult or impossible to find. We asked interviewees to rank factors they would consider
when purchasing IoT devices; after features and price, privacy and security were ranked among
the most important. Finally, we showed interviewees a prototype of our privacy and security
label. Almost all found it to be accessible and useful, reporting that it encouraged them to
incorporate privacy and security in their IoT purchase decisions.

Knowing how interested consumers are in having usable and informative privacy and security
labels when purchasing IoT devices, we continued improving our prototype label design. While
legislators have proposed adding succinct, consumer accessible, labels, they do not provide guid-
ance on the content of these labels. Therefore, the next question we asked ourselves was what
information should be included on these labels to convey the most important privacy and security
attributes of IoT devices. We answer this question in Chapter 6, where we report on the results
of a series of interviews and surveys with privacy and security experts, as well as consumers. In
this series of expert and consumer studies, we explore and test the design space of the content to
include on an IoT privacy and security label.

We conduct an expert elicitation study by following a three-round Delphi process with 22
privacy and security experts to identify the factors that experts believed are important for con-
sumers when comparing the privacy and security of IoT devices to inform their purchase deci-
sions. Based on how critical experts believed each factor is in conveying risk to consumers, we
distributed these factors across two layers—a primary layer to display on the product package
itself or prominently on a website, and a secondary layer available online through a web link or
a QR code. We report on the experts’ rationale and arguments used to support their choice of
factors. Moreover, to study how consumers would perceive the privacy and security information
specified by experts, we conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with 15 participants
who had purchased at least one IoT device (smart home device or wearable). Based on the re-
sults of our expert elicitation and consumer studies, we propose a prototype privacy and security
label to help consumers make more informed IoT-related purchase decisions.

The effectiveness of any proposed privacy and security label depends on how well the pre-
sented information conveys risks to consumers and potentially influences their willingness to
purchase the IoT device. In Chapter 7, we discuss the study we conducted with 1,371 MTurk
participants to quantify the effectiveness of each of the privacy and security attribute-value pairs
we proposed to include on an IoT label along two key dimensions: ability to convey risk to
consumers and the impact on their willingness to purchase the IoT device. We found that the
aforementioned values intended to communicate increased risk were generally perceived that
way by participants. For example, we found that consumers perceived more risk when a label
conveyed that their data would be shared with multiple parties than when it would be shared only
with the device manufacturer, and that consumers were more willing to purchase devices when
they knew that their data would not be retained or shared with others. However, participants’ risk
perceptions did not always align with their willingness to purchase, sometimes due to usability
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concerns. Based on our findings, we propose actionable recommendations on how to further re-
vise our proposed label to more effectively present privacy and security attributes on an IoT label
to better communicate risk to consumers. We conclude this thesis by providing final thoughts
and future directions in Chapter 8.

All the interview and survey projects conducted as parts of this thesis have been reviewed and
approved by Carnegie Mellon University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). All participants
provided their informed consent to participate in the surveys and interviews, to have their voices
audio recorded, and to have the recordings transcribed by a third-party transcription service. We
stored all digital files on a password-protected server and all paper files in a locked cabinet. The
transcription company used a secure protocol to transfer files.

The interview scripts, survey questions, and qualitative codebooks that were designed and
used in the aforementioned studies are all provided in the appendix.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we outline the related work in four sections. To understand people’s privacy
preferences related to IoT data collection scenarios, we first highlight the factors that have been
shown to be effective in explaining and predicting privacy concerns and attitudes (Section 2.1).
Next, we discuss previous research on decision-making processes focusing on consumers’ pur-
chase behavior (Section 2.2). We then provide a background on how consumers perceive risks
and what factors impact their risk perception (Section 2.3). Finally, in Section 2.4, we discuss
risk communication and product labels to gain insight into how to more effectively inform con-
sumers’ purchase processes.

2.1 Privacy Decision Making

New methods of data collection in the IoT have led to new privacy challenges. Some of these
challenges include obtaining consent for data collection; allowing users to control, customize,
and choose the data they share; and ensuring the use of collected data is limited to the stated
purpose [278]. These challenges are made more difficult by the increased potential for misuse
of personal information in the IoT domain. This stems from the pervasive tracking of habits,
behaviors, and locations over a long period of time. There are new risks to personal safety
introduced by IoT systems [44, 76].

Many consumers are concerned about the privacy and security of their IoT devices and want
more transparency about how companies are collecting and using their data [157]. Moreover,
experts warn about IoT device security vulnerabilities [21, 154, 299] that could allow an attacker
to control a device or collect private data [83, 97, 98, 272, 359]. These vulnerabilities include
insecure authentication mechanisms [274], transmitting unencrypted data [33, 353], and failure
to promptly patch known bugs [155]. In addition, some devices collect sensitive information and
transmit it to the device manufacturer or other parties, raising privacy concerns [20, 180, 227].

Researchers have shown that the extent of these concerns can be explained and predicted
based on various factors, such as the type of data collected, the purpose of data collection, and
the retention of collected data. We start this section by discussing the factors that have been
shown to be effective in explaining people’s privacy concerns and preferences and we then talk
about ways to predict such preferences.
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2.1.1 Factors Impacting Privacy Preferences and Concerns

Prior studies outside of the IoT context have examined different factors that can impact indi-
viduals’ willingness to share information based on measures of comfort with data collection.
Bilogrevic et al. found that the comfort levels associated with sharing data are highly dependent
on the specific type of data and the sharing context (e.g. search engines, social networks, or
online shopping sites) [46]. Leon et al. tested whether data retention, access to collected infor-
mation, and the scope of use affected willingness to share data for online behavioral advertising
purposes. Individuals were more willing to share certain types of data if it had a retention period
of one day, but for periods longer than one week, individuals were less likely to be willing to
share [206].

Other work has focused on privacy preferences related to mobile devices and applications.
Lin et al. evaluated individuals’ perceptions of requests to access privacy-sensitive resources
(e.g., sensors) on mobile devices. They found that both individual expectations of what an app
does and the purpose for which an app requests access to sensitive resources impacts their privacy
decisions [210]. In order to better understand people’s attitudes toward sharing their location in
mobile applications, Sadeh et al. built a system that enabled mobile device users to select and
limit with whom they want to share their location. They concluded that increasing people’s
awareness has a critical role in helping them define more precise policies for protecting their
privacy [289]. Tsai et al. studied the impact of giving feedback to mobile device users. Their
study informed participants about who their data is being shared with, and when the data was
shared. The goal was also to help people manage their privacy on a location sharing application.
They reported that when people get adequate feedback, they are more willing to share data and
more comfortable with sharing their location [326].

In the context of IoT, studies have evaluated several factors that may impact privacy concerns
related to IoT data collection. Lederer et al. studied the relative importance of two factors—the
entity collecting data, and the situation in which it is being collected—for determining users’
privacy preferences in ubiquitous computing settings. Their results indicate that individuals base
their privacy decisions on who is collecting their data, rather than the context in which it is being
collected [200]. Lee and Kobsa tested five factors related to the context of data collection in
two separate studies and found that individuals generally thought that monitoring in personal
spaces was unacceptable, along with monitoring by an unknown entity or the government. Their
results also indicate that photo and video monitoring may cause some privacy concern regardless
of context [202, 203]. Other small, qualitative studies have focused on individuals’ privacy
preferences related to wearable sensors. These studies revealed that people demand ownership
of the data they produce, and that privacy concerns vary depending on factors including retention
time and the perceived value of the data collected [38, 187].

According to Bhaskar et al., a major limitation of prior work studying privacy in IoT envi-
ronments is that studies typically focus on a single environment in which IoT sensing is occur-
ring [44]. Our work, described in Chapter 3, attempts to address this shortcoming by identifying
privacy concerns in multiple heterogeneous scenarios which employ different types of data col-
lection. This way, our methodology can determine which factors have the greatest impact on
measures of individuals’ comfort with data collection. The results can inform the design of
privacy-enabling solutions appropriate to the variety of contexts we have studied. Furthermore,
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our study aims to expand beyond prior work in this area by identifying privacy concerns indi-
viduals have in data collection scenarios which are not obviously aligned with specific privacy
risks.

So far, we discussed the factors that impact people’s privacy decision making related to IoT
data collection scenarios. However, decision making does not always happen in a vacuum as
individuals rely on others’ judgements and adapt their perceptions based on them. Therefore, it
is imperative to understand how social cues impact people’s preferences.

2.1.2 Decision Making under Social Influence
Researchers have studied the power of social influence on individual opinions since the early
20th century. Jenness first studied conformity in 1932 and ran an experiment to understand how
human estimation changes based on the influence of the majority; he observed that almost all
the participants changed their opinions to be close to the group estimate [174]. In Sherif’s well-
known Autokinetic Effect experiment, when participants were unsure, they relied on information
from others to form their own opinion [298]. In another classic psychology experiment, Asch
studied the extent to which majority opinion could affect individual decisions and judgments. In
his famous conformity experiment, he asked participants in a group setting to perform a judgment
task, in which they had to guess the closest line to the target line. He found that an individual
would conform to the majority’s opinion even when the correct answer was obvious. He showed
that social influence can make people question their decision when it is different from the major-
ity or simply exhibit public conformity to avoid contradicting group norms [22]. Kelman iden-
tified three different types of conformity: compliance, internalization, and identification [185].
Compliance, is conformance to meet a specific requirement or to avoid a specific punishment. In
contrast, internalization occurs when individuals conform to something they believe in and con-
sider a useful solution to their problem. Participants in Sherif’s conformity experiment mostly
fell into this category. Identification, applies to individuals who conform to fulfill their desire for
a relationship with another person or group.

Deutsch and Gerard distinguish normative social influence and informational social influ-
ence [105]. Normative social influence occurs mostly when individuals want to fit in with a
group, a famous example of which is Asch’s aforementioned line experiment. Informational
social influence occurs when people seek information and guidance. For example, in Sherif’s
Autokinetic experiment, when participants were unsure about the correct answer, they observed
other members of the group to inform their own decisions. Informational influence serves as a
“cognitive repair” that lessens the harm of depending too much on one’s own judgments [161].

In Chapter 4, we report on a large-scale experiment studying the impact of indirect informa-
tional social influence in the context of privacy-related decision making and identified factors
that can predict individual responses to social influence. In this study, we presented our par-
ticipants with vignettes that described IoT data collection scenarios. The vignette methodology,
which is a technique to elicit opinions and attitudes of individuals by analyzing their responses to
different scenarios [37], is particularly useful for determining significant factors and explaining
the extent of their impact [7].

The factors that we studied were identified in the psychology literature as relevant for under-
standing the impact of social influence on decision making, but had not previously been examined
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in the context of IoT privacy. We tested the significance of three factors by varying them in the
vignettes: expertise [160, 175], consensus level [232], and opinion difference [244].

The literature shows that people heed advice from experts more than advice from less in-
formed individuals. In our study, we tested the impact of expertise by presenting participants
with social cues from either privacy experts or friends. In addition, research shows that the level
of consensus influences an individual’s decision making. For instance, Martin et al. found that
people were more influenced when presented with a stronger consensus than when presented
with a weaker consensus [232]. In another experiment, Mackie tested the impact of 64% versus
82% of consensus level on decision making [221]. Inspired by these experiments, we tested the
impact of two levels of consensus (85% vs. 65%) on participants making privacy-related de-
cisions regarding IoT data collections. We studied how close the participants’ initial opinions
were to influencers’ opinions when making privacy-related decisions. Meshi et al. used the term
opinion difference to describe this factor. With their fMRI experiment, they found that advice
utilization will increase as the opinion difference becomes smaller [244].

Morton and Sasse [252] classified the information-seeking behavior of participants who try
to decide whether or not they want to use a service. They found that only 15% of their 58 par-
ticipants are “crowd followers” who are heavily influenced by “environmental cues” such as the
advice of others or media reports when making privacy-relevant decisions. They identified four
other groups—information controllers, security concerned, benefit seekers, and those looking
for organizational assurance—that all have different demands and interests when making privacy
decisions.

Mendel and Toch [243] studied the phenomenon of social influence on privacy behavior
in online social networks. We confirm some of their results in the IoT privacy setting. For
instance, user’s susceptibility to privacy influence depends on his or her privacy knowledge and
self-efficacy.

Several other projects have investigated the impact of social influence in privacy or security
settings. Patil et al. [276] studied how the preferences of an individual’s social circle affects
the privacy settings that are selected when using an instant messaging application. They found
that this additional information provided useful guidance, but this influence was secondary to the
privacy-sensitivity of the setting itself. Besmer et al. [43] studied access control settings for third-
party social network applications, measuring the influence of information about the percentage
of other users who shared information with such applications. They found that this information
could impact user decisions, but only if the cues were sufficiently strong. Balestra et al. [31]
studied the impact of exposure to social annotations on privacy consent for a genomics applica-
tion. These annotations had the general effect of making users feel more informed, but also less
confident in their understanding of the application and less trusting in the institution soliciting
the consent. Das et al. [93] studied how social influence affects Facebook security settings. They
found that many friends adopting a particular feature would influence users towards adoption.
Conversely, few friends adopting a feature may bias users away from adoption, which is viewed
as not ideal for security features where the goal is to encourage adoption as much as possible.

Social influence has also been examined outside of privacy and security contexts. For exam-
ple, collaborative filtering systems for product recommendations [192] and reputation manage-
ment systems, such as the ones used by eBay [283], are examples of social influence in decision
making.
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2.1.3 Predicting Privacy Preferences

Past research focused on segmenting users based on their privacy preferences has led to heavily-
cited differences between privacy fundamentalists or highly concerned, pragmatists or moder-
ates, and marginally concerned or minimalists [194]. However, the narrative that consumers
make rational decisions on privacy matters has been challenged [108]. Current approaches to
classify users based on their privacy concerns have, therefore, concentrated on finding other in-
dicators for privacy behavior such as knowledge or motivation [109], or simply on using previous
choices to predict future decisions and generate recommendations [190, 213].

Prior work has shown that privacy preferences can be inferred by segmenting collections of
individuals based on profiles. These profiles represent clusters of different individuals and their
privacy decisions. In the mobile app privacy domain, Lin et al. and Liu et al. demonstrated
that a small number of profiles may be capable of predicting individuals’ decisions to allow,
deny, or be prompted for app permissions with a high level of accuracy [211, 215]. In IoT
data collection scenarios, Lee and Kobsa were able to identify four clusters of participants with
distinctive privacy preferences. These clusters were used to predict their study participants’
decision to allow or deny monitoring in a particular IoT context with 77% accuracy [203]. In our
work, discussed in Chapter 3, we incorporate additional factors into a larger scale study, using
similar techniques to make predictions with the goal of achieving improved prediction accuracy
relative to prior work.

2.2 Purchase Decision Making
Despite privacy and security concerns, consumers are still purchasing IoT devices, mostly due
to their perceived convenience and features [69]. This is sometimes referred to as a “privacy
paradox,” due to the discrepancy between privacy concerns and actions taken to mitigate those
concerns [34, 265]. Previous research has identified various explanations for the discrepancy
between reported privacy attitudes and actual behaviors. A few of which are biases and heuris-
tics [1, 53], behavioral manipulation and skewing [234, 344], framing effect [4, 351], and inertia
and friction [25, 240].

Another mentioned explanation for the privacy paradox is misunderstanding and lack of in-
formation [328, 329], which is likely to happen as consumers are provided with little, or often
no, privacy and security information about IoT devices prior to purchase [48, 49, 102]. This
prevents consumers from making informed IoT-related purchase decisions and increases the risk
of privacy and security vulnerabilities, which may lead to high-profile and large-scale attacks
targeting IoT devices [19].

We start this section by providing background on purchase processes.We identify the factors
that have been shown to impact consumers’ purchase decisions in previous research.

2.2.1 Purchase Process and Willingness to Purchase

Purchase behavior is defined as the set of decisions people make and the actions they take when
buying and using a product [23]. Purchasing comprises seven stages: need recognition, infor-
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mation search, pre-purchase alternatives evaluation, purchase, consumption, post-consumption
evaluation, and divestment [47]. Pre-purchase behavior involves deciding on what to buy and
when to buy a product [292], whereas post-purchase behavior includes steps consumers take to
compare their expectation of the product to their perceived reality and manage their concerns and
dissatisfaction [17].

When it is not possible to observe consumers’ actual purchase behavior, we ask them about
their willingness to purchase. Previous work has shown that willingness to purchase is an in-
dicator of actual purchase behavior [280] and has been shown to have a high correlation with
it [9, 269, 360].

2.2.2 Factors Impacting Purchase Decision
Researchers have identified factors that impact consumer choice in the pre-purchase evaluation
stage. For instance, price, brand, features, aesthetics, and usability influence mobile phone pur-
chases [179, 212, 220, 290]. The perceived quality of a product has been identified as the main
driver of consumers’ purchase intentions [271]. Digital and social media have also been shown to
impact consumers’ purchase behaviors [281]. In addition, word of mouth and reviews have been
identified as influential factors [178, 284, 364]. Trust is another factor, which has been shown
to impact consumers’ purchase behaviors, especially under uncertainty when doing comparison
shopping [91, 238]. This trust can be developed through a number of factors such as the size and
the reputation of the company [173]. Company reputation has been shown to be closely related
to the familiarity with the brand [145].

Studies have found that people are concerned about the privacy of their personal data when
making online purchases [81, 169, 328]. Availability of privacy information has been shown
to impact consumers’ purchase decisions. For example, Tsai et al. found that when accessible
privacy information is made available in search results, consumers are more likely to purchase
from privacy-protective websites, even if they are more expensive [325]. In another study, Kelly
et al. found that adding concise privacy information to a mobile app store can impact users’
app-selection decisions [183]. We conducted an interview study to understand the importance
of privacy and security information in consumers’ IoT-related purchase process. This study is
presented in Chapter 5.

2.3 Risk Perception
Perceived risk is a subjective assessment of the likelihood of a specific event happening and con-
cern about its consequences [306]. In the 1960s, risk perception research started by focusing on
risk comparison [310]. Later, Starr found that society is more willing to accept risks that are per-
ceived to provide benefits [313]. Perceived risk has been found comparable to the real risk [342]
and people tend to base their decisions on the perceived risk rather than the actual risk [294, 327].
In 1978, Fischhoff et al. [130] identified nine dimensions to measure the extent of perceived risk
and found that the dimensions of dread and novelty best explain risk perception [130].

In the context of privacy and security, Gerber et al. found that lay users perceive abstract
and specific privacy-related scenarios differently [147]. Abstract scenarios were evaluated as
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more likely but less severe, while specific scenarios were deemed rare, but more concerning.
Researchers have shown that users’ lack of risk awareness and knowledge about how their data
might be used [10, 41, 158, 186, 361] influences their risk judgement [3, 28, 142]. Skirpan et al.
found identity theft, account breach, and job loss as the top three rated risk scenarios related to
emerging technologies [307].

Researchers have examined how people perceive risks of smart devices. Wieneke et al. con-
ducted a qualitative study on how privacy affects decision making related to wearable devices.
They found that users’ lack of awareness impacts their risk perception and they also observed
a disparity between risk perception and behaviors [349]. Their findings are aligned with other
work in this space [361, 362].

Consumers’ risk perception often differs from that of experts [356]. Therefore, in Chapter 7,
we report on a large-scale user study, in which we measured the significance of IoT privacy and
security attributes identified in our expert study (Chapter 6), along with factors previously found
to explain risk perception, including risk target [259, 295, 304], familiarity with the technol-
ogy [122, 135, 143], attitudes and concerns [132, 304, 305], and order effects [57]. In our study,
we considered the recipient of the device to evaluate the risk target, checked whether participants
had the device to gauge familiarity with the technology, and varied the type of device to gauge
the impact of concerns related to the type of collected data.

2.4 Risk Communication
Researchers have identified three types of activities that can lead to the development of effec-
tive risk communication: mental model analysis, calibration analysis, and value-of-information
analysis. In mental model analysis, lay users’ mental models are studied in order to identify how
they perceive risk and what information could help them make more informed risk-related de-
cisions. Calibration analysis identifies users’ most common misunderstandings about risk [51].
Value-of-information analysis systematically identifies the information that will most effectively
impact users’ risk perception and decision making [129].

One method of risk communication is by using labels, which has been shown to be effective
in various domains. In the rest of this section, we will focus on labels as one of the methods to
convey risk to consumers.

2.4.1 Labels
Labels are a common approach in contexts such as food [123] and energy ratings [137, 335] to ef-
fectively communicate important information to consumers. The literature on nutrition labels has
identified several factors that can change the impact of label on consumers’ purchase behavior, in-
dicating that the label may not be as effective for every consumer. Some of these factors are label
formatting, label wording as well as consumers’ age, gender, and income [18, 61, 72, 250, 346].
Despite the influence of these factors, food nutrition labels have been shown to significantly
inform consumers’ purchase decisions [247, 258].

In the privacy context, researchers have found that posting concise privacy “nutrition labels”
on websites increases the speed and accuracy of users’ information seeking compared to finding
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information in privacy policies [182]. Likewise “privacy facts” checklists in app stores [183]
impact users’ app download decisions.

In the context of IoT, it is currently difficult for consumers to obtain information about the
security and privacy of devices prior to purchase or at the time of purchase. The Mozilla “Privacy
Not Included” buyers guide website is an example of a resource for consumers to look up privacy
and security information for IoT devices [254]. However, it is not designed as a label and is not
attached or linked to devices in a store. In addition, when manufacturers do not disclose some
information, the guide for a product may be incomplete. Moreover, as far as we know, the buyers
guide has not undergone user testing. In Chapter 5, we discuss an interview study we conducted
with IoT consumers and found that participants would like to consider privacy and security in
their purchase process, if such information was made available to them in a label format.

International Labeling Schemes

Acknowledging the significance of labels in increasing consumers’ awareness when purchasing
smart devices, governments have started developing labeling schemes for IoT devices. Gov-
ernments of the UK [100], Finland [128], and Singapore [321] are the forerunners in labeling
their smart devices. All the current labeling proposals are expected to be voluntary to help IoT
manufacturers and the market adjust to the guidelines. Unlike our proposed IoT label, the main
focus of these proposed labeling schemes is the security practices of smart devices, with a little
attention paid to their privacy attributes. In Section 8, we will discuss the attributes currently
mentioned in the international labeling proposals.

2.4.2 Privacy and Security Guidelines and Best Practices
Policymakers [102, 103, 104, 121, 124, 209, 228, 267], industry groups [316, 318], and certifi-
cation bodies [56] have expressed interest in having privacy and security labels for IoT devices.
However, the format of such labels and the information they should contain has not been widely
discussed.

Tanczer et al. [318] conducted an extensive literature review on publicly available reports
from industry associations and international organizations on their security-related proposals
and recommendations for consumer IoT devices. They reviewed 17 industry reports (including
from Intel, HP, and Consumer Technology Association) and policy reports (including from Eu-
ropean Commission, International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and Alliance for the
Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI)). This review observed 19 overarching principles related
to security best practices that were referred to at least twice in these reports. The most common
principles (mentioned in at least 10 reports) were strong authentication by default, reliable and
cryptographically signed security updates, encryption by default, and compliance and risk as-
sessment. Some of the other principles were related to physical security, vulnerability reporting
and disclosures, and secure device boot. The security factors that we synthesized based on our
expert elicitation study covered all of the most frequent security principles mentioned in this
literature review [318].

Tanczer et al. concluded that in general, the industry acknowledges the importance of selling
safe and secure IoT devices in the market and would like to work alongside the government
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as part of their efforts. However, they are more interested in self-regulation than in government
interventions [318]. For example, companies can self-certify their IoT devices using a framework
developed by IoT Security Foundation (IoTSF) that specifies five levels of compliance [171].

A recent UK government report argued against self-regulation, noting the lack of incentives
for IoT companies to adhere to security best practices when designing IoT products. The report
recommended that the government mandate specific requirements for IoT devices as a mecha-
nism to improve the security of consumer IoT products [103]. These requirements are no default
password, availability of a vulnerability disclosure program, and security updates. These recom-
mended requirements all are included in our proposed privacy and security label.

Notably, all the reviewed reports above focus on devices’ security mechanisms with few ref-
erences to data privacy considerations. As consumers are concerned about both the privacy and
security of their devices, our proposed privacy and security label includes both privacy policies
and security mechanisms of an IoT device. In Chapter 6, we discuss our project designing an
informative IoT privacy and security label by interviewing and surveying experts. We specify 47
critical privacy and security factors and propose a layered label to present those factors, primarily
based on experts’ opinions.
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Chapter 3

Privacy Expectations and Preferences
toward IoT Data Collections

With the rapid deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies and the variety of ways
in which IoT-connected sensors collect and use personal data, there is a need for transparency,
control, and tools to ensure that individuals’ privacy requirements are met. Studying people’s
privacy requirements needs a nuanced understanding of societal norms and context, as well as
individuals’ needs [263, 287]. For example, most people tacitly accept being recorded on cam-
eras and CCTV outdoors in public spaces, but express disdain for installing video surveillance
systems inside the walls of their homes. As more complex IoT scenarios become possible, many
other factors may play a role in determining individuals’ privacy preferences. While some may
feel comfortable with their location being tracked for the purpose of traffic prediction, they may
consent to tracking only their work commute. Others may consent only if they are assured that
their location data is retained and used in an anonymized form.

We conducted a large-scale online vignette study to identify the contribution of different
factors related to IoT data collection and use scenarios (such as the type of data, retention time,
purpose of data collection, and location of data collection) in promoting or inhibiting individuals’
self-professed comfort levels. We also studied the factors that trigger a desire for notifications
about data collection. Our research identified which aspects of data collection or use by various
IoT devices are most likely to cause discomfort, how realistic participants think these scenarios
are, and about which aspects they would like to be made aware.

The results of our study informs the design of more transparent IoT-connected systems—we
envision our results can be used to improve privacy notices for IoT devices, and develop more
advanced personal privacy assistants [214].

This chapter makes two main contributions. First, we show that individuals’ comfort levels
in a variety of IoT data collection scenarios are related to specific aspects of that data collec-
tion and use. Many of our findings are consistent with observations made in prior work, but
our quantitative methodology and the scale of our experiment allows us to understand the ef-

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Pardis Emami-Naeini, Sruti Bhagvatula,
Hana Habib, Martin Degeling, Lujo Bauer, Lorrie Faith Cranor, Norman Sadeh. Privacy Expectations and Prefer-
ences in an IoT World. In Proceeding of the 13th Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS), 2017 [115].
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fect of individual factors and their relative importance more precisely. Second, leveraging our
qualitative and quantitative results, we advance explanations for many of the differences among
these factors. We show that whether or not participants think the use of their data is beneficial
to them has a profound influence on their comfort level. We also find that participants’ desire
for notification is closely related to whether or not they feel comfortable with data collection in
a particular scenario.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe the design of our vignette study, and
discuss our quantitative and qualitative analysis of our survey data. Next, we present the results
of our prediction model, and draw conclusions from the analysis. Finally, we will provide some
concluding thoughts based on what we learned from this project.

3.1 Methodology
We conducted a within-subjects survey with 1,014 Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 1 work-
ers in order to understand individuals’ privacy preferences. We exposed each participant to 14
different vignettes presenting an IoT data collection and use scenario. Vignettes are “short sto-
ries about hypothetical characters in specified circumstances, to whose situation the interviewee
is invited to respond,” [126] and have been used in prior work studying varying privacy con-
texts [230, 231].

Between vignettes, we varied eight factors that we hypothesized could influence individuals’
privacy preferences:
• the type of data collected (data type)
• the location where the data is collected (location)
• who benefits from the data collection (user benefit)
• the device that collects the data (device type)
• the purpose of data collection (purpose)
• the retention time (retention)
• whether the data is shared (shared)
• whether additional information could be inferred from the collected data (inferred)

Several of these factors have already been shown in prior work to be important to individuals,
when presented individually or in combination [38, 187, 200, 202, 203, 206]. Our design allowed
these factors to be studied simultaneously, capturing more contextual nuances. In our vignettes,
some factors could take on one of many possible levels. For reference, table 3.1 describes the
factors and their corresponding levels.

After accepting the MTurk HIT, each study participant was directed to a survey where they
were shown 14 different vignettes.

Each vignette introduced the factors being tested in the same order. In each scenario, vi-
gnettes began with the location of the data collection and ended with the retention period. The
following is an example of a scenario presented to participants:

1Amazon’s Mechanical Turk https://www.mturk.com
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Factor Levels Description
location department store; library; workplace;

friend’s house; home; public restroom
location where the data is collected

data type presence; video; specific position; biomet-
ric data (e.g., fingerprint, iris, face recogni-
tion)

type of data collected

device type smart watch; smart phone; camera; pres-
ence sensor; temperature sensor; finger-
print scanner; facial recognition system;
iris scanner

device that is collecting the data; some de-
vices like smart phones can collect multi-
ple data types

user benefit user (e.g., get help in emergency situa-
tions); data collector (e.g., downsize staff)

who benefits from the data collection and
use

purpose a specific purpose is mentioned; it is men-
tioned that participants are not told what
the purpose is

purpose of data collection depends on the
location, the data, and who is benefiting

retention forever; until the purpose is satisfied; un-
specified; week; year

the duration for which data will be kept

shared shared (e.g., with law enforcement); no
sharing is mentioned

whether the data is shared or not

inferred inferred (e.g., movement patterns); in-
ferred data is not mentioned

Additional information can be inferred and
users can be deanonymized

Table 3.1: Factors varied between vignette scenarios, levels of the factors presented in scenarios,
and description of each factor.

You are at work and your smart watch is keeping track of your specific position in
the building. Your position is shared with the device manufacturer to determine
possible escape routes in the case of an emergency or a hazard. This data will be
kept by the manufacturer until you leave for the day.

All factorial combinations of the different levels of each factor produced 126,720 possible
scenarios, many of which contained combinations of factors which did not make sense (e.g. a
presence sensor taking iris scans for emergency purposes). These scenarios were removed from
the set of scenarios shown to participants. From the remaining set, we selected 380 scenarios
that could feasibly occur, and ensured that this subset contained scenarios in which each level of
each factor was represented. 14 vignettes drawn from these 380 scenarios so as to not overburden
them. Randomly selecting subsets of 14 scenarios could have caused interaction effects due to
a lack of diversity in each factor (e.g., presenting only one retention time on otherwise diverse
scenarios) [26]. To minimize such interaction effects, we carefully selected subsets of vignettes
so that every level of every factor was present at least once per subset, with the exception of
the factors device type, purpose, and inferred, which were dependent on other factors
such as location, device type, and user benefit. In doing so, we divided the list of
scenarios into 39 subsets with 14 scenarios each, and presented each participant with vignettes
corresponding to one of these 39 subsets. The subsets were not mutually exclusive.

For each scenario, participants were asked how comfortable they were with data collec-
tion in that scenario and whether they found the use of data in the scenario to be beneficial
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(user perceived benefit). This factor is different from user benefit, which refers
to whether the data collection benefits the participant or the collector and is part of the scenario
design; user perceived benefit refers to the participant’s perception of whether the sce-
nario would be beneficial to them. This question was only asked about scenarios in which a
purpose was given; we coded this factor as ‘N/A’ for scenarios without a purpose. We also
asked participants whether they would allow the data collection described in the scenario, and
how often they would like to be informed about the data collection. Further questions asked
how realistic a scenario was (“I think scenarios like this happen today,” “... will happen within 2
years,” and “... will happen within 10 years”) and coded the answers to these three questions as
happening today, within two years, and within ten years, respectively. These
three questions were answered on a five-point Likert scale from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly
Agree” and were binned into binary categories based on agreement—0 (strongly disagree, dis-
agree) and 1 (strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree). Finally, we asked participants
general demographic questions, followed by ten questions from the Internet Users’ Information
Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) scale to gauge their level of privacy concern. The IUIPC scale ques-
tions focus on concerns about control, awareness, and collection [225]. The complete set of
questions asked in our survey is included in Appendix A.

3.1.1 Factors Impacting Preferences
We were interested in learning which factors of data collection and use contributed most signifi-
cantly to individuals’ comfort and preferences. Thus, we asked questions about how comfortable
they were with the given scenario. We also asked if they would allow a specific data collection
or not, and how often they would want to be notified about it. Participants’ responses to these
questions enabled us to build statistical models that predict the concerns and preferences of the
general population, based on our sample. We constructed five statistical models, capturing five
dependent variables (DV): comfort level, allow or deny decisions for the data collection, desire
to be notified of data collection every time, desire to be notified once in a while, and desire to be
notified only the first time. In addition to the eight factors in Table 3.1, we included the factors
user perceived benefit, happening today, within two years, within ten-
years, gender, age, income, and education, as well as the three IUIPC scale factors
IUIPC-control, IUIPC-awareness, and IUIPC-collection.

We represented income as a quantitative variable based on categories of income ranges, ex-
cluding two outliers—participants who reported earning more than $200,000. We mapped all
Likert scale responses to binary categories of 0 and 1, where 1 implies a positive preference,
and 0 implies a negative preference. All of the quantitative variables (income, age, IUIPC--
control, IUIPC-awareness, IUIPC-collection) were normalized before analysis to
be on the same scale with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.

We did not include two of the eight privacy factors, device type and purpose. The
device that is collecting the data was mentioned in the vignettes to make them more realistic,
but was not considered in the statistical analysis because the device was uniquely determined by
the type of data that was collected. The type of data that was collected was considered in the
statistical analysis, resulting in a dependency between the two factors. Dependencies of this type
between factor levels can lead to inaccurate statistical inferences. To improve the accuracy of
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Gender Age Education Income IUIPC Score

Male 49.2% (49.2%) Range 18-78 No high school 0.8% (10.9%) < $15k 16.4% (11.6%) Control Factor

Female 50.1% (50.8%) Mean [SD] 36.1 [10.9] High school 30.8% (28.8%) $15k-$34k 33.8% (20.5%) Range 1.33-7

No answer 0.7% (0.0%) US average 37.9 Associates 9.7% (10%) $35k-$74k 36.1% (29.4%) Mean [SD] 5.95 [0.90]

Bachelors 49.0% (48.7%) $75k-$149k 9.3% (26.2%) Awareness Factor

Professional 8.5% (1.5%) $150k-$199k 0.9% (6.2%) Range 1-7

No answer 1.0% (0.0%) > $200k 0.2% (6.1%) Mean [SD] 6.44 [0.82]

No answer 3.2% (0.0%) Collection Factor

Range 1-7

Mean [SD] 5.79 [1.11]

Table 3.2: Demographic breakdown of our participants. In the Gender, Education, and Income
columns, the numbers in parentheses show the US average, according to census data from 2015.

our results, we excluded them from our statistical analysis. For the same reason, we removed
purpose as it was not linearly independent from multiple other factors, such as location
and user benefit. Treating it as an independent factor would have resulted in scenarios that
did not make sense contextually. For instance, using purpose as an independent factor would
have included scenarios which involved collecting fingerprints to downsize staff. To eliminate
these nonsensical scenarios from our study, we chose to remove purpose from the analysis,
instead of the other factors on which it depended.

After removing these two factors, we found one of the subsets of scenarios contained two sce-
narios that differed only in these two factors. Therefore, for participants who received this subset,
we removed the first of the two scenarios’ answers and analyzed the remaining 13 scenarios.

Our models were constructed using generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) regression
with a random intercept per participant. GLMM is particularly useful for modeling repeated
measures experiments, such as ours, in which participants are presented with multiple parallel
scenarios [40].
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Very comfortable 3% 17% 4% 6% 6% 1% 6% 3% 15% 5% 4% 21% 7% 10% 8% 7% 7% 11% 7% 11% 7% 10% 8% 9% 3%

Comfortable 10% 31% 15% 18% 18% 6% 15% 8% 30% 18% 14% 32% 18% 22% 15% 17% 15% 25% 16% 24% 17% 20% 20% 19% 10%

Neither comfortable 
nor uncomfortable 10% 23% 16% 15% 15% 7% 15% 8% 22% 19% 15% 23% 15% 17% 13% 15% 16% 19% 16% 17% 15% 16% 17% 16% 11%

Uncomfortable 32% 19% 37% 25% 25% 39% 30% 30% 20% 34% 38% 16% 28% 22% 20% 31% 29% 28% 28% 25% 29% 27% 27% 27% 33%

Very uncomfortable 45% 11% 28% 36% 36% 47% 35% 50% 13% 25% 29% 8% 32% 28% 44% 30% 32% 17% 33% 23% 32% 26% 27% 28% 42%

Data type Device type Location Retention time Inferred data

Figure 3.1: Summary statistics showing the relation between various factors and participants’ com-
fort level. For example 45% of participants were very uncomfortable when the type of data being
collected was biometric. Cells with larger numbers are darker in background color.

We performed model selection to find the best combination of factors by using a search
algorithm with a backwards elimination approach. For each of our dependent variables, we
found the model that best fit the data according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). We
eliminated the variables with the largest p-value in each step of the model selection and continued
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the elimination until the BIC reached the global minimum [176]. The model with the lowest BIC
best explains the dependent variable.

We present the regression tables for our best models in the Results section 3.2. We used a
significance threshold of 0.05 to determine whether or not a factor was significant. Effects and
the effect size of a factor level can be interpreted as proportional to the magnitude of the estimate
co-efficient. We also defined a baseline for each factor. The regression tables and co-efficients
of levels in the model were computed against the corresponding factors’ baseline. Some of the
baselines were selected based on specific concerns highlighted by our qualitative data, such as
data type (baseline = specific position) and location (baseline = friend’s house). The
baselines for other factors were selected based on their alphabetical ordering.

3.1.2 Predicting Preferences
Using the results from the model selection for each dependent variable, we further examined
their predictive ability for individuals’ preferences. Specifically, in our analysis we focus on
predicting:
• an individual’s comfort with a specific data collection scenario; and
• an individual’s decision to allow or deny a specific data collection instance.

We believe that the ability to predict individuals’ preferences or decisions is useful since
we can imagine deployment scenarios where a system needs to predict an individual’s comfort
or decision to allow or deny data collection. In these cases, the system would have more data
accumulated over time specific to an individual using the system, and so would likely perform
better than the classifiers in our experiments.

Features

For each of the two prediction tasks mentioned above, we used the main factors and interactions
from the results of our model selection to predict the two outcomes; comfort level, and the
decision to allow or deny.

Continuous features were encoded as-is in the feature vector, while categorical features were
encoded as one-hot vectors for each category in the domain of that feature. This means, that each
categorical variable was encoded as a vector of binary features where each feature corresponded
to the binary value of one of the categories in the original categorical variable. In a one-hot
vector, only one value in the whole vector will be 1 at any given time. This is a common way
of encoding multi-class categorical features for machine learning tasks. For each categorical
variable, the overall feature vector was increased in size by the size of each one-hot vector. For
interactions between whole factors, we computed the product of each combination of the values
in the one-hot vector and appended this vector of interaction products to the feature vector.

Classifiers

We experimented with various binary classifiers for the allow/deny prediction, and both binary
and continuous classifiers for the comfort prediction. For binary classifiers where the outcome
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Categories Tags (Usage) Examples

Factors
(n = 842)

purpose (63%), data (26%), retention (25%),
sharing (18%), benefit (17%), location (7%),
device (2%)

P880: “It would make me more comfortable knowing where
this data was going and how it was going to be used, as well as
it being consented.”

Whitelist
(n = 350)

safety (42%), anonymous data (40%), per-
sonal benefit (7%), public (7%), com-
mon good (6%), improve services (6%)

P908: “If they helped to make me safer in some way.”, P779:
“I’d be fine with data that doesn’t identify me.”, P121: “That
my safety was the reason for it, or saving me money”

Blacklist
(n = 474)

biometrics (26%), personal information
(20%), everything (16%), location (13%),
private location (12%), bathroom (9%),
video (9%), commercial (8%), government
(6%), law enforcement (5%)

P136: “[..] that they might share the data with other parties
[..]. Also, knowing that a retinal or fingerprint scan might be
stolen and used to gain access to something else.” P415: “The
government spying on me in my home, or private corporations
using that data to identify me [..], no way.”

Information
(n = 417)

purpose (66%), retention (35%), sharing
(21%), collector (15%), access (13%),
data handling (13%), data security (5%)

P271: “Knowing exactly what the data is used for, where it is
stored, who it is shared with, and when it is collected.”

Control
(n = 113)

deletion (33%), consent (30%), opt-out
(27%), ownership (14%), access (13%),
copying (10%)

P913: “Nine times out of ten I won’t care and would be happy
to allow it, I just want to be informed and have the ability to
deny consent should I choose.”

Risks
(n = 298)

misuse (29%), surveillance (18%),
data security (18%), privacy (16%),
tracking (12%), intransparency (8%)

P286: “I don’t want my personal information getting into the
wrong hands.” P47: “I don’t like the idea of government orga-
nizations being alerted of my location at all times.”

Table 3.3: Categories and codes used to code free text answers. Percentages in brackets are the
number of times a code was used when the category was coded, multiple codes could be applied per
category. Rows on Factor/Whitelist/Information/Control refer to answer to the question “..what
would make you uncomfortable with sharing data in such situations?” Blacklist/Risks stem from
the answers to the question about discomfort.

is binary, we used logistic regression, support vector machines (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbor,
AdaBoost (with various weak base classifiers), and simple neural networks in the form of three-
layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [277]. For predicting comfort, we also experimented with a
continuous version of the comfort level on a scale from 1 to 5, normalized to be between 0 and
1, for which we used linear regression for prediction.

We found the AdaBoost classifier with a logistic regression base classifier (together with L2-
regularization) to be the best performing, and these are the results we report on. We implemented
our classifier and ran experiments using the Scikit-learn Python library [277].

Evaluation Methodology

We tested using two different sizes of the training data for predicting a specific participant’s
preferences: 75% of 100% of the answers provided by the remaining participants. In all cases,
training data also included the participants’ own answers to three of the scenarios they were
asked about; we tested on the remaining 11 scenarios (10 scenarios in the case of the participants
mentioned in Section 3.1.1).

When predicting comfort level, we report accuracy in two ways, which differ in how they treat
predictions when the participant did not have a preference. In the first approach, we counted any
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prediction as correct if the participant’s actual survey response fell in the middle of the Likert
scale, i.e., their answer was “Neither Agree nor Disagree.” We did this based on the reasoning
that if an individual doesn’t have an explicit preference, then any prediction would be consistent
with that preference. In the second approach, we report accuracy by testing only on scenarios
for which a participant did not answer neutrally. This measures how many of a participant’s
non-neutral preferences can be predicted.

Additionally, for both prediction tasks, we report the results of using a simple majority clas-
sifier that classifies each element in the test set as the majority class within the training set.

In each experiment, we randomly selected 50 participants whose answers to predict. We
report the accuracy, precision, and recall of the classifier averaged over the 50 participants.

Accuracy is the fraction of predictions that were accurate. Both precision and recall are
indicators for measuring the effectiveness of a classifier in predicting positive examples. For
predicting comfort, a positive example is a scenario for which the user’s answer falls into the
“comfortable” category. For predicting allow/deny decisions, a scenario for which a user answers
“Allow” is a positive example. Precision is the fraction of positive predictions that are actually
correct according to the ground-truth data. Recall is the fraction of all the positive ground-truth
data that the classifier predicts as positive.

For each participant, we used a form of cross-validation defined as follows:
For X =75% or X =100% of training data:

• Randomly select 50 participants as targets for prediction.
• For each participant, run 6 different iterations of prediction.
• In each of the 6 iterations, randomly selectX% of training data from the remaining participants

and randomly select 3 responses from the total set of scenarios the target was asked about. This
data is used for training; testing is done on the remaining scenarios of the target.

• Calculate the average accuracy, precision, and recall scores averaged over 6 iterations each
and over the 50 random participants.

We report on the results of our experiments in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

3.1.3 Qualitative Analysis of Preferences

We also qualitatively analyzed participants’ responses to the free-response questions they were
asked at the end of the survey. The answers were coded with regards to five topics: the factors that
were mentioned; whether specific scenarios were described as comfortable or uncomfortable;
what the participant wants to be informed about; and what means of control (e.g. access, edit,
ability to delete) they request. A codebook was developed from 100 answers and applied to
another set of 100 answers by two annotators independently. They reached an inter-annotator
agreement of 0.89 (Cohen’s Kappa) for whether a topic was addressed and between 0.67 and
0.72 on the actual tags (e.g., which factor was mentioned). After achieving this accuracy, the
remaining answers were divided among the two annotators and coded by one annotator each. A
summary of categories and codes and their occurrence is shown in Table 3.3.
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3.1.4 Limitations

Our study has limitations common to many user studies including those in the area of privacy.
Although the demographic attributes of the participant group are, except for the reported income,
close to the US average, Mechanical Turk workers do not reflect the general population. Prior
research has shown that Mechanical Turk workers are more privacy-sensitive than the general
population [177]. It has also been has shown that self reports about privacy preferences often
differ from actual behavior. This is referred to as the “privacy paradox” [2, 110]. Our study
may be susceptible to this bias because the scenarios were abstract and participants were asked
to imagine themselves in situations they may not have encountered. In addition, some of the
scenarios in our study were designed to be realistic based on common data collection and use
practices that are happening today, while others were designed to be more forward-looking. We
decided to have some less-realistic scenarios because we hypothesized that there is a relation
between participants’ comfort level about each vignette and their perception of how realistic it
is. Nevertheless, participants may have been asked about situations which they are not typically
put in, influencing their decisions.

Despite these limitations, presenting a large variety of scenarios to participants allowed us to
explore situations that do not currently happen but may be similar to situations that will happen
in the future. Since the Internet of Things is still an emerging field, it is not possible to describe
situations that are realistic to all participants who may never have had an IoT device or never
have faced a situation in which an IoT sensor is collecting data.

3.2 Results
In this section, we describe our participants and present results regarding participants’ comfort
level with different data collection scenarios, their decisions to allow or deny data collection, and
desire to be notified.

3.2.1 Participants

Our survey was completed by 1,014 MTurk workers. We removed the answers of seven partic-
ipants because they took less than five minutes to complete the survey, while the average com-
pletion time was 16 minutes. This resulted in 1,007 participants whose responses we included in
our analyses. Participants were required to be from the United States and have a HIT approval
rate of above 95%. Table 3.2 describes participants according to their demographics and privacy
concern level. Our participants were slightly better educated and had a higher income than the
U.S. average.

3.2.2 Comfort with Data Collection

In our survey, after presenting each scenario we asked: “How would you feel about the data col-
lection in the situation described above if you were given no additional information about the sce-
nario?” We measured participants’ comfort on a five point Likert scale from “Very Comfortable”
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to “Very Uncomfortable” with the middle point of “Neither Comfortable Nor Uncomfortable.”
Figure 3.1 shows the general distribution of participants’ comfort across different levels of

each factor. Participants were strongly uncomfortable if the scenarios they were asked about
had biometric as data type (45% strongly uncomfortable), device type as iris scanner
(50% strongly uncomfortable), location as their home (44% strongly uncomfortable), re-
tention as forever (33% strongly uncomfortable), or if other data was inferred from the
data collection (42% strongly uncomfortable).

Factors Impacting Comfort Level

Using the best model, we ordered the factors based on their contribution to comfort level by
looking at the change in BIC when each factor was added to the null model (the model that has
no factor other than random intercept for participants). Table 3.4 shows the factors ordered by
their effect sizes from the most effective factor (the interaction between the data type and
happening today) to the factor with the lowest effect size (retention). As shown in the
table, not all levels of the factors are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). A positive esti-
mate (effect size) indicates inclination toward comfort and a negative estimate shows inclination
toward discomfort.

Scenarios in which video was being collected and participants thought such data collections
are happening today had the greatest positive impact on participant comfort with data col-
lection (p-value < 0.05, coefficient = 1.39). This is in line with our qualitative results, where we
found that 38% of all participants mentioned a specific scenario with which they were comfort-
able (category “whitelist,” Table 3.3), and from the whitelisted scenarios, 42% mentioned safety,
security, or emergency situations as specific purposes for data collection that they would gen-
erally approve of. Another 40% of those who whitelisted a scenario were less concerned when
anonymous or anonymized data was involved. When an example was given, participants men-
tioned scenarios involving presence or temperature sensors as ones they would be comfortable
with.

Scenarios in which biometric information (e.g., fingerprint, iris image) was being collected
and participants thought such data collection is happening today, had the greatest negative
impact on participant comfort (p-value < 0.05, coefficient = -0.89). This is also in line with
our qualitative analysis of answers to the question “Keeping in mind the 14 scenarios, what
would make you uncomfortable with sharing data in such situations?” In 46% of the answers,
participants conveyed one or more specific things that they did not want to happen (coded in
category “blacklist,” Table 3.3). Within these answers, the collection of biometric data type
was mentioned by 26%.

Based on previous findings [46], we hypothesized that participants would be less comfortable
if a scenario included the explicit notice that collected data would be shared with others (sha-
red). Consistent with that hypothesis, we found that informing participants that data would be
shared with third parties (e.g., with the device manufacturer or law enforcement) caused partic-
ipants to be less comfortable (p-value < 0.05, coefficient = -0.68). The qualitative results show
that a minority of participants expressed mistrust of or discomfort with sharing with government
(6%) and law enforcement agencies (5%).

Within the qualitative responses related to discomfort, we also found explanations of why
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value BIC
data type:happening today 14633
baseline=friend’s house:not happening today
video:happening today 1.39 0.20 6.83 0.00
biometric:happening today -0.89 0.15 5.80 0.00
presence:happening today 0.91 0.18 12.57 0.01
temperature:happening today 0.95 0.22 4.26 0.00
data (baseline=specific position) 15843
biometric -1.45 0.13 -11.12 0.03
presence 1.42 0.16 8.99 0.00
temperature 2.50 0.20 12.57 0.00
video -0.30 0.19 -1.62 0.11
user perceive benefit:location 15866
baseline=beneficial:friend’s house
not beneficial:department store 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.99
purpose unspecified:department store -0.07 0.24 -0.30 0.76
not beneficial:house -0.15 0.48 -0.30 0.76
purpose unspecified:house 0.05 0.28 0.19 0.85
not beneficial:library -0.45 0.33 -1.38 0.00
purpose unspecified:library -0.17 0.24 -0.70 0.48
not beneficial:public restroom -0.40 0.36 -1.10 0.27
purpose unspecified:public restroom -0.48 0.26 -1.85 0.01
not beneficial:work -0.49 0.36 -1.38 0.17
purpose unspecified:work -0.11 0.24 -0.47 0.63
being shared:user perceived benefit 15969
baseline=not being shared:beneficial
being shared:not beneficial -0.71 0.19 -3.70 0.00
shared:purpose unspecified 0.37 0.13 2.94 0.02
user perceived benefit (baseline=beneficial) 16055
not beneficial -1.88 0.34 -5.60 0.00
purpose unspecified -1.30 0.25 -5.26 0.04
retention:user perceived benefit 16058

baseline =unspecific:not beneficial)
not deleted:not beneficial -0.12 0.22 -0.06 0.96
purpose specific:not beneficial -0.30 0.28 -1.08 0.28
week:not beneficial 0.49 0.23 2.11 0.00
year:not beneficial 0.10 0.24 0.39 0.69
not deleted:purpose unspecified -0.43 0.16 -2.69 0.00
week:purpose unspecified -0.29 0.16 -1.76 0.07
year:purpose unspecified -0.22 0.17 -1.31 0.19
happening within 2 years (baseline=disagree) 16199
agree 0.96 0.11 9.01 0.00
happen today (baseline=disagree) 16491
agree 10.98 333.4 0.03 0.97
location (baseline=friend’s house) 17987
library 1.00 0.18 5.54 0.00
work 0.87 0.18 4.82 0.01
house -0.88 0.20 -4.34 0.00
department store 0.76 0.18 4.24 0.00
public restroom 0.29 0.19 1.48 0.14
being shared (baseline=not being shared) 18079
being shared -0.68 0.09 -7.86 0.00
IUIPC
collection -0.59 0.05 -11.47 0.04 18081
retention (baseline=not specified) 18103
week 0.25 0.11 2.25 0.00
year 0.16 0.11 1.45 0.14
purpose specific 0.56 0.15 4.85 0.02
not deleted 0.10 0.10 0.99 0.32

Table 3.4: Generalized linear mixed model regression output for the comfort level model. A positive
estimate (effect size) indicates inclination toward comfort and a negative estimate shows inclina-
tion toward discomfort. Factors are ordered by their contribution: the factor with the lowest BIC
contributes most to explaining participants’ comfort level.
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participants did not want to share their data. About 29% of all participants mentioned some
perceived risk, ranging from the fear of identity theft or the use of data for other than the stated
purpose (misuse) to a general concern about privacy and surveillance in general. Among those
that mentioned a perceived risk, 29% feared that their data could be used in a way that would
harm them or put them at a disadvantage. About 18% of these answers explicitly mentioned data
security issues and leaks as a cause of concern.

P11: [I’m concerned about] any unique identifiers that could be hacked and then
used for identity theft, blackmail, humiliation, etc.

With respect to the location of data collection, most levels had small, positive effect on com-
fort level. As described above, only scenarios taking place at home had a negative impact on the
perceived comfort. Our qualitative results further substantiate this, as participants who mention
location as a factor that made them comfortable often cited the dichotomy between public
and private places. Data collection in private places is described as highly intrusive while data
collection in publicly accessible spaces like libraries or stores was described as “ok.” Out of the
474 participants that expressed discomfort with specific scenarios, those that took place in one’s
home (12%) and in bathrooms (8%) were most frequently mentioned.

The factor retention had the smallest effect size on the results and only short retention
times (immediate deletion or storing for a week) had a significant, positive effect on the comfort
level. This is in line with the qualitative results were, about 25% of those that mentioned a
specific factor in their answers referred to how long their data was stored. Those that explicitly
mentioned a time span favored a retention time of less than a week.

Predicting Comfort Level

As explained in Section 3.1, we trained a machine learning model to predict a participant’s
comfort based on the significant factors and interactions determined through model selection.
The results are shown in Table 3.5.

The classifier achieved an average accuracy of around 81% over 50 different participants
when either 100% or 75% of the other participants’ answers are used as training data.

There is a sizable difference in precision and recall depending on whether (1) predictions are
counted as correct whenever participants expressed neither a positive nor a negative opinion or
(2) scenarios in which participants did not express an opinion are removed from the test data.
As per the discussion in Section 3.1.2, both ways of measuring performance are indicative of the
utility of using a similar classifier in practice.

Table 3.5 also describes the performance of our simple majority classifier that uses all non-
test participants’ answers as training data. These results form a baseline for understanding the
performance of the AdaBoost classifier. Although a majority classifier is correct about 70% of
the time, AdaBoost additionally correctly predicts more than a third of the predictions that the
majority classifier gets wrong.
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Classifier Training Neutral Accuracy Precision Recall
ABC 100% (1,006) correct 81.06% 73.86% 83.06%
ABC 100% (1,006) excluded 77.53% 54.50% 63.49%
ABC 75% (755) correct 81.79% 71.30% 78.34%
ABC 75% (755) excluded 77.67% 54.48% 60.77%
SMC 100% (1,006) correct 72.03% 71.33% 40.92%
SMC 100% (1,006) excluded 67.96% 0% 0%

Table 3.5: Accuracy, precision, and recall of (1) ABC: the AdaBoost classifier (with logistic regres-
sion as the base learner) and (2) the SMC: simple majority classifier, for predicting a user’s comfort
level with an instance of data collection. “Training” indicates the fraction (and number) of non-test
participants used to train the classifier. “Neutral” indicates whether predictions are always counted
as correct if a participant didn’t indicate a preference for that scenario (“correct”) or whether such
scenarios are removed from the test set (“excluded”).

3.2.3 Allowing or Denying Data Collection

Factors Impacting Allow/Deny Decisions

We found a set of factors that can explain participants’ response to the question: “If you had the
choice, would you allow or deny this data collection?” We again ordered factors with respect
to their effect size. The interaction of data type and location has the most impact while
shared has the smallest effect. By looking at the coefficient of the levels within each factor we
can claim that participants were most likely to deny data collection in scenarios in which their
presence was being collected at their workplace. Also, knowing that the data was being shared
had the least effect on their preference to deny a data collection. In this model a positive estimate
shows likeliness to deny and a negative estimate shows the likeliness to allow a data collection
scenario. The regression results are shown in Table 3.6.

Among the common statistically significant factor levels, the ones that made participants
more likely to be comfortable with a data collection also made them more likely to allow the
data collection. Many factors were in line between the two models of comfort level and al-
low/deny such as data type, location, user perceived benefit, shared, re-
tention, happening today, and within two years. However, the best model that
described participants’ comfort level (Section 3.2.2) was not the same as the best model that
described the desire of participants to allow or deny a data collection. For example, we found
that the interaction between data type and location was the most helpful factor in the al-
low/deny model, but this factor was shown to be non-significant in explaining the comfort level.
This suggests that being comfortable with a specific data collection instance does not automati-
cally mean that someone would allow it to occur, given the choice.

In the free text answers to the questions about what would make them feel comfortable or
uncomfortable with data collection, about 11% of all participants mentioned some type of ability
to control collection or use as a requirement for comfort, though our scenarios did not include
such a feature. Nevertheless, participants expressed interest in a variety of ways to control their
personal information. Within the group that mentioned it, 33% wanted to be granted the ability to
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value BIC
data:location 15232
baseline=specific position:friend’s house
biometric:department store 1.58 0.24 6.38 0.01
presence:department store 1.22 0.37 3.30 0.00
temperature:department store 1.61 0.55 2.94 0.00
video: department store -0.99 0.21 -4.83 0.00
presence: house 0.42 0.41 1.02 0.31
temperature: house 0.23 0.42 0.54 0.58
biometric:library 1.16 0.23 5.01 0.01
presence:library 1.55 0.37 4.10 0.01
temperature:library 1.52 0.43 3.52 0.00
video:library -0.50 0.20 -2.46 0.00
presence:public restroom 1.87 0.36 5.11 0.00
temperature:public restroom 1.54 0.38 3.99 0.00
video:public restroom 1.36 0.36 3.77 0.00
presence:work 2.11 0.34 6.10 0.03
temperature:work 1.66 0.39 4.29 0.00
being shared:user perceived benefit 15297
baseline=not being shared:beneficial

being shared:not beneficial 0.62 0.19 3.26 0.00
shared:purpose unspecific -0.27 0.12 -2.10 0.04
retention:user perceived benefit 15352

not deleted:not beneficial -0.14 0.226 -0.65 0.51
purpose-specific:not beneficial 0.39 0.248 1.37 0.17
week:not beneficial -0.12 0.24 -0.52 0.60
year:not beneficial -0.17 0.24 -0.68 0.49
not deleted:purpose unspecified 0.45 0.16 2.81 0.02
week:purpose unspecified 0.76 0.16 4.52 0.00
year:purpose unspecified 0.48 0.17 2.85 0.01
user perceived benefit (baseline=beneficial) 15374
not beneficial 2.85 0.17 16.38 0.00
purpose unspecified 1.67 0.17 9.92 0.01
data:happening today 15525
baseline=friend’s house:not happening today
video:happening today -1.39 0.22 -6.26 0.00
biometric:happening today -0.78 0.16 -4.89 0.00
presence:happening today -0.95 0.19 -5.02 0.02
temperature:happening today -0.90 0.23 -3.87 0.00
happening within 2 years:benefit of scenario 15986
baseline=disagree:benefit to company
agree: purpose unspecified 0.12 0.36 0.34 0.73
agree:benefit to user -0.38 0.23 -1.64 0.00
happening within 2 years (baseline=disagreement) 16751
agreement -0.72 0.20 -3.70 0.03
data (baseline=specific position) 16872
biometric 0.01 0.24 0.06 0.95
presence -2.87 0.35 -8.01 0.00
temperature -3.66 0.37 -9.66 0.00
video 0.43 0.23 1.82 0.07
happening today (baseline=disagreement) 17112
agreement -11.01 349.40 -0.03 0.97
benefit of scenario (baseline=benefit to company) 18188
benefit to user -0.46 0.20 -2.30 0.01
purpose unspecified -1.17 0.27 -4.34 0.00
location (baseline=friend’s house) 18569
library -1.87 0.29 -6.34 0.02
work -1.96 0.27 -7.34 0.01
house 0.54 0.35 1.52 0.13
department store -1.58 0.29 -5.30 0.00
public restroom -1.23 0.29 -4.17 0.04
retention (baseline=not specified) 18669
week -0.55 0.11 -4.72 0.02
year -0.32 0.11 -2.79 0.00
purpose-specific -0.70 0.12 -5.76 0.00
not deleted -0.03 0.11 -0.26 0.79
being shared (baseline=not being shared) 18707
being shared 0.52 0.10 5.41 0.00

Table 3.6: GLMM Regression Output for the allow-deny model. A positive estimate shows likeliness
to deny and a negative estimate shows the likeliness to allow. Factors are ordered by their contri-
bution: the factor with the lowest BIC contributes most to explain participants’ desires to allow or
deny a data collection.
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Classifier Training Accurcy Precision Recall
ABC 100% (1,006 users) 79.09% 76.79% 82.32%
ABC 75% (755 users) 79.09% 76.79% 82.32%
SMC 100% (1,006 users) 52.58% 0% 0%

Table 3.7: Accuracy, precision, and recall of (1) ABC: the AdaBoost classifier (with logistic regres-
sion as the base learner) and (2) SMC: the simple majority classifier, for predicting a user’s decision
to allow or deny data collection. “Training” indicates the fraction (and number) of non-test partici-
pants used to train the classifier.

delete their data; this would make them feel more comfortable. Another 30% wanted to be asked
for consent first, and 27% desired the ability to opt out of the data collection at any time. Multiple
participants acknowledged that they would probably not make use of the control options, were
they provided.

Predicting Allow/Deny Decisions

Using the significant factors and interactions we determined from the model selection, we trained
a machine learning model to predict an individual’s decision to allow or deny data collection. The
results are shown in Table 3.7. In this experiment, a prediction is made based on the class (allow
or deny) that had the higher probability in the prediction. Averaged over 50 test participants,
accuracy ranged from 76% to 80% depending on whether we used most (75%) or all of the other
participants’ data during training.

Table 3.7 also describes the results of our simple majority classifier when using all other
participant’s answers as part of the training data. Similar to when predicting comfort, we use the
results of this experiment as an intuitive baseline for understanding how well a classifier does if
it simply uses the most prevalent preference in the training data.

The average accuracy of the majority classifier of barely over 50% shows that participants’
collective preferences were sufficiently evenly split between wanting to allow and deny data
collection in general; hence, a classifier that takes more context into account is necessary for
effective prediction. The precision and recall values are 0 because the majority class was always
to deny data collection, resulting in no true positives ever being predicted, which is clearly not
representative of an individual’s actual preferences.

Understanding how well we can predict an individual’s decision to allow or deny data collec-
tion is useful in applications such as where a system pre-populates a privacy control panel with an
individual’s predicted responses. If an individual changes a pre-populated control (i.e., respond-
ing with something different than the system’s prediction), the system can update its model with
this new “correct” answer. Iteratively refining answers until the system is very confident about
a decision will ultimately lead—our results suggest—to the majority of answers specific to an
individual being predicted with high confidence.
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3.2.4 Data Collection Notification Preferences

We presented participants with questions asking how often they want to be notified about a data
collection with three different frequencies. The frequencies are whether they would want to be
notified 1) every time, 2) once in a while, or 3) only the first time the data is collected. They
were asked to answer their preferences for all three types of notifications on a five point Likert
scale ranging from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.”

The best models for describing the three frequencies of notifications revealed that partici-
pants’ preferences for notification changes based on the factors and levels of factors. The three
significant factors that were common between all the models were: data type, location,
and the interaction of these two factors. In these models positive coefficients (estimate) show
likeliness of participants’ desire to get notification about a data collection.

In the free text answers, 41% of all participants mentioned that being informed would help
them feel comfortable, indicated by phrases like “I would want to know...” or “If they would tell
me...”. Within that group, purpose, a factor heavily dependent on data type and loca-
tion, was mentioned by the majority (66%) as something that they would want to be informed
about. It was followed by retention (35%), a factor not found in the model. 15% also
explicitly requested information on who would be collecting the data (code “collector”). In
addition, 13% of this group wanted to be informed about who is accessing the data and 5% want
to be informed about steps taken to ensure the security of the collected data. Eight percent of the
participants showed some kind of mistrust related to the purpose of data collection described in
the scenarios. This was expressed in various ways, from demanding to know “exactly” what was
stored and requesting “guarantees” to asking for honesty or expressing general concern about
their privacy.

P928: I like honesty, and with companies being honest and open about why they are
sharing data, it makes it a lot easier for me to be comfortable.

More detailed information was also requested about potential risks and how their data was
protected against misuse.

Notification Every Time

We measured participants’ preferences to get notified about a type of data collection every time
it occurred by their answers to the question “I would want my mobile phone to notify me every
time this data collection occurs.” The factors in the order of their size of effect are shown in
Table 3.8. The most effective factor in explaining participants’ desire to be notified every time
was the interaction between data type and user perceived benefit, while the factor
that had the smallest effect size was shared. Looking at the levels of these factors, it seems
that participants were most likely to want to be notified every time when their biometrics were
being collected for an unspecified purpose. Also, knowing that the data was being shared had the
least effect on participants’ desire to be notified every time the data collection occurred.
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value BIC
data:user perceived benefit 13467
baseline=friend’s house:not beneficial
biometric:not beneficial 0.09 0.21 0.46 0.64
presence:not beneficial -0.49 0.24 -2.04 0.00
temperature:not beneficial -0.38 0.35 -1.10 0.27
video:not beneficial 0.48 0.22 2.19 0.00
biometric:purpose unspecified 0.88 0.42 2.12 0.01
presence:purpose unspecified -0.04 0.48 -0.08 0.93
temperature:purpose unspecified -0.71 0.46 -1.55 0.12
video:purpose unspecified -0.19 0.47 -0.42 0.67
data:happening within 2 years 13591
baseline = friend’s house:disagree
video:agree -0.48 0.34 -1.44 0.15
biometric:agree -0.01 0.24 -0.04 0.96
presence:agree -0.76 0.33 -2.31 0.02
temperature:agree -0.11 0.39 -2.28 0.78
being shared:data (baseline = not being shared:specific position) 13738
being shared:data 13738

baseline = not being shared:specific position
being shared:presence 0.96 0.22 4.39 0.00
being shared:temperature -0.27 0.20 -1.32 0.18
being shared:video 0.73 0.17 4.20 0.01
data (baseline = specific position) 14198
biometric 0.17 0.44 0.39 0.70
presence -0.57 0.54 -1.07 0.29
temperature -1.66 0.54 -3.07 0.00
video -0.02 0.52 -0.03 0.98
happening within 2 years (baseline = disagree) 14697
agree -0.27 0.19 -1.42 0.15
user perceived benefit (baseline = beneficial) 14923
not beneficial 0.89 0.16 5.45 0.00
purpose unspecified 0.69 0.35 1.94 0.04

benefit of scenario:location 15281
baseline = benefit to company:friend’s house
benefit to user:department store -0.01 0.25 -0.02 0.98
purpose unspecified:department store 0.13 0.28 0.46 0.65
benefit to user:house -0.65 0.27 -2.38 0.01
purpose unspecified:library 0.71 0.22 3.18 0.00
benefit to user:library 0.31 0.25 1.28 0.20
benefit to user:public restroom 0.16 0.25 0.62 0.54

benefit to user:work 0.29 0.24 1.18 0.23
benefit of scenario (baseline = benefit to company) 15421
benefit to user -0.26 0.41 -0.66 0.51
purpose unspecified -0.77 0.36 -2.12 0.00
location (baseline = friend’s house) 15471
library -1.11 0.19 -5.58 0.01
work -1.09 0.19 -5.57 0.00
house 0.79 0.21 3.81 0.00
department store -0.69 0.20 -3.41 0.03
public restroom -0.29 0.19 1.48 0.14
being shared (baseline = not being shared) 15539
being shared 0.17 0.11 1.62 0.11

Table 3.8: Generalized Linear Mixed Model Regression output for every-time notification. A pos-
itive coefficient (estimate) shows likelihood of participants’ desire to get notification about a data
collection every time. Factors are ordered by their contribution: the factor with the lowest BIC
contributes most to explain participants’ preferences about every-time notification.

Notification Once in a While

We measured participants’ preferences to being notified only once in a while about a type of
data collection by their answers to the question “I would want my mobile phone to notify me
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value BIC
data (baseline = specific position) 14172
biometric -0.56 0.16 -3.35 0.00
presence -0.07 0.24 -0.27 0.78
temperature -0.03 0.25 -0.13 0.90
video -0.42 0.14 -3.07 0.01
IUIPC
control -0.29 0.07 -4.03 0.00 14231
location (baseline = friend’s house) 14238
library 0.48 0.22 2.21 0.02
work 0.64 0.18 3.63 0.00
house 0.31 0.19 1.63 0.10
department store 0.29 0.22 1.36 0.18
public restroom 0.26 0.22 1.19 0.23
data:location 14243
baseline=specific position:friend’s house
biometric:department store 0.24 0.21 1.14 0.26
biometric:library -0.02 0.20 -0.09 0.92
presence:department store -0.62 0.29 -2.14 0.00
presence:home -0.001 0.27 -0.01 0.99
presence:library -0.85 0.29 -2.83 0.00
presence:public restroom -0.67 0.29 -2.29 0.03
presence:work -0.48 0.25 -1.87 0.61
temperature:department store -0.76 0.38 -1.98 0.00
temperature:home 0.52 0.28 1.86 0.62
temperature:library -1.34 0.33 -4.06 0.00
temperature:public restroom -0.86 0.31 -2.87 0.00
temperature:work -0.87 0.28 -3.12 0.04
video:department store -0.09 0.19 -0.48 0.62
video:library -0.11 0.19 -0.54 0.59
video:public restroom -0.30 0.25 -1.20 0.22

Table 3.9: Generalized Linear Mixed Model Regression output for once-in-a-while notification. A
positive coefficient (estimate) shows likelihood of participants’ desire to get notification about a data
collection every once in a while. Factors are ordered by their contribution: the factor with the lowest
BIC contributes most to explain participants’ preferences for once-in-a-while notification.

every once in a while when this data collection occurs.” The results in the order of effect size
are shown in Table 3.9. The model selection algorithm showed that the most effective factor
in explaining participants’ desire to be notified once in a while was data type and the least
effective factor was the interaction between data type and location. The coefficients of
the levels within these factors show that participants were most likely to want to be notified every
once in a while when their biometric was being collected and their desire to get notification every
once in a while was least effected by knowing that their presence was being collected while they
were at a department store.

Notification the First Time

We measured participants’ preferences to being notified only the first time about a type of data
collection by their answers to the question, “I would want my mobile phone to notify me only
the first time this data collection occurs.” Table 3.10 shows the factors we got from the model
selection in order of the effect size. The most effective factor in explaining participants’ desire to
be notified for the first time was user perceived benefit and the factor with the smallest
effect size was the interaction between the data type and location. More specifically,
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value BIC
user perceived benefit (baseline=beneficial) 14487
not beneficial -0.47 0.07 -7.09 0.01
purpose unspecified -0.32 0.05 -6.08 0.00
location (baseline=friend’s house) 14567
library 0.74 0.22 3.37 0.02
work 0.86 0.18 4.76 0.00
house 0.08 0.19 0.41 0.68
department store 0.75 0.22 3.36 0.03
public restroom 0.61 0.22 2.81 0.00
data (baseline=specific position) 14587
biometric 0.17 0.17 1.02 0.31
presence 0.78 0.24 3.24 0.00
temperature 0.81 0.25 3.30 0.00
video 0.00 0.13 -0.02 0.99
data:location 14617
baseline = specific position:friend’s house
biometric:department store -0.58 0.21 -2.79 0.00
biometric:library -0.30 0.20 -1.51 0.13
presence:department store -1.05 0.29 -3.66 0.00
presence:home -0.23 0.27 -0.83 0.41
presence:library -1.19 0.29 -4.02 0.02
presence:public restroom -1.19 0.29 -4.13 0.00
presence:work -0.48 0.25 -1.86 0.06
temperature:department store -1.61 0.38 -4.26 0.00
temperature:home 0.23 0.28 0.82 0.41
temperature:library -1.35 0.32 -4.18 0.00
temperature:public restroom -1.09 0.31 -3.58 0.00
temperature:work -1.17 0.28 -4.19 0.01
video:department store -0.16 0.19 -0.85 0.39
video:library -0.17 0.19 -0.89 0.37
video:public restroom -0.54 0.25 -1.20 0.22

Table 3.10: Generalized Linear Mixed Model Regression output for first-time-only notification. A
positive coefficient (estimate) shows likeliness of participants’ desire to get notification about a data
collection only the first time. Factors are ordered by their contribution: the factor with the lowest
BIC contributes most to explain participants’ preferences for first-time-only notification.

participants were most likely to want to get a notification only the first time if the data collection
was not beneficial to them. Also their desire to get notified only for the first time was least
effected when their biometric was being collected while they were at a department store.

Summary of Data Collection

At the end of each survey, we asked participants the question “Keeping in mind the 14 scenarios,
how often would you be interested in seeing a summary of all such data collection?” Participants
could select either every day, every month, every year, or never. Answers varied, with 23% (n
= 232) saying they would like a daily summary and 63% (633) selecting a monthly summary.
Additionally, 8% (85) would have liked a summary every year and 6% (57) never wanted to
receive one.
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3.3 Discussion
Our results demonstrate varied privacy concerns, both across IoT scenarios and across partici-
pants. Our results also indicate that participants are more comfortable about data collection when
classical privacy and data protection rules, such as the Fair Information Practices, are applied and
individuals are given an explanation about why their data is being collected. However, other re-
sults underline the need for technology to support the awareness of data collection and that can
meet the different desires for being notified.

3.3.1 Privacy Preferences Are Complex
How individuals feel about different data collection scenarios depends on various things. Indi-
vidual preference play as much a role as social norms and expectations.

On one hand, our analyses show that participants are largely in agreement on a number of
practices where social norms are in place that define what is acceptable and what is not. For
example, participants expressed more comfort with data collection in public spaces, but rejected
scenarios that described video cameras used in private rooms and shared with law enforcement.
This is likely related to a long, western tradition of public/private dichotomy. However, this di-
chotomy is challenged by smart-home technology with centralized, cloud-based services that do
not follow expectation of “what happens at home stays at home.” For example, Samsung received
criticism for advising the public not to have private conversations in front of their smart TV [152]
as it uses a third party speech-to-text service for voice commands. Smart-home device manufac-
turers should be aware and respectful of individuals’ mental models of data collection within the
home and do their best to communicate practices that may be surprising to their customers.

On the other hand, we saw a large number of scenarios in which there was no clear indication
of what is generally acceptable. For example, participants showed a high variance in the level of
comfort with respect to the collection and storage of movement patterns at their workplace for
the purpose of optimizing heating and cooling. Social norms have yet to emerge with respect
to technology that has just recently become available. However, scenarios like these also reflect
how individual preferences might differ in the long run. Individuals have to weigh their potential
loss of privacy, due to camera surveillance against the benefit of reduced energy consumption.
The complexity of this individual decision process is also reflected by the fact that our models
describing the comfort level and the choice to allow or deny a data collection do not completely
overlap. Here individual concerns about what might happen to the data, in combination with
personal experience (e.g., how much one trusts her employer), play a role in determining whether
or not one feels comfortable with the data collection and will allow it.

3.3.2 Addressing Privacy Concerns
Both the qualitative and quantitative data show that participants prefer anonymous data collec-
tion. Temperature and presence sensors produce data that are not immediately identifying and
participants consistently expressed higher comfort with these scenarios. This finding was further
reinforced by our free-text results, as anonymous data was the second most mentioned preference
for data collection. This is further confirmed through interviews done in a previous study [46].
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The relatively high discomfort with data inference, combined with high comfort regarding col-
lection of anonymous data indicates that people may be generally unaware that with the Internet
of Things it will be easier to re-identify individuals from otherwise anonymous data. In light of
our findings, it is likely that this is something that would cause discomfort. This gap in under-
standing should be kept in mind when providing privacy information for IoT data collection.

We found that participants favor short retention times and are more comfortable when data
is deleted after its purpose is met, or not kept longer than a week. Insights from the free-text re-
sponses indicate that this is related to an increased awareness of data breaches, the fear of misuse
of data, and concerns regarding bad data security practices at companies. As previous research
has shown, a growing number of people have already experienced misuse of their data [282].
With the growing number of IoT devices, the probability of data breaches further increases, re-
sulting in higher concern and less trust in the technology. To address these types of concerns,
IoT device manufacturers should take precautions, both technical and administrative, to protect
their customers’ data and communicate these practices to the public.

3.3.3 Towards Awareness and Control

Approaches for eliciting consent or providing information are less likely to work in the IoT
setting. For example, a classic privacy policy cannot be shown on many types of IoT devices,
such as a smart watch. Still, people demand information about the entity collecting data, the
purpose of the collection, the benefit they receive from it, and the retention period of the collected
data.

In open-ended responses, participants explicitly asked for transparency in data collection
and its handling. Discomfort increases when data is shared with third parties or used to infer
additional information. Participants want to be informed not only about the purpose of data
collection and the handling of data, but also possible security risks associated. This finding is
also confirmed by previous work which found through interviews that transparency about the
data collected and the purpose of the collection influence comfort levels for data collection by
IoT devices [46].

Additionally, our results show that how often and about what participants want to be informed
is greatly dependent on individual comfort levels. But information requests also heavily depend
on whether or not individuals think a use of their data is beneficial to them or serves a greater
good. To answer this question even semi-automatically requires more specific and neutral infor-
mation about the purpose of a data collection. We also saw that two thirds of participants would
appreciate a monthly summary about what data has been collected about them (see section 3.2.4).

To develop technical support for this is a major challenge in a fractured IoT landscape that
still lacks standardization. One option to streamline these efforts, at least on a smaller scale like
in smart homes, would be to build upon the Manufacture Usage Description (MUD) Specifica-
tion [111] to include information on purposes of data collection and simplify the aggregation of
information about data collection.

Our analysis suggests that many people want to retain control of their personal data. Fu-
ture IoT services should take this into consideration when designing privacy notices instead of
creating more “one-size fits all” policies.
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More specifically, we suggest the adoption of the idea of personalized privacy assistants
(PPA) already used in the context of mobile apps [214]. A PPA may be a tool or agent running
on behalf of each individual that can proactively predict their decision to allow or deny data
collection, relieving the individual of making decisions when they can be predicted with high
accuracy. This predictive model could be used to, i.e., pre-populate a privacy control panel with
individuals’ preferences. In a deployed system, we could use a form of online machine learning
to continue to update the model to a specific individual’s preferences. Our predictive model 3.2.3
showed that with a few data points per individual (three), we could predict the rest of their eleven
answers with an average accuracy of 88%. In a deployed system, we expect the model would
have more specific data points about individuals on which to base predictions, which would be
even more accurate.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we took the first step toward informing users’ privacy-related decision making,
which was to understand what users are concerned about and what they would like to be notified
about related to an IoT data collection and use scenario. We reported on a large-scale vignette
study on privacy concerns and provided statistical evidence showing that participants want to be
informed about certain details of IoT data collection and use, such as what types of data are being
collected, what it is used for, and how long it will be stored. We asked 1,007 participants to rate
realistic scenarios about data collection occurring in multiple contexts. Our results enhance the
findings of previous, mostly qualitative, research with statistical evidence that identifies specific
factors related to IoT data collection and use scenarios that impact individuals’ privacy concerns.
Among these factors are the type of data that is collected, retention time, third-party sharing,
perceived benefit, and the location at which an IoT device collects data. The statistical results
are confirmed by analyzing the free-text responses, which emphasize concerns regarding the
collection of biometric data as well as data collection occurring in private spaces.
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Chapter 4

The Influence of Friends and Experts on
Privacy Decision Making in IoT Scenarios

As increasingly many Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices collect personal data, users face more
privacy decisions. In Chapter 3, we discussed how factors related to IoT data collection and use
scenarios (e.g., data type, purpose of data collection) impact people’s concerns and preferences.
In this chapter, we discuss the impact of social influence on people’s IoT-related decision making.

From early childhood, we learn that others’ opinions and judgments are frequently a reliable
source of evidence about reality [105]. In many social and biological systems, individuals rely on
other members’ perceptions and observations to make decisions or adapt their behaviors accord-
ingly [45, 66, 77, 253]. As defined by Latané, such influence is the result of “the real, implied,
or imagined presence or actions of other individuals” [198]. Social influence has been demon-
strated to have a strong impact on people’s decision making in many domains [68] as people look
at others’ behaviors and opinions to inform and improve their own judgments [12, 125].

Research demonstrates that social cues also have an effect on users’ information-sharing
behaviors on social-networking sites (SNSs). Spotwood and Hancock found that SNS users’
privacy-related behaviors and decisions are influenced by explicit social cues. For example,
when users are made aware that most users select a privacy-protective setting, they are more
likely to choose a more private setting themselves [312].

To mitigate the challenge of privacy-related decision making in IoT settings, we sought to
understand the manifestation of social influence in IoT scenarios. Researchers have shown that
reliance on social influence increases as the uncertainty in individuals’ judgments and decisions
rises [323]. Such uncertainty is especially prevalent in privacy decision making in the IoT world,
where data collection introduces inevitable trade-offs between risks and benefits. Social cues
may help users make faster, more informed decisions by presenting information about how others
have decided in similar cases.

Social influence can be categorized as either direct or indirect. Direct social influence is

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Pardis Emami-Naeini, Martin Degeling,
Lujo Bauer, Richard Chow, Lorrie Faith Cranor, Mohammad Reza Haghighat, Heather Patterson. The Influence of
Friends and Experts on Privacy Decision Making in IoT Scenarios. In Proceeding of the 21st ACM Conference on
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing (CSCW), 2018 [116].
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based on persuasion, whereas indirect social influence is a subtler psychological process, which
occurs as a result of knowing aggregate information about others’ actions [236].

In this chapter, we investigate the effects of indirect social influence on user decisions about
whether to allow data collection by IoT devices. In our large-scale online study, we exposed Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk) participants to various hypothetical data-collection scenarios and asked
whether they would allow or disallow data collection in each scenario. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of five conditions, which varied in the source and type of social influence.
In four of these conditions, participants were told what percentage of their friends or of privacy
experts had assented to the data collection. For each source of influence (friends and privacy
experts), we further varied the type of the influence to be consistent or inconsistent with the deci-
sions made in that scenario by participants who were not primed in a 500-person pre-study. For
example, an inconsistent experts scenario would include a statement that 85% of privacy experts
allowed data collection, whereas the majority of our pre-study participants who were exposed to
the scenario without social influence had chosen to deny data collection. In the control condition,
participants were not exposed to any social influence.

Our study design enabled us to understand the impact of indirect social influence on privacy
decision making. We found that in general, displaying aggregate information about the behav-
iors of friends and privacy experts’ sways participants’ privacy-related decisions. Moreover, we
found that social cues help participants make their decisions significantly faster.

To better understand the variables that predict people’s response to social cues when making
privacy-related decisions, we studied factors emerging from the literature such as expertise [160,
175, 244], level of consensus [232], opinion difference [244], and task difficulty [36, 73, 105].

We found that participants are influenced by both privacy experts and their friends, but in
different ways. When friends denied data collection, our participants were more influenced than
when friends allowed data collection. On the other hand, and perhaps surprisingly, participants
were influenced by privacy experts more when they allowed data collection.

We also observed that the influence of social cues could wear off or get stronger, depending on
whether the cues were consistent or inconsistent with pre-study participants’ opinions for several
scenarios in a row. For example, 40% of participants who were shown a single inconsistent
social cue would follow that cue; but only 32% of participants who had previously been exposed
to one inconsistent social cue, and 29% of those who had seen two inconsistent social cues,
would follow the subsequent (again inconsistent) cue. On the other hand, if the social influence
is consistent over several scenarios, then participants are more likely to be affected by it in future
scenarios.

In addition, the majority of our participants specified that technology expertise was the qual-
ity that would influence them the most when making privacy-related decisions (77% of partic-
ipants), whereas the least selected influential quality was having a friendship history (19% of
participants). This suggests that participants’ decisions would be affected significantly more by
advice from individuals who are known to have more expertise than by naive cues from people
with whom they have a friendship history.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe our methodology. We
then present the outcomes of our data analysis and the resulting model. Finally, we interpret our
results and conclude this chapter.
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4.1 Methodology
We conducted a mixed-design online study with 1000 Mechanical Turk (MTurk) participants
from the United States in order to understand the impact of social influence on privacy-related
decision making regarding IoT devices and identify the factors affecting this influence. In this
section, we first discuss the design of the study and then describe the approaches we used to
analyze our data.

4.1.1 Study Design
We conducted our study on Mechanical Turk so that we could recruit a large number of diverse
participants quickly and economically. By recruiting 1000 participants we had adequate sta-
tistical power to conduct the desired tests on the data and make comparisons across 5 treatment
groups. MTurk has been used frequently for experimental studies on related topics such as under-
standing people’s privacy concerns and biases in decision making [115, 153, 275]. Nonetheless,
MTurk does introduce some biases, which we will discuss. To improve the reliability of our
results, we required MTurkers’ Human Intelligence Task (HIT) rate to be above 90%.

Before launching the main study, we ran a pre-survey with 500 MTurk participants. In that
survey, we presented participants with 28 hypothetical IoT data collection scenarios, each de-
scribing a location, a data collection device, the type of data being collected, how data will be
used and shared, and how long data will be retained. After each scenario, we asked participants if
they would allow or deny that data collection. The factors and their interactions that we selected
to test in these scenarios have been shown by researchers to be among the factors that influence
privacy concerns [39, 42, 188, 201, 202, 203, 210].

From the 28 pre-survey scenarios We selected three groups of scenarios for our main study,
representing a range of privacy concern levels: three allow scenarios, where more than 80% of
our pre-study participants agreed to allow data collection (without being swayed by social in-
fluence, which was not present in the pre-survey); three deny scenarios where fewer than 20%
allowed data collection; and three balanced scenarios where 45% to 55% allowed data collec-
tion. In the main study, participants were exposed to these nine scenarios, which are included in
Appendix B, in random order, with a series of questions after each scenario.

In our main study, we randomly assigned 1000 participants to one of four experimental con-
ditions or the control condition, for a total of 200 participants per condition. Participants were not
presented with any social cues in the control condition, whereas in the experimental conditions,
we appended information about the percentage of influencers who allowed the data collection —
described either as friends who use this app or privacy experts. For each decision in our study,
we used the average opinion of the pre-study participants as a proxy for an initial opinion on
that decision. To understand how opinion difference impacts privacy-related decision making re-
garding IoT devices, we tested the consistency of the social cue. A consistent social cue reflects
a small opinion difference, whereas an inconsistent social cue exhibits a large opinion differ-
ence. In the two consistent conditions, participants were told that most influencers allowed data
collection for allow scenarios and denied data collection for deny scenarios. Conversely, in the
two inconsistent conditions, participants were told that most influencers allowed data collection
for deny (resp., allow) scenarios. For two of the three balanced scenarios, participants in the
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consistent conditions were told that most influencers allowed data collection; for one of the bal-
anced scenarios they were told that most influencers denied data collection. In the inconsistent
conditions, the influencers’ decisions were reversed. The description of each scenario presented
to the participants in the control condition was identical to what was shown in the experimen-
tal conditions, except that the sentence indicating how friends or experts had behaved was not
present.

We used two levels of consensus when describing the percentage of influencers who allowed
data collection: weak and strong. The weak consensus was described as either “more than 65%”
or “fewer than 35%” and the strong consensus was described as either “more than 85%” or
“fewer than 15%.” Participants in all four experimental conditions were exposed to the following
combinations of scenarios with strong and weak levels of consensus. In the three allow scenarios,
two scenarios had strong consensus and one had weak consensus. In the three deny scenarios,
two scenarios had weak consensus and one had strong consensus. Finally, in the three balanced
scenarios, two scenarios had strong consensus and one had weak consensus.

The following is scenario D1, with weak consensus, as shown to participants in the consistent
friends condition:

“You are at a department store. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This store
has a facial recognition system that takes pictures of customers’ faces automatically as they
enter the store in order to identify returning customers. This method is used to keep track of
your orders and make suggestions based on your purchasing habits. Your picture will never be
deleted. Fewer than 35% of your friends who use this app allowed this data collection.”

After the participants read each scenario, we asked them to move to the next page of the
survey, where we asked them six questions, as shown in Appendix B. They could return to the
scenario by clicking on the back button. The first question was an attention check question
designed to check whether participants understood basic information about the scenario they
just read. For each participant, over the course of the nine scenarios, we asked three attention
check questions about the type of data, three about retention time, and three about the location of
the data collection. Following the attention check question, we asked participants whether they
would allow or deny the data collection described in the scenario (the possible answer choices
were allow, probably allow, deny, and probably deny) and the reasons behind their decision in
a multiple choice question with 15 answer choices. In addition, we asked them on a five-point
Likert scale to what extent they agree that the described data collection is beneficial to them
and to what extent they agree it is beneficial to the society. Finally, we asked participants how
confident they were about their decision to allow or deny the data collection.

After participants had seen all nine scenarios and answered the questions about each, we
asked participants to self-report how much they were influenced by the decisions that the influ-
encers made in the scenarios and also asked about the reasons they were or were not influenced.

For the last (ninth) scenario, we also asked participants how their decisions might change if
they were shown the scenario with the same consensus level but with a different influencer (i.e.,
if they had privacy experts as their influencers throughout the survey, we asked them about their
friends as the influencers and vice versa). We then asked them how their decisions might change
if they were shown the scenario with the original influencer, but with the opposite majority
decision (from more than 85% to fewer than 15% and vice versa or from more than 65% to fewer
than 35% and vice versa).
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We expected there could be more groups or individuals besides those we asked about in the
survey questions. Hence, as an open-ended question, we asked the participants to name other
potential influencers when making a privacy-related decision.

As trust is known to play a role in response to social influence [165], we asked participants to
specify their level of trust in a number of potential influencers, such as privacy experts, their fam-
ily, or their colleagues. The list of potential influencers was derived from a pre-survey question
in which participants were asked in an open-ended question to describe people or organizations
they would be interested in consulting to help them make a similar decision.

Next, we asked participants “What qualities would make you likely to be influenced by a
specific group of people when you need to make decisions like the ones in our scenarios?” We
provided a list of nine qualities and invited participants to specify their own.

At the end of the survey, we asked participants some general demographic questions about
their age, gender, education level, and income range.

In the control condition, the questions we asked at the end of each scenario were identical to
what we asked in the experimental conditions. Only in the ninth scenario did we ask participants
to assume having privacy experts and their friends as influencers, and we again posed the same
questions that we asked the participants in the experimental conditions.

To have a record of how much time participants spent throughout the study, we instrumented
our surveys to collect the time by setting invisible timers before each question.

4.1.2 Data Analysis
One of our main goals in this study was to find out what factors explain whether or not partic-
ipants follow the social cues they receive from privacy experts and their friends. The complete
list of the factors that we analyzed in our study and their corresponding levels are described in
Table 4.1.

We conducted a mixed between-subjects and within-subjects study with experimental factors
between participants and repeated measure factors within participants. Thus, we applied a mixed-
model logistic regression with both random intercept and random slope on a binary outcome to
describe whether participants acted consistently with the influence (1) or not (0). To avoid over
fitting, we performed an exploratory analysis on only the first 20% of the data [162]. We looked
at the distribution of factors and the summary statistics to find trends in our collected data. We
also applied the model selection on the first 20% of the data. In order to find the best model,
we performed backward elimination and compared the models by their Bayesian information
criterion (BIC), which is a general metric for the goodness of fit. We took the following steps to
select the best model [176]:
1. Start by building the model with all the factors and interaction terms.

2. Remove the factor or the interaction of two factors which has the highest p-value. If the
interaction of a factor that has the highest p-value is still in the model, it will not be removed
until all its interactions are removed from the model.

3. Repeat step (2) until the BIC does not decrease.
After finding the best model, we checked the performance of our model by training the model

on the first 80% and testing the model on the last 20% of the collected data [94].
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Factor Levels

influencer type privacy experts, friends

how consistent the social cue is compared to
the responses of pre-survey participants

consistent, inconsistent

strength of the social cue strong (more than 85% or fewer than 15%),
weak (more than 65% or fewer than 35%)

total number of prior scenarios 0 to 8

direction of the social cue toward allow, toward deny

to what extent the data collection is beneficial
to me

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent the data collection is beneficial
to society

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent participants trust [specific
groups] e.g., their friends, privacy experts, or
colleagues

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent participants agree that [privacy
experts/friends] have more technical knowl-
edge than they do

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent participants agree that [privacy
experts/friends] have more background infor-
mation than they do

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent participants agree that they
generally make decisions on their own

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

current scenario type allow, deny, balanced

prior scenario type (note: this is determined
by condition for allow and deny scenarios but
will vary for balanced scenarios)

consistent, inconsistent

to what extent participants agree that they
have sufficient knowledge about privacy

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

to what extent participants agree that they
have sufficient knowledge about technolo-
gies mentioned in the scenario

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor dis-
agree, disagree, strongly disagree

general demographic information such as:
age, gender, income range, and education
level

the corresponding levels for each demo-
graphic factor are presented in Appendix B

Table 4.1: Description of the data analysis factors.
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4.1.3 Free Text Responses
As part of the survey, participants were asked to specify which other people or organizations
would influence their decisions. The answers were collected as free text and later annotated by
two researchers. Each annotator first independently developed a simple codebook [222] based on
250 answers, 50 from each of the five study conditions. The annotators then discussed, refined,
and merged both codebooks into one, which took two iterations. The resulting codebook con-
tained 23 codes and was used by both annotators to independently code all the responses. After
finishing the coding, we decided to merge some codes (e.g., “spouses” and “parents” into the
more general annotation “family”), as the number of their occurrences was very low and there
was little conceptual difference between the codes. The resulting 14 codes are listed in Table 4.2.
The annotator agreement as measured by Cohens Kappa was κ= 0.81, which is regarded as very
good to excellent [195].

In addition to manual coding, we also examined the sentiment of the answers using an online
service1 that classifies the sentiment of a given text as positive, negative, or neutral to learn
whether participants expressed any strong feelings toward the question.

4.1.4 Limitations
We conducted our study using the Mechanical Turk platform. Although the demographic infor-
mation of our sample of MTurkers was close to the average U.S. population, our sample was not
representative of the U.S. population. For instance, MTurkers are both younger, more educated,
and more privacy-sensitive than the overall U.S. population [177, 286].

Researchers also worry that MTurkers do not devote full attention to the questions they are
asked [153]. To mitigate this issue, we instrumented our surveys with attention check questions
for each scenario. Upon examining participants’ responses to the attention check questions and
their response times, we confirmed the success of our approach. Despite all the limitations of the
MTurk population, prior work has confirmed the reliability of the responses [59]. In addition,
research has shown that the MTurk population exhibits the same decision-making biases as the
general population [153].

Another limitation of this study was that we asked participants to imagine themselves in
nine hypothetical data collection scenarios followed by social cues. The main reason that we
applied the vignette-based methodology was to control the factors that we were interested in
studying. We acknowledge that the context of the vignettes was not as detailed or realistic as
real-life scenarios. However, we wanted to conduct a carefully controlled study and examine
specific relevant factors in simplified data collection scenarios, whereas adding more context to
the scenarios would have introduced some confounding factors that we could not control in our
statistical analysis. Our study provided statistical evidence that social influence indeed plays an
important role in privacy-related decision making. Now that we have demonstrated which effects
exist in these scenarios, future work should explore richer and more realistic contexts.

The focus of our study was to understand the impact of social cues from friends and privacy
experts. However, there are other interesting groups or individuals mentioned by our participants
that are worth investigating in future studies, such as family members or colleagues.
1We used text-processing.com that offers a sentiment classifier trained on tweets and movie reviews.
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Code Occurrences Description

no one 265 Participants do not want any input

experts 217 Privacy experts were mentioned most often, but
this group includes also other experts like safety
or technology experts

family 178 Includes mentions of parents, spouses, siblings, or
family in general

law enforcement 97 Mostly mentioned in a general way, but some par-
ticipants referred to specific institutions like po-
lice, FBI, or NSA

media 52 Participants said they would be looking for news,
some referring to specific platforms where they
read online reviews

friends 47 Some participants tried to differentiate to empha-
size that this group should consist of “close” or
“trusted” friends

coworkers 39 Especially referring to workplace scenarios, par-
ticipant would ask colleagues about their opinions

government 34 Those expected guidelines from government offi-
cials on what is appropriate

companies 23 Some wanted to know more about the reasons for
a data collection, therefore referring to the compa-
nies asking for their data

non profits 22 Most often mentioned were EFF or ACLU

general public 19 Mentioned interest in what the “general public” or
“society” would do in these scenarios

boss 17 Similar to “coworker,” some participants would
listen to what their managers or superiors at work
would recommend

celebrity 15 Specific and unspecific mentions of celebrities.
Most notably Edward Snowden (6 times)

don’t know 12 Participants had no preference

Table 4.2: Descriptions of the codes used on free text answers. An occurrence is counted if both
annotators used the same code.
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Gender Age Education Income

Male 51.1% Range 18-74 No high school degree 0.0% < $25k 26.0%

Female 48.6% Mean 35.1 High school degree 29.4% $25k-$49k 34.6%

Other 0.0% Std. Dev. 10.2 College degree 47.1% $50k-$74k 24.7%

Prefer not to answer 0.3% Professional degree (Masters/PhD/medical/law) 12.8% $75k-$99k 10.4%

Associates degree 9.5% $100k-$124k 0.4%

Prefer not to answer 0.0% $125k-$149k 0.2%

$150k-$174k 0.0%

$175k-$199k 0.0%

> $200k 0.0%

Prefer not to answer 3.7%

Table 4.3: Participant demographics.

Finally, the described data collections in our study were hypothetical, and hence did not im-
pose any actual risk to the privacy of participants. Therefore, real-world concerns and decisions
about IoT data collections may be different from reported behaviors based on perceived risks and
benefits. Despite these limitations, we believe our results provide useful insights that can inform
privacy assistant design.

4.2 Results
In this section, we present our findings. We first report on the impact of social cues on the re-
sponse time for decision making (Section 4.2.1). Next, we describe and evaluate our model that
predicts whether participants will follow social cues (Section 4.2.2). We compare participants’
self-reported perceptions of how they were influenced by social cues to their observed behavior
and note interesting divergences (Section 4.2.3). We then elaborate on the extent to which par-
ticipants report trusting different influencers and the characteristics of influencers that affect that
trust (Section 4.2.4).

For our main study, we recruited 1000 Mechanical Turk (MTurk) participants from the United
States. Participants took an average of 15 minutes to complete the survey. Participants’ demo-
graphics are shown in Table 4.3.

Out of 1000 participants, only 14 participants made more than two mistakes on the nine
attention-check questions. However, these participants’ answers to other survey questions, and
the amount of time they took to answer them, did not suggest inattention. Therefore, we did not
exclude any of these participants from our analysis.

4.2.1 Faster Privacy-Related Decision Making
Research has shown that people are more likely to look for guidance and information from others
when a task is perceived as difficult [36, 73, 105]. In our study, the task was the privacy-related
decision to allow or deny the data collection in each scenario. We used mean response time
(RT), the time it took participants to make the decision in each scenario, to measure the difficulty
of each task. RT distributions are positively skewed, which contradicts the assumptions behind
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some common statistical tests. Hence, when using RT as a dependent variable in analyses, we
apply a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) on the raw timing data [216]. To model the
influential factors that impact the RT of decision making, we applied GLMM with a random
intercept for each user. Our dependent variable was the amount of time participants spent on
making decisions to allow or deny the data collection and the independent variables were factors
such as the study condition and scenario type. In our model, we used a Gamma distribution, as it
is commonly used to statistically describe RT distributions [340]. Participants spent 3.83 seconds
on average to make the decision to allow or deny each data collection. Our analysis showed that
participants who were in the experimental conditions spent 3.78 seconds on average per decision
and were significantly faster than the participants in the control condition (mean = 4.24s, std.
dev. = 19.62s, coefficient = -0.07, p-value < 0.05).

Drilling down, we observed that participants on average made faster decisions in the allow
scenarios (mean = 3.69s, std. dev. = 12.62s) than the deny scenarios (mean = 3.91s, std. dev. =
16.75s). Compared to the allow scenarios, it took them significantly longer to make decisions in
the balanced scenarios (mean = 4.02s, std. dev. = 18.17s, coefficient = 0.06, p-value < 0.05).

We observed that social cues resulted in faster decision making for all three types of sce-
narios. Our analysis specifically showed the significant impact of social cues on the balanced
scenarios, which required more difficult decisions as they generally required participants to con-
sider trade-offs between clear risks and clear benefits. Notably, participants made significantly
faster decisions about balanced scenarios in the experimental conditions (mean = 3.89s, std. dev.
= 10.03s) than the control condition (mean = 4.55s, std. dev. = 17.43s, coefficient = -0.09, p-
value < 0.05), suggesting that social cues allowed participants to reach a decision more quickly.
Summary statistics for the timing data are presented in Table 4.4.

Conditions
Scenario type

allow deny balanced

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

control 3.94 11.06 4.24 12.51 4.55 17.43

consistent experts 3.93 13.93 3.94 15.39 3.88 4.91

inconsistent experts 3.68 4.32 3.72 5.06 3.51 11.46

consistent friends 3.30 11.09 3.81 7.15 4.07 3.26

inconsistent friends 3.60 4.08 3.84 9.67 4.11 10.76

all conditions 3.69 12.62 3.91 16.75 4.02 18.17

Table 4.4: Summary statistics for response time (RT) of decision making.

In general, our analysis demonstrates that providing participants with social cues, either from
privacy experts or their friends, will help them make privacy-related decisions faster, especially
in more complex scenarios, which exhibit inherent trade-offs between risks and benefits.
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4.2.2 Inferred Influence

After presenting each of the scenarios, we asked participants whether they would allow the data
collection. These responses allowed us to infer the amount of influence social cues had in each
experimental condition. For more statistical power, we binned the answers as 0 (merging “prob-
ably deny” and “deny”) or 1 (merging “probably allow” and “allow”).

For each scenario, we compared participants’ preferences to allow or deny the data collec-
tion in the experimental conditions with the preferences of participants in the control condition.
We created a factor called follow that indicates whether participants decisions followed the pre-
sented social cue. This binary factor was either 0 (not follow) or 1 (follow). We observed that
63% of participants followed the social cues they received in the experimental conditions. Ta-
ble 4.5 shows the differences between the fraction of participants who allowed data collections
in each experimental condition and the fraction of those who allowed the same data collections
in the control condition. To statistically analyze the extent of the influence in different condi-
tions in our repeated measures study, we applied mixed-effects logistic regression with random
intercept for each user. The dependent variable in our analysis was binary, indicating allow or
deny, and the independent variables were the scenario type, study condition, and strength of the
social cue. The goal of the regression was to determine which experimental conditions would
significantly increase the likelihood of allowing or denying the data collection compared to the
control condition. Using random intercept in these analyses enhances the credibility of the re-
sults as the method considers the correlation between multiple data points within each user. Our
results showed that compared to the control condition, participants were most influenced in the
balanced scenarios. Perhaps surprisingly, we found that strong inconsistent social cues from
friends have the most influence on participants making more complex decisions.

In order to understand the factors that contribute to following social cues, we ran a regression
analysis to build a model that describes the participants’ behavior. In this model, the dependent
variable was follow. Besides the factors described in Table 4.1, we also included the participants’
demographic information in the model. Based on the results of our model selection process, we
identified the factors that predict whether participants follow social cues. Our model showed that
participants follow inputs from their friends and privacy experts differently based on whether
the influence is in the direction of allowing or denying data collection. If the presented social
cue favors allowing the data collection, participants will follow privacy experts more than their
friends. On the other hand, when the direction of the social cue is toward denying the data
collection, they will be more influenced by their friends. This difference between following
experts and friends is also reflected in Table 4.5. Another significant factor in our model was the
strength of the social cue. As expected, we found that a strong cue influences participants more
than a weak cure.

The consistency of the cue was another statistically significant factor that contributed to our
model. The regression results indicated that participants will follow consistent social cues sig-
nificantly more compared to inconsistent social cues. In addition, we found that participants
will become more influenced after experiencing a repeated sequence of cues that are consistent
with pre-study participants’ decisions. On the other hand, participants will become less influ-
enced after experiencing a sequence of social cues that are inconsistent with pre-study decisions,
especially when the cues come from experts and suggest less privacy-protective decisions.
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Influencers Consistency Level of consensus
Scenario type

allow deny balanced – allow balanced – deny

experts

consistent
strong 0.11 * 0.18 −0.08

weak * * * —

inconsistent
strong * * −0.17 0.1

weak * 0.15 −0.13 —

friends

consistent
strong 0.05 −0.07 0.09 *

weak * −0.06 * —

inconsistent
strong * * −0.23 *

weak * 0.08 −0.09 —

Table 4.5: Differences between the fraction of participants who allowed data collections in the ex-
perimental conditions and the control condition. Positive numbers indicate more participants al-
lowed data collection, whereas negative numbers indicate more participants denied data collection.
We applied generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) regression with random intercept for each
participant on users’ preferences to allow or deny the data collection in order to find out whether
different factors increase or decrease the likelihood of allowing or denying the data collection. The *
signs inside the table indicate that the difference is not statistically significant. The — signs indicate
scenarios not tested. All numeric values shown indicate statistically significant difference.

Among the factors that we tested during model selection, many turned out not to be statis-
tically significant and some were removed during model selection. For example, none of the
demographic factors were statistically significant. The detailed results of the logistic regression
for our best model are presented in Table 4.6, along with the complete list of factors that we
removed based on their contribution to the model.

To evaluate its performance, we trained our model on the first 80% of our dataset and tested
on the last 20%. The model achieved a test AUC of 0.81, which is considered excellent [166].

4.2.3 Reported Influence

After participants had been exposed to all nine scenarios and answered the questions associ-
ated with each, we asked them to report on a five-point Likert scale how much their decision
making was (or would have been, in the control condition) influenced by knowing privacy ex-
perts’ or their friends’ decisions. We found that the percentage of participants who reported that
they would be influenced by privacy experts was similar in the control condition (56%) and the
condition in which participants received consistent cues from privacy experts (52%). On the
other hand, the percentage of participants who reported being influenced by consistent cues from
privacy experts (54%) is significantly larger than the percentage of participants who reported
being influenced in the other three experimental conditions (consistent (21%) and inconsistent
cues from friends (5.5%) and inconsistent cues from privacy experts (24%)) (p-value < 0.05).
Many more participants reported being influenced by consistent social cues from either friends
or experts (119 participants) than inconsistent ones (49 participants) (p-value < 0.05 for differ-
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Factor Estimate Std Err Z-value p-value

(Intercept) 1.50 0.16 9.36 0.00∗∗∗

strong cue 0.09 0.11 0.85 0.39

social cues from friends -0.04 0.09 -0.43 0.66

total number of prior scenarios 0.04 0.01 2.96 0.00∗∗

direction of the cue: toward deny 0.27 0.09 3.07 0.00∗∗

inconsistent prior scenarios -0.82 0.11 -6.98 0.00∗∗∗

current scenario type: deny 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.99

current scenario type: balanced -0.11 0.13 -0.81 0.41

making decisions on your own -0.29 0.10 -2.84 0.00∗∗

inconsistent social cue -1.39 0.07 -19.66 0.00∗∗∗

strong social cue in the deny scenarios -0.20 0.17 -1.21 0.22

strong social cue in the balanced scenarios 0.15 0.16 0.97 0.02∗

friends’ behavior toward denying the scenario 0.25 0.12 1.99 0.04∗

increase in the number of inconsistent prior scenarios -0.13 0.02 -5.86 0.00∗∗∗

Observations 6400

Log-Likelihood −3046.915

Akaike Inf. Crit. 6119.831

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 6206.292

Note: *p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001

Insignificant factors from Table 4.1 in model selection: (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16)

Table 4.6: Regression results for the model to explain follow (i.e., whether participants follow ad-
vice). These results are reported on the last 80% of the dataset (the first 20% having been used for
model selection).

ences between consistent and inconsistent cues from friends; and from experts). The extent of
participants’ reported influence in each study condition is presented in Figure 4.1.

After asking participants to report how much they were influenced, we asked them to provide
us with their reasons. Two top reasons for participants who reported being influenced were “I
generally like to find out what other people have done when making a decision” (69%) and “I
think my friends/privacy experts have more technical knowledge than me” (54%). Among the
participants who reported not being influenced by the social cues, the most common reasons were
“I generally make decisions on my own” (81%) and “I generally make these kinds of decisions
on my own” (76%).

4.2.4 Willingness to Trust Influencers
After exposing the participants to all nine scenarios, we asked them whom they would trust to
give them good advice when making privacy-related decisions regarding data collection. Partic-
ipants were instructed to choose an answer on a five-point Likert scale from “strongly agree” to
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consistent experts

consistent friends

control−asked about experts

control−asked about friends

inconsistent experts

inconsistent friends

0 50 100 150 200
number of participants

very influenced to do the same

slightly influenced to do the same

not influenced

slightly influenced to do the opposite

very influenced to do the opposite

Figure 4.1: Participants’ reported influence in our five study conditions from “very influenced to do
the same” to “very influenced to do the opposite.”

“strongly disagree” for each of the following groups: privacy experts, family, real-life friends,
people working in technical fields, colleagues, social-network friends, and no one except them-
selves.

Among our five conditions, we did not observe any statistically significant difference between
trusting advice from family, people working in technical fields, colleagues, and social-network
friends. However, the differences between the conditions were statistically significant in trusting
privacy experts, friends, and no one but myself, as discussed next.

Our results showed that most participants trusted privacy experts to give them privacy-related
advice, except when presented with inconsistent social cues from privacy experts. Participants
significantly lost their trust in privacy experts when their behaviors were not consistent with most
participants, as determined by our pre-survey results (66% of participants in the control condition
trusted privacy experts, compared to 45% of the participants who received inconsistent cues from
privacy experts).

Looking at the number of prior scenarios each participant saw, we found that participants
were increasingly less affected by social cues as they saw more inconsistent behaviors from the
influencers, especially from privacy experts. The percentage of participants who followed in-
consistent social cues from privacy experts decreased by 10% (from 41% to 31%) after seeing
only one inconsistent cue. For participants who received inconsistent cues from their friends, we
observed a decrease of 2% (from 39% to 37%). We observed that significantly fewer partici-
pants in the consistent-experts condition specified they trust no one except themselves in making
privacy-related decisions (44%) compared to participants who received inconsistent cues from
privacy experts (57%).

To better understand which qualities increased the likelihood that participants were influ-
enced, we asked individuals to select the features they seek in their influencer. The subset of
qualities that covers 98% of the responses is: some background in technology, no ulterior mo-
tive, reliability, and honesty.

As we mentioned in Section 4.1.3, we asked participants to specify other groups that would
influence their privacy decisions and coded the responses; the breakdown is shown in Table 4.2.
The majority of answers were only coded with one code. Although we specifically asked par-
ticipants about groups other than friends and experts, most participants nevertheless mentioned
that they would (or would not) be influenced by friends or experts. Other frequently mentioned
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groups or organizations that were not listed in previous questions were law enforcement agencies
like the police or the FBI, government officials, media reporting, and non-profit organizations.

The participants’ responses also highlighted that it is important to think about what consti-
tutes a friend or an expert. One participant wrote “I’d have to know who the ‘privacy experts’
and specific ‘friends’ were” (FI104). Another person stated “I would need more information on
what defines this term. What factors are they evaluating to make this decision? How much of
an ‘expert’ are they?” (FC50). Some participants mentioned they would not be influenced by
general experts but would be influenced by domain-specific experts. Others further specified that
they would be influenced only by “trusted” friends, or that it would matter whether those friends
have experience with a specific technology. As one participant put it, “Friends would be the most
influential because I interact with them the most and can hear directly how it affects their lives”
(FI60).

A surprisingly large number of participants (178) mentioned family members as important
influencers. Their responses mentioned that this includes “someone from the field,” a sibling who
works in the technology sector, and children who are more knowledgeable. Family members are
also most trusted since, as one participant wrote, “they look out for my best interest and can be
fully trusted” (EC145).

The fact that coworkers and bosses were mentioned in a number of responses is likely related
to the fact that participants were presented with some scenarios that take place in a work envi-
ronment. Here, for some participants, what “influencing” means seems to shift. One participant
said, for example, that management would influence her decisions “because they can force you
to do it as part of the job requirement” (EC7).

While the majority of participants replied in a neutral manner, many of those who said they
make decisions without any influence (annotated with code “no one”) used more negative word-
ing to emphasize their autonomy with respect to questions of privacy. While there was no sig-
nificant difference in sentiment between the conditions in general, the data shows differences in
sentiment when comparing the responses on the annotation level across conditions. On average,
all responses except those annotated with “no one” were classified as 16% negative, while the
answers with the code “no one” were classified as having a negative sentiment in 62% of cases.
Often, the participants with negative sentiments not only rejected the idea that they would be
influenced by others in making privacy decisions, but also stressed that they would not allow
any of the data collections because of what they seem to represent on a societal level. As one
participant put it, “What influences me in these types of situations are the authors of books such
as ‘1984’ and ‘Brave New World.’ Nothing good comes of keeping a population under so much
close surveillance” (FI57). Others emphasized their autonomy regarding questions of privacy
with statements like “I believe in making decisions all on my own, not based on what others
would do” (FC48).

4.3 Discussion
The literature shows that social cues serve as an effective approach to help people make informed
privacy and security decisions [106, 150, 151]. Inspired by past work, we conducted a mixed-
design study to test if and to what extent people are influenced by knowing the decisions of their
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friends or privacy experts in different scenarios. Our results indicated that social cues from both
privacy experts and friends influence privacy-related decision making about IoT data collections.
A number of factors impact the extent of this influence. For example, we found that a stronger
social cue has more influence, especially in balanced scenarios that expose participants to a
trade-off between risks and benefits.

4.3.1 Privacy Experts or Friends?
This study focused on the impact of influence from friends and privacy experts. The wording that
we used throughout our scenarios for friends was “friends who use this app,” without specifying
whether these are friends in real life or friends on social media. Future studies are needed to
investigate which groups of friends are more influential than others.

In the current study, we asked participants what qualities would make them most likely to be
influenced by a specific group of people. The most frequently mentioned qualities were having a
background in technology and not having an ulterior motive. As supported both by prior research
and our results, people are, in general, influenced by both privacy experts and their friends, but
differently by each group. We hypothesize that people believe that experts have the knowledge
needed to make good privacy decisions related to IoT, but they believe their friends are less likely
to have an ulterior motive. The trust people have in experts can be destroyed quickly: Our study
participants lost trust in inconsistent social cues from privacy experts significantly faster than
they lost trust in inconsistent cues from friends.

Although our analysis did not reveal a significant difference between the extent of the inferred
influence of privacy experts and friends, our participants reported being influenced by privacy
experts significantly more than by their friends. Also, participants noted that they are most
influenced by the quality of having a technology background, which is usually more prevalent
among privacy experts than among friends. A possible explanation for the lack of significant
difference in inferred influence is a phenomenon called expert effect. Researchers have shown
that people’s confidence in their own opinions and decisions gradually increase as they are shown
social cues from a group of experts [253]. Hence, when people share similar opinions with the
experts, they may become less influenced over time by their social cues.

By examining the decision response time, we observed that receiving social cues from pri-
vacy experts and friends helped participants make decisions faster. While faster decision time
might improve the perceived usability of privacy-choice interfaces and privacy-assistant tools,
we must pay attention to the quality and credibility of the social cues. If a decision is made more
easily because a user trusted the influencer, individuals may feel betrayed if the recommenda-
tion turns out to be against the user’s best interest. As the number of daily privacy decisions
increases, users may rely more on cues that can speed their decision making. Unlike review-
based platforms such as Amazon, where people read other users’ comments on a product before
making purchasing decisions, people are unlikely to spend much time on each decision when
they need to make a large number of real-time privacy-related decisions about pervasive IoT data
collection. However, we could imagine a privacy assistant that included social cues as well as
links to more information about risks and benefits. Such information might be particularly useful
the first time someone encounters a new type of device that is collecting their data, or when they
are surprised by the recommendation of the influencers.
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4.3.2 Wisdom of Crowds

”Wisdom of the crowd” refers to the phenomenon that a group of individuals is in aggregate more
and better informed than most individuals [235]. Researchers have shown that when uncertain,
people look to other people’s opinions for information to form their own [105, 125]. As Allen
observed, individuals may go along with decisions and beliefs that are expressed by the majority
because they think that a crowd’s opinion is more likely to be correct than theirs. In some
situations, conformity is constructive and appropriate, while in other situations it is not [11] and
can even be detrimental [217]. In our study, we found that people are indeed influenced by social
cues from the crowd (i.e., friends and privacy experts). However, crowds are not always wiser
than individuals. Thus, we need to be careful about the crowds whose opinions we are collecting
in order to present to people not to mislead users with incorrect or incomplete information. There
are different factors that could make a crowd wiser and more accurate than individuals, including
expertise and diversity [315].

A better-informed crowd is likely to provide more useful information. Therefore, it is im-
perative for crowds to have some expertise and background in privacy and technology, which
are also the qualities desired most by participants. Moreover, participants specifically mentioned
that they want to know who the experts are and what their level of expertise is. Privacy assis-
tants may leverage the expertise of the crowd in a variety of ways. One approach might be for
developers to provide an option to users that allows them to choose the types of expertise and the
crowds from which they want to receive social cues. For instance, as repeatedly mentioned in the
open-ended responses, some users trust social cues from non-profit organizations such as EFF
or ACLU. There may be other users who want to receive cues from government officials. An-
other approach would be to incorporate a reputation system similar to Amazon’s rating system.
In addition, to participate as an expert, participants might be required to have some privacy and
technology-related certifications, such as the Certified Information Privacy Technologist certifi-
cation from the International Association of Privacy Professionals. Qualified experts could then
be rated by other system users.

Another important factor to make a crowd wiser is diversity of opinions. Researchers from
different fields have found benefit in having different viewpoints within a group [70, 82] and
reducing the redundancy of perspectives [62]. Presenting participants with diverse perspectives
about a particular data collection and its risks and benefits gives them a broader understanding
of the situation and helps them make more informed decisions. In our study, the consistency
of (friends’ or experts’) opinions was a between-subjects factor, while a more diverse platform
could include both consistent and inconsistent information.

4.3.3 Social Influence in Action

Currently, there is no deployed privacy assistant platform that can give its users the ability to opt-
out from various IoT data collection across many devices. Our findings provide guidance for the
design of effective privacy assistants that can help users make more informed privacy decisions
quickly.

In our study, social cues from privacy experts as well as friends influenced people in their
decision making regarding IoT data-collection scenarios. However, we also found that this im-
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pact is dependent on factors such as the behavior of the influencer, task difficulty, consistency of
the social cue, strength of the cue, and self-efficacy. We found that for the scenarios in which
the benefits are generally seen to outweigh the risks, people are more influenced by cues from
privacy experts, whereas in the scenarios in which the risk to the privacy is dominant, providing
people with their friends’ cues will have more impact. We also found that people are signif-
icantly more likely to be influenced when making decisions about balanced scenarios, which
present clear trade-offs between benefits and risks. Other research about social influence has had
similar findings [148].

In addition, people will follow social cues significantly more when the influencer is acting
consistently with the average response (87% will follow) than when they act inconsistently with
the average (21% will follow). This observation is consistent with the term confirmation bias.
In psychology, this phenomenon is defined as the tendency that people pay more attention to
information confirming their own beliefs than information they disagree with [35, 260]. As
shown in the literature, people cherry pick the advice from the crowd by focusing on the opinions
that are consistent with their own [357]. From the wisdom-of-the-crowd point of view, this
approach can be harmful as it will block people from incorporating the majority’s perspective.
Several explanations have been advanced for why people may resist being swayed by outside
influence. For example, it has been shown that people can incorrectly believe that the average
judgment in a crowd is no more informed than the average individual’s. Holding this belief is
significantly related to ignoring the opinions of other people [197]. Another reason why people
give more weight to their initial decision is that they know the reasons for their own judgments,
but not those behind judgments of the majority. Letting go of one’s own judgments and changing
one’s opinions has been shown to be painful and cause regrets [309]. One way to alleviate this
issue is to provide more detailed, yet not overwhelming, information about the decisions.

Another important factor that affects the weight people place on other’s opinions is the size of
the crowd [226]. In other words, people are more influenced by larger crowds. This is something
that should be taken into account by the designers of privacy assistants that provide social cues.

Self-efficacy has been shown to be a reason that people ignore influence from others. Self-
efficacy makes people feel that it is unnecessary to yield to others’ decisions [218]. We studied
this factor and found that participants who expressed a desire to make decisions on their own
were significantly less influenced by experts and friends.

The impact of a social cue is context dependent. There were several participants who said
they were influenced by their colleagues in the work-related scenarios or influenced by the fire
department in the scenarios in which we specifically mentioned fire-hazard prevention as the
benefit.

Prior studies have shown that decisions about adopting new technologies are related to trust [146],
especially when facing uncertainty or risk [363]. Our results demonstrated that after being ex-
posed to a sequence of cues which are inconsistent with the average behavior, participants lose
trust in privacy experts faster than they lose trust in their friends. Many participants also ex-
pressed that, while they would listen to arguments, they want to be independent in their decision
making—sometimes with strong statements against a perceived bias in cues or towards anyone
who would try to make the decision for them. This could be partly related to the current news
cycle that is dominated by headlines about micro-targeting and companies trying to use personal
data to influence web users. However, it also highlights the importance of developing trust in the
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influencers and the systems presenting the cues to counter potential negative perceptions.

4.4 Conclusion
As IoT devices become more widespread and people confront choices about personal data collec-
tion, the number of decisions that they need to make become overwhelming. In this chapter, we
explored how social cues help people make faster, more informed decisions regarding their pri-
vacy. To understand how people are influenced by social cues from privacy experts and friends,
we conducted an online user study with 1000 Mechanical Turk participants, randomly assigned
to five conditions. We presented each participant with nine hypothetical data collection scenar-
ios. In four conditions, we showed participants what percentage of experts or friends allowed the
data collection. In the fifth condition, we described the data collections without any additional
information. Our statistical results confirmed the impact of social cues on people making privacy
decisions. We also found that the extent of this influence is dependent on factors such as the level
of privacy protectiveness of influencers’ decisions and the strength of the social cues.

So far, we have explored the impact of various factors on people’s IoT-related decision mak-
ing. In the previously-studied IoT scenarios, we asked participants to specify their desire to allow
or deny the data collection. For the rest of this thesis, we will explore how consumers make IoT-
related device purchase decisions and how we can effectively convey the privacy and security
practices of IoT devices to inform consumers’ purchase behavior.
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Chapter 5

Exploring How Privacy and Security
Factor into IoT Device Purchase Behavior

While sales of IoT devices are skyrocketing [144], consumers are concerned about the pri-
vacy and security of their devices. Surveys have found that privacy is among the biggest con-
cerns consumers have about IoT devices and that people want to have control over the personal
information these devices collect [65, 196]. However, there is little information available for
consumers who wish to seek out IoT devices that are private and secure.

Regulators around the world are calling on IoT device manufacturers to implement security
safeguards and provide information about device security and privacy. Some have called for
standardized IoT product labels that would highlight privacy and security practices [102, 121,
124, 209, 228, 267]. Although these policy reports and proposed legislation advocate for IoT
labels, they do not propose specific label designs.

Labels are used in numerous applications such as the nutrition facts label for foods [123],
fuel economy and environment label for cars [119], European Union (EU) energy label for office
appliances [335], Power Content Label (PCL) for electricity [64], EnergyGuide label for home
appliances [137], and Lighting Facts label for light bulbs [136]. Researchers have found that
standardized labels are a promising approach for informing consumers about privacy: privacy
“nutrition labels” on websites [181], privacy meters in search engines [63], and a “privacy facts”
checklist in an app store [183] have been shown to impact study participant decision making.
However, labels proposed in the prior work were not designed for IoT devices. In addition, those
labels focused solely on privacy and did not consider security factors.

To design an informative and usable privacy and security label for IoT devices, we conducted
user and experts studies. This chapter describes the first step toward designing informative pri-
vacy labels, by first exploring consumers’ IoT-related purchase process.

We conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 24 participants who had purchased at
least one IoT device (smart home device or wearable). We explored interviewees’ understanding
of privacy and security issues associated with example IoT devices we tested in our study and

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Pardis Emami-Naeini, Henry Dixon, Yu-
vraj Agarwal, Lorrie Faith Cranor. Exploring How Privacy and Security Factor into IoT Device Purchase Behavior.
In Proceeding of the 37th ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), 2019 [117].
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factors they considered when purchasing their device. At the end of each interview, we displayed
prototype IoT security and privacy labels that we developed, and discussed them with intervie-
wees. Finally, we conducted another 200-participant Mechanical Turk (MTurk) survey to probe
the influence of privacy and security information when making IoT purchase decisions.

We also found that about half of our interviewees had limited and often incorrect knowledge
about privacy and security and that this impacted their ability to make informed privacy and
security decisions. In addition, most of our interviewees had not considered privacy and security
before purchasing IoT devices, but reported being concerned after the purchase. Those who were
concerned about privacy and security at the pre-purchase evaluation stage reported difficulty
finding useful information about device privacy and security.

We found that security and privacy are among the factors that people would consider in their
future IoT device purchase decisions. Survey participants reported that security and privacy
would have significantly more influence on their decisions to purchase a smart security camera
than a smart thermostat or toothbrush, likely due to their perceptions of the sensitivity of the data
those devices collect. Almost all interviewees acknowledged the importance of knowing privacy
and security information related to IoT devices before making purchase decisions and said they
would pay a small premium for such information to be provided, especially when purchasing a
device that they perceive to collect more sensitive information (e.g., a smart camera capturing
images).

Almost all interviewees found our prototype labels easy to understand and capable of provid-
ing information they would consider in a purchase decision. We found that interviewees often
focused on privacy and security choices, expert ratings, purpose of data collection, and the con-
venience of security mechanisms. From our findings, we distill recommendations for the design
of privacy and security labels that enable consumers to make informed IoT device purchase de-
cisions. Our findings on consumers’ interest in IoT nutrition labels, and ways to make them
more useful, are important and timely contributions as policy makers debate new IoT privacy
and security regulations.

We make the following contributions in this chapter:

• An understanding of IoT device purchasers’ conceptions, misconceptions, and concerns
about device privacy and security and the steps they take to address their concerns.

• Identification of latent, unprompted privacy and security concerns, and distinctions be-
tween active behaviors toward privacy concerns and passive attitudes toward security risks.

• A prototype IoT device privacy and security label, qualitative observations on its use, and
recommendations for effective label design.

5.1 Methodology

We conducted a 24-participant semi-structured interview study followed by a 200-participant
MTurk survey. The complete list of interview and survey questions are provided in Appendix C.
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5.1.1 Semi-Structured Interview Study
We conducted semi-structured interviews in our lab at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
with one or two interviewers present. We audio recorded all interviews and had them transcribed
by a transcription service.

Recruitment, Selection, and compensation

We used the screening survey to exclude people who did not meet our criteria and to select
a diverse sample (based on age, gender, occupation, and technical background). We invited
selected participants to our lab for an interview and compensated each participant with a $25
Amazon gift card.

Pre-Purchase Behavior

We asked interviewees to tell us what IoT devices they have purchased, how long they have
owned them, and why they purchased them. We also asked them whether they had ever consid-
ered buying an IoT device and ended up not buying it, and the reasons for that decision.

We then asked interviewees about each IoT device they had purchased, whether they pur-
chased the device online or in a store, and the factors they considered before making the purchase.
We wrote down each mentioned factor on a separate card to use later in the interview.

Post-Purchase Behavior

We asked interviewees about their post-purchase concerns and how they managed them.

IoT Device Privacy and Security

The interviewer did not mention privacy or security until after the discussion of pre-purchase and
post-purchase behaviors in order to avoid biasing interviewees. We asked interviewees to define
privacy as it relates to IoT devices. We then asked whether they had any privacy concerns related
to their devices and how they managed those concerns. Next, we asked them to define security
and discuss any security-related concerns.

Value of Privacy and Security in Purchase Decisions

We asked interviewees to explain how important it is for them to know about the privacy and
security of IoT device(s) they are considering for purchase. To further investigate consumers’
perceived value of privacy and security, we asked them to specify how much more they would
be willing to pay to purchase an IoT device that provided privacy and security information as
compared to one that did not.

We asked interviewees how comfortable they are with the data collected by their IoT devices.
We also asked them to report whether they had ever read a privacy policy for their devices, how
much they know about the privacy and security of their devices, and what they most want to
know.
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Finally, we presented our interviewees with a set of cards, each with one of the factors men-
tioned during the interview. We included cards for brand, price, privacy, and security, even if the
interviewee had not mentioned these factors. We asked interviewees to sort the cards according
to how much influence each factor had on their purchase decision.

Privacy and Security Label Evaluation

Important privacy and security factors related to IoT devices have been identified previously in
the literature [115, 133, 204, 205, 322]. We designed rough paper prototype labels based on fa-
miliar food nutrition labels to present these previously-identified privacy and security factors for
three hypothetical IoT devices: a security camera, a smart toothbrush, and a smart thermostat.
For each smart device, we designed three variants of the label. In one label, we tuned the privacy
and security information so as to make participants more comfortable with the data collection.
For instance, we set the retention time to be as soon as the account on the device is deleted. In
another label, we modified the values of the factors so that participants would feel less comfort-
able with the data collection (retention time was forever, level of detail was identifiable). For the
third label, we tried to convey a trade-off. Figure 5.1 shows a label for a hypothetical security
camera with poor privacy and security practices.

Eight participants saw three variants of labels for a security camera, eight participants saw
three variants for a toothbrush, and eight participants saw three variants for a smart thermostat.
We asked interviewees to think aloud as they compared the labels. We then asked them which
device they would buy and what information on the labels helped them to make that decision.

We probed interviewees’ understanding of the information on the labels by asking them to go
through one of the labels and tell us what they believe it conveyed. We asked them to circle the
parts that they found confusing. We then asked them which factors they consider most important,
which information could be removed from the label, and whether there was any information they
would like to see added.

At the end of the interview, we asked interviewees whether a privacy and security label would
likely influence their IoT device purchase decisions. We asked about how they would want to be
presented with the label while shopping online or in a store. We also asked about the importance
of knowing about publicly-reported security vulnerabilities prior to purchasing IoT devices.

5.1.2 Follow-Up Survey

To be able to measure the reported influence of security and privacy on IoT device purchase deci-
sions, we ran a supplementary MTurk survey with 200 participants from the United States. In this
survey, we asked participants to imagine themselves engaging in three hypothetical comparison
shopping scenarios for a security camera, a smart thermostat, and a smart toothbrush. We then
presented our participants with 16 factors we found to be important from the interview study and
asked them to rate each factor on a 5-point scale, with choices ranging from “no influence at all”
to “a lot of influence.” In addition, we asked participants whether they had purchased any IoT
devices at all, as well as whether they had purchased any of the three types of devices we asked
them about. At the end of the survey, we asked them various demographic questions. It took
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Figure 5.1: Prototype label for a hypothetical security camera with poor privacy and security prac-
tices.
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Figure 5.2: The terminology we use to report percentage of participants in Section 5.2.

participants five minutes on average to complete the survey. We compensated each participant
with one dollar.

5.1.3 Data Analysis
One of the researchers was the primary coder, responsible for creating and updating the code-
book. To analyze the interview data, we applied structural coding to the interview transcripts.
Structural coding is particularly useful for semi-structured interview studies [223, 291]. We came
up with eight structural codes (e.g., reasons to purchase smart home devices, privacy definition),
which we divided into 61 subcodes. The codebook was reviewed and revised by the researchers
and then each interview was independently coded by two researchers. The final structural codes
and subcodes can be found in the online Appendix. After resolving the coding disagreements,
we achieved an inter-coder agreement of 91% Cohen’s Kappa. Kappa over 75% is regarded as
excellent agreement [131]. For the remaining disagreement, we report the results of the primary
coder.

Since the interview study is qualitative in nature and our sample size is small, we refrain from
reporting the exact number of participants when presenting most of the results in Section 5.2.
However, to provide readers with some sense of frequency, we adopt a consistent terminology,
illustrated in Figure 5.2, to report these numbers.

Our MTurk survey was a repeated measure within-subject study. The dependent variables
(DV) in our analysis were the scores from the 5-point scale, ranging from no influence at all
to a lot of influence. We treated our DVs as interval scales [266]. We evaluated the influence
of security and privacy for each of the three devices. We did not evaluate the other 14 factors,
which we had asked about so participants would not know that our interest was in security and
privacy. The independent variables (IV) were demographic information, and information related
to the IoT devices we tested in our survey. To analyze, we applied linear mixed-effect regressions
with random intercept for each user to count for within-user data dependencies. The goal of the
regression was to determine which independent variables would significantly associate with a
change in influence. We used a significance threshold of 0.05.

5.1.4 Limitations
Participants in interview studies are prone to potential biases [15]. In our semi-structured inter-
view, we avoided asking any leading questions, mentioning security or privacy in the early parts
of the interview, or correcting incorrect definitions or misconceptions. Even so, participants may
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have expressed more concern towards privacy and security later in the interview as they inferred
the focus of our study.

It is important to note that our study focuses on consumer purchase behavior, and that our
results may be less applicable to business purchase decisions and labels designed for corporate
decision makers. With respect to purchase decisions, consumers and businesses are different
in many ways [16, 184, 347]. Consumers make purchase decisions for personal consumption,
whereas organizations make purchase decisions for the benefit of the business, and are more
likely to purchase devices in bulk. Furthermore, corporate decision makers may consult a secu-
rity expert in their organization before making IoT device purchase decisions.

5.2 Results
We present the results of our interview study here, following the flow of the interview. We discuss
interviewees’ IoT device purchase behaviors and the evaluation of our privacy and security label.
Finally, we report our follow-up survey results.

5.2.1 Interviewees and Their Devices
A total of 115 participants completed the online screening survey for our interview study. Of
those, 99 participants were qualified and we invited a diverse sample of 25 participants to our
lab for an interview. We excluded data from one of the interviewees, who revealed during the
interview that she did not fully satisfy our study requirements. We analyzed the data from the
remaining 24 participants. Our interviewees consisted of 14 female and 10 male participants with
an average age of 36 years (std. dev. = 12 years). Eight interviewees had technical backgrounds.
Our interviewees had a broad range of IoT devices. Information about our interviewees and their
IoT devices is presented in Table 5.1.

5.2.2 Pre-Purchase Behavior
Curiosity was a primary reason for purchasing IoT devices, especially for owners of Intelligent
Personal Assistants (IPAs) such as Amazon Echo and Google Home. Wearable purchasers were
primarily motivated by a desire to improve health and fitness. Price and convenience were other
reasons mentioned frequently by interviewees.

Most interviewees mentioned reliability concerns and lack of necessity as reasons not to
buy smart home devices, and price as a reason not to buy wearables. Some people mentioned
privacy and security concerns as reasons they avoided purchasing a specific smart home device.
However, only a few specified privacy concerns as a reason not to buy wearables. P6 mentioned
that he did not buy a smart door lock because he was not comfortable with the security of the
device. Moreover, P7 said she would not buy Google Home due to concerns that it would listen
to her all the time.

Participants mentioned 16 factors that influenced their purchase decisions: look and feel,
customer service, prior experience with the device or similar devices, ease of use, reliability,
opinion from experts (magazine reviews, electronics store employees), compatibility with other
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Participant ID Gender Age Tech Background IoT Devices Purchased by Participants
P1 F 25-34 Y Camera

P2 F 35-44 Y
Camera, doorbell, lights, smartwatch,
IPA, TV

P3 M 25-34 Y IPA
P4 M 18-24 Y Smartwatch

P5 M 35-44 Y
IPA, smartwatch, doorbell, lock,
switches

P6 M 25-34 N Lights, activity tracker
P7 F 55+ N Lights, activity tracker, scale
P8 F 25-34 N IPA, switches, lights, smartwatch
P9 F 25-34 N Camera, TV
P10 M 18-24 Y IPA, activity tracker
P11 F 18-24 N IPA
P12 F 45-55 N IPA, activity tracker
P13 F 45-55 N IPA
P14 M 55+ N IPA
P15 M 25-34 Y Smartwatch
P16 F 25-34 N Activity tracker, TV
P17 F 55+ N TV, IPA, switches, activity tracker
P18 F 25-34 N IPA

P19 M 25-34 N
Camera, lights, TV, thermostat, smoke
alarm, activity tracker

P20 F 25-34 N Activity tracker
P21 F 25-34 N Smartwatch, IPA
P22 M 45-55 N Smartwatch, IPA

P23 M 35-44 Y
Smoke alarm, IPA, camera, thermostat,
switches, activity tracker

P24 F 35-44 N IPA, TV

Table 5.1: Participant demographics and IoT devices. IPA stands for Intelligent Personal Assistant
(e.g., Amazon Echo, Google Home, Apple HomePod).

devices, durability, opinion from friends, opinion from family members, brand, privacy, security,
customer reviews, price, and features. From the card sorting activity, we found that interviewees
ranked privacy and security as the most influential factors after price and features. The card
sorting activity should not be interpreted quantitatively due to both the small number of partici-
pants and the difference in the number of cards sorted by each participant. To further explore the
relative influence of factors, we conducted a large-scale survey.

5.2.3 Post-Purchase Behavior

When we asked interviewees about any concerns and issues they had with their IoT devices, most
reported minor technical issues and about half mentioned privacy or security concerns. Note that
at this point in the interview the interviewer had not yet mentioned privacy or security.

Interviewees who reported privacy concerns were almost all concerned about IPAs or smart
TVs listening to them. Most of those who reported security concerns, however, had technical
backgrounds and described mitigation steps they took, such as connecting their IoT devices to a
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Purchase Behavior Awareness Knowledge Evaluation Concern Management Participant ID

Wise Proactive Protective 4 4 4 4 4 P2, P3, P5, P8, P20, P23

Cautious Proactive Protective 4 7 4 4 4 P15, P19

Wise Passive Protective 4 4 7 4 4 P1, P10, P24

Cautious Passive Protective 4 7 7 4 4 P11, P13, P17

Wise Passive 4 4 7 4 7 P14, P16, P18, P22

Cautious Passive 4 7 7 4 7 P12

Unconcerned 7 7 7 7 7 P4, P6, P7, P9, P21

Table 5.2: Seven purchase behavior categories and the participants whose behaviors are described
by each.

router separate from the rest of their home network.

5.2.4 Defining IoT Device Privacy and Security

We asked interviewees to define privacy and security specifically about IoT devices. Their defi-
nitions demonstrated that they had a narrow and limited knowledge of privacy and security, and
some could not distinguish between them.

Most interviewees defined privacy related to smart devices as having control over personal
data. For example, P16 said: “privacy is whether it’s up to me or them how they use my data.”
Some mentioned who data is being shared with and a few talked about types of data being
collected, retention time, purpose of data collection, and inferred data.

When we asked interviewees to define security related to IoT devices, most of them men-
tioned protection from unauthorized access (“being hacked”). Half of the interviewees talked
about means of protection. For instance, some mentioned password protection and authentica-
tion and a few talked about firewalls, encryption, and physical locks. A few mentioned risks
associated with unauthorized access to personal data.

In general, when defining privacy, participants mentioned that they should have control over
their data. On the contrary, they were mostly passive when defining security as the device get-
ting hacked, except for participants with technical background, who were more proactive toward
mitigating their security concerns. About half of our interviewees were not able to differentiate
between privacy and security of smart devices. However, most of the interviewees who men-
tioned having pre-purchase or post-purchase privacy or security concerns were better able to
differentiate between the two. This suggests that a lack of privacy or security concerns might be
attributed to not having correct and distinct definitions for these two concepts.

5.2.5 Purchase Behavior Categories

Our interview questions probed five factors related to purchase behavior: risk awareness, knowl-
edge of privacy and security, pre-purchase evaluation of privacy and security, post-purchase con-
cern, and post-purchase concern management. We classified interviewees into seven categories
based on their responses to these questions, as shown in Table 5.2.
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Some interviewees considered privacy or security in their comparison shopping, continued
to be concerned about the privacy and security of their devices after purchase, and took actions
to manage their concerns (e.g., by updating the system frequently, using a password generator,
changing the position of a home camera, using a separate router for IoT devices, and turning
off/muting the device). We labeled this behavior as proactive protective. Most people who
exhibited proactive protective behavior were aware of risks and knowledgeable about privacy
and security (labeled as wise). However, some were aware of risks but provided incorrect or
indistinct definitions of security and privacy (labeled as cautious).

Most interviewees did not take privacy and security into account while making the purchase,
but were concerned about their device privacy or security after the purchase. We found that post-
purchase concerns were mostly caused by hearing about concerns from friends, media reports,
and the device functioning in an unexpected way. We labeled this behavior as passive. Half
of the interviewees who exhibited passive behavior took some actions to manage their concerns
(labeled as passive protective). P1 reported that she managed concerns about her laptop camera
but was unable to manage concerns about her home security system: “so in a movie, you know,
some crazy hacker, they can hack into all the films and cameras, so I know I put a sticker on my
laptop camera, always, but I can’t put a sticker on my home camera because I need to see what’s
happening, so I do worry about ... my camera system being hacked.”

Finally, a few of our interviewees reported being unconcerned about the privacy and secu-
rity of their devices in both the pre-purchase and post-purchase stages. We noted two common
reasons as to why people were not concerned about the specific IoT devices they had. They
either did not perceive the collected data to be sensitive or expressed self-efficacy toward pro-
tecting themselves against the privacy or security related threats. For instance, P9 said she was
unconcerned about her home camera system because “you can’t view it online or even on the app
without the phone being connected to the camera and without having a user name and password.”
Another unconcerned interviewee, P21, said “I have a passcode on it. So, I’m not worried about
someone looking at it and besides my texts there’s not really anything that I feel needs to be
private.” It is important to mention that being unconcerned does not necessarily imply having no
privacy or security concern about any IoT devices, as some of the unconcerned interviewees said
they would be concerned if they owned other types of IoT devices.

5.2.6 Value of Privacy and Security in Purchase Decisions
While only eight interviewees considered privacy or security as a factor in their comparison
shopping (proactive protective), almost all said they would like to know about the privacy and
security of devices before making future device purchases. Some noted that the importance of
this information would depend on the type of data being collected by the IoT device. Interviewees
were most interested in knowing about the purpose of data collection and privacy choices. We
asked interviewees to specify what premium they would be willing to pay, if any, for a device
with privacy and security information provided. Almost all interviewees said they were willing to
pay a premium of 10%-30% of the base price of the device. Reasons for their willingness to pay
a premium included assurance that security and privacy would be protected and peace of mind.
Those who were reluctant to pay more for privacy and security information often mentioned lack
of trust in the device company providing the information. For instance, P12 said: “I wouldn’t
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necessarily believe it because, like with the Facebook thing, regardless of what they say, they’re
gonna have all that information.” Among different purchase behavior categories, “proactive
protectors” were willing to pay slightly more, as they were more concerned about their devices
even prior to purchase. Other researchers have also shown that consumers are willing to pay a
premium for privacy [113, 325]. However, it is not clear how much of a premium consumers are
willing to pay. An incentive compatible study is needed to further elicit consumers’ willingness
to pay.

5.2.7 Privacy and Security Label Evaluation
In the last section of the interview, we showed each participant labels for three hypothetical IoT
devices and asked them to compare the devices and provide feedback on the labels. The focus
of this evaluation was mostly on the contents of the labels, although we also received insightful
suggestions on improving the design of the labels.

Almost all participants first compared the labels based on the ratings, and quickly identified
the privacy protective label. On each label, there were ratings from an independent privacy lab,
an independent IT security institute, and Consumer Reports (CR). Participants particularly liked
having ratings from independent research labs. These ratings were especially of interest to those
who previously reported their lack of trust in IoT companies. Nonetheless, participants wanted
to know what factors went into the ratings. The CR score was regarded as an important piece
of information mainly by those participants who were familiar with Consumer Reports and had
previously consulted their reviews when making a purchase.

After participants compared the labels, we asked them about the privacy and security sections
of the labels. Almost all participants reported that the labels covered all the topics they wanted
to know about, and they especially liked the inclusion of information about choices. A few
participants wanted to know where data storage servers were located.

Participants discussed their comfort level with the specific values shown for some of the
fields on the labels. For example, almost all participants were comfortable with data being used
for research, but some did not trust that companies would not also use their data for marketing.
Almost all were uncomfortable when the retention time was forever, but were comfortable with
companies retaining data until you delete your account. However, P5 recognized utility in longer
data retention: “This is a thermostat, retention one month. ... now that I think about it, the
retention might be useful if you kept it forever, because you could do analytics across time.”
Almost all participants preferred aggregated and anonymous data over identifiable data, although
most participants could not distinguish between aggregated and anonymous information. P8
understood the difference and recognized the value of identifiable data: “So if the data being
used is the aggregate behavior of me and all the people in my three-digit ZIP code, then that
would be an empty feature for me if I want my thermostat to respond to when I’m home.”

Participants were more focused on the convenience of security factors than on their level of
protection. For instance, almost all participants said they wanted “automatic updates” to be avail-
able as they found them more convenient than manual updates. In addition, almost all preferred
fingerprint authentication over passwords due to convenience. Similarly, participants favored
optional Internet connectivity over required connectivity because they wanted their devices to be
able to function when Internet connectivity was unavailable.
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We followed a user-centered design process and revised the label between interviews to ad-
dress parts that were unclear to participants. For example, some participants did not understand
the term “account information,” so we changed the term to “login info and device configuration.”
In addition, we found that the term “granularity” confused participants, so we changed it to “level
of detail.”

Participants found the final version of the labels to be understandable, easy to read, and
useful. P11 compared the label to privacy policies: “As opposed to those long documents that
you usually need to read, I think this is a very efficient way and I cannot think of a better way
than this.” P24 pointed out the importance of being reminded of privacy and security at purchase
time: “If you don’t know about the label, you don’t think, man, I just need to know the security
and privacy things about this product before I buy it. You don’t think that.” Some participants
noted that it had been difficult to find privacy and security information prior to purchasing an IoT
device.

We discussed participants’ preferences for where to find the label when shopping online or in
a store. Most participants wanted to have the label in the online store’s device description, as one
of the images, or after the features and before the customer reviews. For in-store shopping, about
half of the participants wanted the label to be on the package of the device so that they could
refer to it later. The other half wanted the label to be on the shelf to compare devices easily, even
though some participants noted the possibility of devices being placed incorrectly in the store.

We asked interviewees whether they would like to be presented with publicly reported vul-
nerabilities of smart devices before making a purchase. Almost all of the respondents reported
that they would like to have this information in a label and that it might impact their purchase
decision. Interviewees particularly wanted to know how serious those incidents were and how
prompt the manufacturers were to fix security problems.

5.2.8 Follow-Up Survey

For our supplementary within-subject survey, we recruited 200 MTurk participants from the
United States. 87 participants reported that they had purchased at least one IoT device them-
selves, of which 28 reported purchasing a smart security camera, 28 a smart thermostat, and 22
a smart toothbrush. 118 participants reported being female, 81 reported being being male, and
one reported other. The average age of our participants was 38 years (std. dev. = 10 years). 44
participants reporting having a technical background.

We found that the importance of privacy and security depended on the type of device. As
shown in Figure 5.3, most participants said security and privacy would influence their purchase
of security cameras and smart thermostats, but not smart toothbrushes.

Our regression results indicated that the influence of security and privacy information was
significantly higher for a security camera (p-value < 0.05) than for a smart thermostat. For the
toothbrush, privacy and security information were significantly less influential (p-value < 0.05)
compared to the other two devices. The summary statistics and the regression results for the
types of devices are presented in Table 5.3. The differences we found may be due to differences
in participants’ perceptions about the sensitivity of collected information.
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Figure 5.3: Survey participants’ responses when asked: Imagine you are deciding between two or
more [IoT devices] to purchase. How much influence do you think each of the following factors
would have on your purchase decision?

5.3 Discussion

We discuss ways labels can surface latent privacy and security concerns and help consumers
consider privacy and security in their purchase decisions and device use. We conclude this section
by discussing several design considerations for more effective privacy and security labels.

5.3.1 Latent Concern

While about half the interviewees brought up privacy or security concerns before we men-
tioned them, the other half did not discuss privacy or security until our prompt. However, once
prompted, almost all interviewees reported being concerned about the privacy and security of
their IoT devices. This suggests that for some consumers, privacy and security are latent con-
cerns, which can be surfaced readily if privacy and security information is made salient, for
example by appearing in a label. Once consumers are prompted to consider privacy and security
information, they may incorporate it into their purchase decision process.

Designers of privacy and security labels should more effectively communicate risks to con-
sumers. One approach to better convey the relative risks of privacy and security is to combine
data types with their purposes. In our study, some participants had difficulty relating data with
their purpose. Another design idea is to distinguish expected and unexpected data practices.
Expected practices are the data collections which are necessary for the core functionality of the
device, whereas unexpected practices include non-essential data collection or use, such as selling
data to third parties or profiling users for targeted advertising.

Privacy and security information can also shape consumer behavior after a device is pur-
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Factor Coeff. Std. Err. t-value Mean Std. Dev.

Intercept (DV: security) 4.03 0.08 46.41 4.03 0.97

Smart thermostat -0.61 0.09 -6.41 3.47 1.29

Smart toothbrush -1.56 0.09 -16.54 2.52 1.41

Intercept (DV: privacy) 3.91 0.09 42.66 3.91 1.11

Smart thermostat -0.53 0.09 -5.80 3.37 1.29

Smart toothbrush -1.35 0.09 -14.69 2.55 1.45

Table 5.3: Summary statistics and regression results of the reported influence security and privacy
have on participants’ purchase decisions. There were 600 observations for each regression (200
responses for each smart device) and the baseline for both regressions is the smart security camera.
The factors in the table are all statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).

chased. Labels may inform consumers about their privacy and security choices and how to
manage them. They may also make them aware of potential privacy or security vulnerabilities
that they may be able to mitigate themselves by engaging in protective measures (e.g. turning
off a device when not in use or positioning a device so as to avoid collecting data in a private
space). Our prototype label indicated when privacy or security choices were available to con-
sumers. In addition, we provided them with protips to suggest protective privacy and security
behaviors. To further help consumers make informed privacy and security decisions based on
the protips, designers can provide consumers with an understandable user manual on how to
implement them.

5.3.2 Label Design Considerations

Some interviewees requested more information on our prototype label to make an informed pur-
chase decision, such as definitions of some of the terms, encryption protocols used, and informa-
tion about the process the independent privacy and security labs followed to rate the IoT devices.
Having more information could be particularly useful for “cautious” consumers, as they have
little knowledge of privacy and security in the context of IoT devices. While adding all of this
information to a static label would likely reduce its usability, additional information can be in-
cluded in an interactive online label, where consumers can hover over or click on each factor
to obtain additional information. The QR code on a printed static label can direct consumers
to an online interactive version. This “layered” approach has been recommended for privacy
notices [168, 352]. Yet, it is important that the static version of the label (the top layer) contain
the most critical information, as it is likely that most consumers will glance over labels without
interacting with them.

When comparing IoT devices, privacy and security star ratings immediately caught the atten-
tion of almost all interviewees. Aside from being a glanceable synopsis of key privacy and secu-
rity factors, ratings were attractive due to the independence of the organizations (e.g., Consumer
Reports) that provided the ratings. They were especially favored by interviewees who mistrusted
the manufacturers and questioned whether they would adhere to their claims. Security ratings
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may help mitigate consumers’ common misunderstandings around security information.
Throughout our interviews, we observed that participants discussed their active control over

privacy, but seemed resigned to not being able to control security. While users may feel em-
powered to take physical steps to protect privacy (e.g., by covering a camera lens), they may
view security as an innate, uncontrollable property of the device, or they may lack knowledge to
understand the actual security risks or how to mitigate them. Such passive attitudes toward secu-
rity factors were common across purchase behavior categories. Even some “wise” participants
viewed security mitigation as overly burdensome. Thus, we found that interviewees were using
the information in the security section of our labels to make security decisions that were more
about convenience than security. Our results suggest that the design of the security portion of
the label should bring out security risks and their implications more directly (e.g., communicate
that when data is transmitted without encryption, it may be accessible to eavesdroppers). Adopt-
ing more robust security practices may not always be convenient for consumers, even if well
explained. Thus it is important for IoT device manufacturers to find ways to provide security
without burdening users, and to make more secure options the default.

5.4 Conclusion
We conducted an in-depth semi-structured interview study with participants who have purchased
at least one IoT device to explore their knowledge and behavior regarding IoT security and pri-
vacy. Some participants considered privacy and security while making IoT device purchase de-
cisions, while others were concerned about device security and privacy only after the purchase.
Almost all participants acknowledged the importance of having privacy and security informa-
tion, and said they would pay a premium to have this information available at purchase time.
Most participants in a followup MTurk study said security and privacy were factors that would
influence their purchase decisions for some types of IoT devices, especially those they perceive
as collecting particularly sensitive information. Finally, we developed a prototype IoT device
privacy and security label. Our interviewees found the design to be understandable. We discuss
design considerations for IoT security and privacy labels and paths to adoption and enforcement.

This study showed clear interest from consumers in security and privacy labels, but also
revealed consumers’ lack of knowledge about what security and privacy information is actually
important. In the next chapter we present a study in which we obtained input from experts to
inform the content of the label.
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Chapter 6

Ask the Experts: What Should Be on an
IoT Privacy and Security Label?

In Chapter 5, we conducted interviews and surveys with IoT consumers to explore the im-
portance of privacy and security in their IoT-related purchase process. Among other findings, we
found that participants acknowledge the importance of considering privacy and security when
purchasing IoT devices. However, not having enough information at the time of purchase pre-
vents consumers from considering privacy and security attributes in their purchase decision mak-
ing. Some resources, such as the Mozilla “Privacy Not Included” website [254] and a report pub-
lished by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office [167], provide information about specific
IoT devices or address limited privacy and security factors.

Critical privacy and security information could be provided to consumers by including it
prominently on a privacy and security label accompanying the device. This could also increase
consumers’ trust in the device manufacturer [345]. In a May 2019 proposal, the UK Digital
Ministers declared their intention to mandate security labels for IoT devices, with the goal of
notifying consumers about security aspects of these devices [104]. However, this plan only
covers three security practices: using no default passwords, having a vulnerability disclosure
program in place, and specifying the lifetime of security updates. Other proposals for IoT privacy
and security labels fail to specify the specific information that consumers should be presented
with on the label [102, 121, 124, 209, 228, 267, 279].

Given consumers’ scarce attention, presenting them with the most relevant security and pri-
vacy information in the most digestible form is crucial. To determine the most important infor-
mation to include on IoT privacy and security labels, we solicited the opinions of privacy and
security experts. In various fields, expert elicitation has been used effectively for research and
decision making [29, 191, 297, 339, 341], particularly under uncertainty and when necessary
information cannot be obtained from other sources [75, 163, 193].

We conducted interviews and surveys with 22 privacy and security experts. To get different
perspectives, we recruited experts from industry, academia, government, and non-governmental

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper previously published as: Pardis Emami-Naeini, Yuvraj Agarwal,
Lorrie Faith Cranor, Hanan Hibshi. Ask the Experts: What Should Be on an IoT Privacy and Security Label?. In
Proceeding of the 41st IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P), 2020 [114].
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organizations (NGOs). We also ensured that these experts come from different backgrounds
related to IoT (software, hardware, and policy). We used the iterative Delphi methodology (ex-
plained further in Section 6.1) to develop a consensus among the experts around important factors
and an understanding of their reasons for or against including each factor. Overall, we found that
differences in opinions were driven less by fundamental differences in beliefs, but rather by dif-
ferences in work experience and priorities. For example, some experts were more knowledgeable
about specific security mechanisms, standards, or regulations, and prioritized factors related to
their area of expertise or their organization’s mission. Prior research has shown that security
experts might analyze the same artifacts differently depending on their background in specific
security domains [164].

Most factors identified as important by experts are factors that they believe will inform con-
sumers. Experts also identified some factors for inclusion that could inform experts only, mostly
so that companies can be held accountable.

Prior studies suggest that layered labels can be effective [79, 117, 293, 320]. A layered label
includes a primary layer that presents the most important and glanceable content, followed by a
secondary layer for additional information. In our study, we asked experts to specify the layer
on which the information should be included on the label. They mostly recommend putting only
information that would be understandable and important to most consumers on the primary layer.

We designed a prototype layered label based on our expert elicitation study. We then con-
ducted semi-structured interviews with 15 consumers of IoT devices (smart home devices or
wearables) and presented our prototype to them. We show that all of our participants had a clear
understanding of the information presented on the primary layer of the label. Although some
of the factors on the secondary layer of the label were less understandable to participants who
lacked privacy and security expertise, all of our participants reported that they still want such
information to be included on the label mainly to be as informed as possible. In addition, our
participants reported that having all the important privacy and security factors, even unfamiliar
ones, on the label would help them easily search online to find more information.

We make the following contributions in this chapter:
• We distill an extensive list of privacy and security factors to identify the most important

pieces of information to include on IoT labels.
• We partition the most important factors into two layers: the primary factors we want con-

sumers to notice and consume at a glance, and the secondary factors that require more
space to effectively convey risk to consumers.

• Based on our expert and consumer interviews and surveys, we propose a prototype IoT
label that includes the most important factors with proposed groupings.

6.1 Methodology

We first conducted an expert elicitation study to specify the content of a privacy and security
label for IoT devices. We complemented the expert study with a series of 15 semi-structured
interviews with non-expert consumers and iterated on the label design. The expert and consumer
interviews and surveys are provided in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.1: We followed a three-round Delphi method, by conducting an interview study and two
rounds of surveys. Finally, we designed a label prototype that captures the findings of the process,
inputs from authors’ multiple rounds of discussion, and a user study with 15 IoT consumers.

6.1.1 Expert Elicitation Study
In the expert elicitation study, our overarching goals were to identify factors that experts believed
would be useful to include on a privacy and security label for IoT devices and to understand the
experts’ rationale for selecting each factor. We conducted an in-depth, semi-structured interview
study, followed by two rounds of surveys with 22 privacy and security experts. The process is
depicted in Figure 6.1.

Participant Recruitment and Compensation

To capture a wide range of expert opinions, we recruited experts from academia, industry, gov-
ernment, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the United States, with a diverse range
of expertise: software, hardware, policy, standards, and user experience (UX). We recruited
experts with whom the authors had interacted professionally or were recommended by other ex-
perts. We carefully selected experts, who are all well-known in their respective fields. More
specifically, we looked for experts, who satisfied at least one of the following qualification crite-
ria. Seven experts met two criteria.
• Computer science or engineering professor in the field of privacy and security.
• More than 10 years of research or practice in the field of privacy, security, or policy.
• Author of notable books in the field of privacy and security.
• Active involvement in cybersecurity standardization.
• Leading a corporate IoT product team.

After identifying the experts who met the qualifications we were looking for, we contacted
them and invited them to either come to our institution for an in-person interview or join our
interview study online over Skype. All the interviews were audio recorded and transcribed by a
third-party service. We compensated experts with a $25 Amazon gift card.

Delphi Method

As defined by Delbecq et al., the Delphi method is “a method for the systematic solicitation
and collection of judgments on a particular topic through a set of carefully designed sequential
questionnaires interspersed with summarized information and feedback of opinions derived from
earlier responses” [24]. This method of qualitative research was originally developed by Dalkey
and Helmer in the 1950s and has been widely used to reach consensus between a group of
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experts without face-to-face interactions [90]. The Delphi method has been used in a number
of studies related to policy design and implementation [5], social science [314], and human-
computer interaction [245].

The Delphi method has three important features. First, the responses as well as group in-
teractions in each round are anonymized. Second, the process involves multiple rounds of data
collection procedures (e.g., interview, survey), and finally, in each round, the summary of the pre-
vious round is shown to experts as a means to reach consensus [71, 86, 87]. The study continues
until consensus is reached, which generally occurs after three iterations [219].

Expert Interviews

The first phase of the Delphi method is open ended [255]. Therefore, our first step was to conduct
semi-structured interviews with privacy and security experts.

We began the interviews by introducing the idea of a privacy and security label and its sim-
ilarity to a food nutrition label. Following the introduction to the study and its goals, we asked
experts to provide their definition of privacy and security as it relates to IoT devices. Next, we
asked experts to think about the content of the label and specify the information that they think
should be on a privacy and security label for IoT devices. For each piece of information they
specified, we asked them to consider whether it was relevant to consumers or experts. In an
iterative process, we compiled a list of security and privacy factors suggested by the experts we
interviewed, and added new factors suggested during each interview. Towards the end of each
interview, we presented the full list of factors so that each expert reviewed their own factors, as
well as the factors suggested by previously-interviewed experts.

First Round Survey

The expert interviews resulted in an extensive list of privacy, security, and general factors that
experts wanted to see on an IoT label. We then conducted a survey of the same experts to
understand the rationale behind their preferences. In order to decrease fatigue, we split the
factors in the survey so that each expert was presented with one-third of all the factors. For each
expert, the ordering of factors was randomized.

When introducing the survey to experts, we explained that in a layered IoT label, the first
or primary layer would include the most important information, and the secondary layer would
contain the information on the primary layer as well as additional helpful information. We also
advised experts not to worry about the design of the label when answering the questions. Then,
for each factor, we asked the experts to specify whether they believe that factor is important to
include on the label, and to provide reason(s) that support their answer.

Second Round Survey

For agreement over the inclusion and exclusion of factors, we conducted a second survey with
the same set of experts. When introducing the second survey to the experts, we described our
two key objectives for the content of the IoT label: to inform consumers, and to provide a means
for holding companies accountable for their privacy and security practices. To reduce respondent
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fatigue, participants answered questions for one-third of all the factors, randomly chosen from
the three categories—security, privacy and general—such that they saw approximately the same
number of questions within each category.

In this second survey, we used data collected from our interviews and first survey. We pre-
sented each factor from our dataset alongside the experts’ reasons for inclusion or exclusion.
Then, on a five-point Likert scale, we asked each expert to decide whether they believe the factor
should be included on the label and to provide their rationale if different from what we presented.
Next, we asked them to specify on which layer of the label they would like to place this factor
and the rationale behind their choice. We asked them to classify the factor as being most relevant
to privacy, security, or general information. Finally, we asked experts to provide any additional
comments about the factor that came to mind.

In addition to the questions we asked for each factor, we asked experts about their opinion
on separating or merging privacy and security sections on the label. At the end of the survey, we
asked experts to state their privacy and security expertise and domain of knowledge, followed by
some general demographic questions.

Data Analysis

We collected approximately 22 hours of interview audio recordings. We used thematic analysis
to qualitatively summarize interview transcripts, following the approach suggested by Braun and
Clarke [54]:
• Phase 1: A primary coder read the interview transcripts and took notes, listening to parts

of the audio files as needed when the transcripts were incomplete.
• Phase 2: The primary coder created the initial codebook by examining the notes from the

interview phase and the notes from Phase 1 above, listening for reasons for and against
including factors on an IoT label. This step did not focus on finding patterns in the re-
sponses.

• Phase 3: The primary coder merged the smaller codes into broader themes. This step
focused on finding patterns and themes from the long list of codes from Phase 2.

• Phase 4: The themes that emerged from Phase 3 were reviewed and discussed by the re-
searchers in the group to resolve any disagreements. This step helped increase the validity
of the themes. In an iterative process, some of the themes were removed from the code-
book and some themes were merged into more general themes until we achieved consensus
on the final themes.

• Phase 5: The finalized themes (reasons to include or exclude each factor) were moved into
the final codebook.

The finalized privacy, security, and general factors were used as input to the first round of our
survey, where we asked experts to provide us with their arguments. We then followed the same
coding process described above to code the open-ended survey responses. After the first survey,
we revised the themes (reasons for and against including a factor on the label) in the codebook
and presented them to the experts in the second survey.

We reached a point of saturation in terms of finding new factors after interviewing 20 experts.
In other words, no new privacy, security, or general factors were mentioned by our participants
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in the rest of the interviews as well as the two follow-up surveys.
Thematic analysis is purely qualitative and inductive [54]. The literature showed that having

more than one coder does not make the codes objective, since two coders could apply the same
subjective perspective to the data [229]. Indeed according to a survey of CSCW and HCI publi-
cations from 2016 to 2018, only 6% of papers using thematic analysis used multiple coders and
measured Inter-rater reliability [239].

An iterative, yet inductive, analysis approach in thematic analysis increases the reliability
of the theme-finding process [134]. All the themes were iteratively and extensively discussed
among the researchers in the group. For any disagreement, researchers traced the theme back to
its corresponding subcodes and checked whether the source of disagreement was the subcodes
that were used. If not, we traced the subcodes further back to experts’ quotes from the tran-
scriptions and we then decided on the appropriate subcodes and the appropriate themes arising
from the subcodes. This iterative approach is recommended with qualitative methods that are
high in subjectivity [134, 224]. We also improved the reliability by consulting with the expert
participants using the second round survey mentioned above; this triangulation method is known
as testimonial validity or member checking [291].

6.1.2 Semi-Structured Interviews with Non-Expert Consumers

We used the results of our expert study to inform the development of prototype designs for
primary and secondary labels. We created prototype boxes for two fictitious brands of security
cameras and included a primary-layer label on each box. We put the corresponding secondary-
layer labels on a mock-up of an online shopping website. Next we conducted a semi-structured
interview study with 15 non-expert consumers to gain insights into how they would use these
labels and how well the labels convey risk.

Participant Recruitment and Compensation

We recruited participants by posting on Craigslist, Reddit, and our institution’s recruitment web-
site. Participants were required to be at least 18 years old and have purchased at least one smart
home device or smart personal device. Prospective participants completed a short screening sur-
vey, in which we collected demographics and asked about what IoT devices they had purchased
and how they purchased them. We invited a diverse sample of qualified participants to our lab
for a 1-hour interview. Each interviewee received a $25 Amazon gift card.

Initial Questions

We showed participants a box for a hypothetical security camera that did not include a label and
asked them what they could tell about the privacy and security of the device by looking at its box.
We then asked participants whether they had ever seen an informative label on any product. Next,
we presented them with one of the two labeled security camera boxes and asked them what they
could tell about the privacy and security of the device. We asked a number of questions to study
participants’ understanding of the content of the label and whether the information conveyed
risk.
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Figure 6.2: A user study participant comparing the privacy and security practices of two hypothet-
ical smart security cameras.

Risk Communication in Comparative Purchase Process

We showed participants the other labelled security camera box, and told them this camera had
the same price and features, but with different privacy and security information. We asked them
to compare these two products and discuss which has better privacy and security, which device
would they purchase, and the information that helped them make this decision (see Figure 6.2).

We then told participants about the secondary layer of the label, which can be accessed by
scanning the QR code or typing in the URL on the first layer. After introducing the idea of the
layered label, we asked participants whether they had ever seen one on any other product. We
asked them to discuss the pros and cons of a one-layer and two-layer label.

Information Comprehension in Non-comparative Purchase Process

We asked participants to look at the information on the label of the product they decided not to
purchase and to discuss their concerns and their understanding of the information.

Risk Communication in Non-comparative Purchase Process

We asked participants to specify the factors that seemed risky to them from a privacy and security
perspective and discuss what kinds of risk they would be exposed to. We also asked how the
product could be improved to reduce this risk.
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Secondary-Layer Information Comprehension

We asked participants whether they would prefer to scan the QR code or type in the URL to look
for additional information. Based on their preference, we scanned the QR code or typed in the
URL on the primary layer to show the secondary layer to participants. We then asked them to
start from the beginning of the label and tell us what each factor means to them, how useful they
believe each factor would be, and if they have any suggestions to make the information more
understandable.

Label Format

We asked questions about the label format, including the separation of factors into privacy, se-
curity, and general information sections. We also asked participants to specify the factors that
they believed are currently misplaced, and should be either removed from the label or moved to
another section or layer of the label.

Purchase Behavior

Finally, we asked questions to understated participants’ purchase behavior related to online and
in store shopping.

Data Analysis

We collected about 15 hours of audio recordings, which we had transcribed. The first author was
the primary coder who created the codebook and kept it updated throughout the coding process.
To analyze the data, we used structural coding, which is appropriate for coding semi-structured
interviews [223, 291]. We defined four structural codes (e.g., attitudes toward layered labels,
reasons to include or exclude a factor from the label), which we divided into 13 subcodes (e.g.,
being as informed as possible, lack of relevance to privacy and security). Unlike thematic analy-
sis, structural coding is more objective, and results in a codebook used for categorization [291].
Therefore, having more than one coder and using inter-rater reliability is helpful in testing the
reliability of the codebook [134]. Each interview was independently coded by two researchers,
who then discussed and iteratively revised the codebook. After resolving the coding disagree-
ments, we reached the Cohen’s Kappa inter-coder agreement of 84%. Cohen’s Kappa inter-coder
agreement of over 75% is considered as “excellent” rate of agreement [131]. In case of disagree-
ment, we report on the results of the primary coder.

6.1.3 Limitations

Expert elicitation is prone to overconfidence and cognitive biases [311]. To reduce overconfi-
dence, in the second expert survey, we presented strong arguments for and against having each
factor on the label so that experts could read the rationale provided by other experts before indi-
cating their own preferences.

The experts interviewed in this study are not representative of the entire population of privacy
and security experts. Our aim was to surface a wide variety of expert viewpoints. Therefore, we
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recruited experts with diverse expertise related to IoT security and privacy and from different
sectors. We selected experts based on our inclusion criteria, as discussed in Section 6.1.1.

In the follow-up surveys with experts, we presented each participant with only one-third of
factors randomly sampled from the list of all privacy and security factors. This reduced respon-
dent fatigue [27] and increased the quality of responses, at the cost of not being able to achieve
a true consensus across all experts. In the expert study, our main objective was to collect the
opinions of diverse experts, and not to reach perfect consensus. Therefore, we report themes that
were only mentioned by a few experts.

We designed a label prototype based on findings from our three-round Delphi process. How-
ever, we did not conduct a fourth round of study to show experts the label and ask them for
feedback. Although this would have helped us confirm experts’ opinions about the factors in the
context of a complete label design, it would have introduced confounding factors related to the
design of the label, including, but not limited to, the order of sections on the label and the specific
language used to convey the information. Since the expertise of the participants in our study was
in the area of IoT security and privacy, and not in communications design, we limited the expert
elicitation study to focus on the individual factors.

Our consumer study was a small-scale qualitative study designed to gain initial consumer
feedback and assess the overall usefulness of the layered label approach in this context. Addi-
tional large-scale iterative design and testing is needed to refine and validate the label design.

6.2 Results
We conducted 22 one-hour, semi-structured interviews with IoT privacy and security experts
with diverse backgrounds as described in Table 6.1. We compiled a list of 47 privacy, security,
and general factors that experts said they would like to see on the IoT label.

We followed the expert interviews with a qualitative survey to understand the reasons experts
wanted to include or exclude each factor. Out of 22 invited experts, 17 answered the first survey,
with each of them being asked to comment on one-third of the 47 factors. This survey took an
average of 16 minutes to complete. We collected on average seven reasons for or against includ-
ing each factor on the label. We then conducted thematic analysis on the arguments provided to
arrive at two or three primary reasons for and against each factor.

In the second survey, we presented experts with the reasons for and against each factor from
the previous two phases and asked them to rate their enthusiasm for including the factor on ei-
ther the primary or the secondary layer of the label. 21 experts participated in the second survey,
spending an average of 15 minutes. We identified 12 factors that most experts recommended
including on the primary layer and 13 factors most experts recommended including on the sec-
ondary layer.

Based on the expert study and authors’ discussions, we designed prototype privacy and secu-
rity labels for hypothetical smart security cameras and presented them to a diverse sample of 15
non-expert consumers (see Table 6.2). We asked them questions related to their understanding
of the factors on the label and whether they conveyed risk. We iteratively improved the content
of the label to make it more understandable, resulting in a final prototype label.

In this section, we first discuss experts’ attitudes toward privacy and security. Next we present
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Expert ID Privacy & Security Expertise IoT Focus Workplace
P1 Privacy Policy, standards Enterprise
P2 Privacy Policy, UX Enterprise, NGO
P3 Privacy Software University
P4 Privacy Policy University
P5 Privacy Hardware Enterprise
P6 Privacy Policy, software, UX Enterprise
P7 Privacy Policy NGO
P8 Privacy Policy, privacy NGO
P9 Privacy Policy, privacy NGO
S1 Security Software University
S2 Security Software University
S3 Security Policy, software Government, University
S4 Security Policy, security Enterprise
S5 Security Hardware, security Enterprise
S6 Security Software Enterprise
S7 Security Policy Enterprise, NGO
S8 Security Policy NGO
S9 Security Hardware, software Enterprise
B1 Both Software University
B2 Both Policy, software Enterprise
B3 Both Policy, standards NGO
B4 Both Policy, software Enterprise

Table 6.1: We conducted an expert elicitation study with 22 privacy and security experts. NGO
stands for non-governmental organization and UX stands for user experience.

the factors experts wanted to include on the primary and secondary layers of the label or exclude
from the label, followed by a discussion of how consumers perceived those factors. We continue
by discussing consumers’ attitudes toward the labels and their layered design. Finally, we present
our prototype label design that we designed based on experts’ and consumers’ input.

6.2.1 Definition, Assessment, and Accountability
We started the interviews by asking experts to define privacy and security related to IoT devices.
When defining security, almost all experts (21/22) mentioned the CIA triad of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability. However, experts had different definitions for privacy. Some experts
(9/22) defined privacy as having transparency and control over data practices and some experts
defined privacy as the confidentiality aspect of security (8/22). Overall, experts’ definitions for
security were mostly passive and focused on hardware and software enforcement mechanisms.
On the other hand, their definitions for privacy were active and centered around policy, control,
and individuals’ preferences and comfort. For instance, P7 compared privacy and security prac-
tices by saying: “If the privacy is done right, it would be more active than security because the
consumer would be able to be in control.” B3 explained how privacy and security are related by
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Participant ID Gender Age Technical Background IoT Devices our Participants Have Purchased
C1 F 35-44 Y Thermostat, TV, switches, lock, outlet
C2 F 35-44 Y Vacuum cleaner, gaming consoles
C3 M 55+ Y Thermostat
C4 F 45-55 Y Smart speaker
C5 M 35-44 Y Camera
C6 M 55+ N Smart speaker, lights
C7 M 18-24 N Smart speaker, lights, TV
C8 M 25-34 N Activity tracker
C9 F 25-34 N Smart speaker
C10 F 25-34 Y TV, camera
C11 F 18-24 N Smartwatch, activity tracker, camera
C12 F 35-44 N Smart speaker
C13 M 25-34 N Smart speaker, TV, plugs, vacuum cleaner
C14 F 25-34 N Smartwatch, activity tracker, vacuum cleaner
C15 F 25-34 Y Smart speaker, smartwatch

Table 6.2: User study participants, demographics, and devices they have purchased.

saying: “Security mechanisms are the things that enforce the technical controls that allow us the
privacy we have.”

Most experts (15/22) believed that security information is less tangible and understandable
for consumers compared to privacy information, in part because it relies on technical mecha-
nisms. S5 explained: “Consumers don’t necessarily understand some of the abstract stuff about
security that they don’t see. Whereas when their privacy is breached, they are more aware of
that.”

In addition, almost all experts (19/22) reported that security practices are easier to measure
and assess than privacy practices, as security is more objective and less controversial, while
privacy is more subjective and context dependent. P5 explained that security is easier to quantify:
“Security strikes me as less subjective, and, therefore, easier to measure. Which is to say that
there could be certain standards. What sort of encryption exists on the device? What encryption
is in the cloud? These are all fairly quantifiable. Whereas privacy is trickier, I think. And almost
ethically and morally from my point of view, there’s a lot more gray area in this.” This finding is
aligned with the current efforts in IoT assessments and scoring, which are more focused toward
security mechanisms than privacy practices [118, 149, 171, 322, 358].

Experts reported that IoT privacy and security labels could increase accountability (most fre-
quently mentioned for factors on the secondary layer) and transparency. Seven experts suggested
that increased transparency could be an incentive for companies to compete on privacy and se-
curity, leading to safer products. S4 explained: “There is value in forcing the company to write
a list down even if the consumer doesn’t understand it. If you said, ‘list your open ports,’ there
would be an incentive to make them few.”

Some experts (8/22) mentioned that IoT companies’ accountability should be different for
privacy and security breaches. They said that security breaches can happen accidentally, even
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if companies follow best practices. However, privacy violations could be intentional and IoT
companies could even profit from them. P4 explained: “You can have the best intentions in
the world, but if somebody comes up with some crazy hack overnight, you shouldn’t be held
responsible for it. You should be held responsible for fixing it. As opposed to if you intentionally
share someone’s data with a third party, it’s not like, oh you could have prevented it but you chose
to do it.”

In the second survey, we asked experts to specify whether they prefer to see privacy and
security factors in two separate sections or if we should combine them into one section. About
half of the experts (10/21) believed privacy and security should be presented in separate sections.
Most of these (9/10) said such separation would improve the readability and utility of the label
and help educate consumers. P1 explained: “I lean toward the option of separation, because
I’d like to see a streamlined label for most consumers to ‘consume’ as easily and quickly as
possible.” S8 concurred: “Consumers may have preferences for one aspect more than the other
and stating them separately better enables consumer choice and education.” However, the other
half of the experts believed privacy and security factors should be combined into one section
(11/21). For example, P4 believed that for some consumers, security seems more important than
privacy. Thus, separating them on the label may cause consumers to focus only on security
factors and ignore privacy information. Among those experts, who were more interested in
combining privacy and security information into one section, almost all of them (9/11) mentioned
that privacy and security are so related that it is not possible to completely separate these two
concepts.

In the label that we presented to consumer interview participants, we grouped information
into three main sections: security mechanisms, data practices, and general/more information.
Participants preferred the proposed separation of sections and reported that these groupings made
sense to them.

6.2.2 Factors to Include in the IoT Label

From the second survey, we found 30 factors that at least 4 out of 7 of the experts recommended
including on the label (either on the primary or secondary layer) and 17 factors that at least 4 out
of 7 experts recommended excluding from the label. Note that since only a third of the factors
were shown to each expert (total 21 on the second survey), at least 4 responses constituted a
majority.

The authors discussed the experts’ arguments and preferences for each factor and made a
decision as to whether or not each factor should be included and if so, on which layer of the
label. In some cases, we made a decision that contradicted the majority of experts if we felt that
their arguments could be accommodated in a different way.

Primary Layer

We found 12 factors that at least 4 out of 7 experts wanted to include on the primary layer:

• Privacy rating for the device from an independent privacy assessment organization
• Security rating for the device from an independent security assessment organization
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• The date until which security updates will be provided
• Type of data that is being collected
• Type of sensor(s) on the device
• Whether or not the device is getting cryptographically signed and critical automatic secu-

rity updates
• Types of physical actuations (e.g., talking, blinking) the device has and in what circum-

stances they are activated
• Whether or not the device is using any default password
• Frequency of data sharing (e.g., continuous, on demand)
• The warranty period of the device
• Level of detail (granularity) of the data being collected, used, and shared (e.g., identifiable,

aggregate)
• Access control for device and apps (e.g., none, single-user account, multi-user account)

Experts were interested in including these factors on the primary layer because they consid-
ered them necessary for consumers to know, they convey critical information about the privacy
and security of the device, and they inform consumers’ purchase decisions. For example, P1
explained why the type of collected data should be included on the primary layer: “I think this
is the most useful information to be provided to consumers for them to compare privacy risks of
IoT devices.”

All of our consumer participants understood the information presented on the primary layer
and were able to talk about privacy and security implications of each factor. For example, con-
sumers associated the expiration date of the device to its security updates lifetime. C3 mentioned
“planned obsolescence” when talking about the security update lifetime: “I do like the fact that
you say when the security updates will no longer be available, because that alerts people to the
fact that this device is going to expire. People have thermostats that last for decades and it’s
useful to know that this is planned obsolescence.” One of our participants brought up a point
of skepticism, related to how long a company claims to provide security updates: “I’m skeptical
because I know that tech startups can very rarely guarantee that their servers will be online for
three or more years.”

Among the factors experts believed should be included on the primary layer, there were three
factors that we decided to either move to the secondary layer or exclude from the label. Note that
we also removed privacy and security star ratings later in the process as mentioned in Section 6.3.
We expect to add them back when such assessments are available in the future.

First, we decided to move the physical actuation factor to the secondary layer because this
information is not usually directly related to the privacy and security of the device. In the con-
sumer study, all participants found this information useful from a safety point of view, but none
wanted us to move this factor to the primary layer as they reported that the information conveyed
by this factor does not have privacy and security implications for them.

Second, we decided to move frequency of data sharing to the secondary layer because prior
work has shown that most people do not understand the privacy and security implications of the
frequency of data sharing [30]. While almost all the consumers we interviewed were concerned
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about data sharing, only four mentioned privacy concerns related to the frequency of sharing.
Third, we decided to exclude device warranty period from the label because it has few, if any,

privacy, security, or safety implications.

Secondary Layer

We found 13 factors that at least 4 out of 7 experts wanted to include on the secondary layer of
the label:

• Retention time
• Purpose of data collection
• What information can be inferred from the collected data
• Supported standards (e.g., Wi-Fi, Zigbee)
• Where the collected data is stored
• Whether or not the collected data will be linked with data obtained from other sources
• Special data handling practices for children’s data
• The control that users are offered (e.g., opt-in/out from data sharing)
• Data-collection frequency (e.g., once a month, on install)
• Whether or not the device can still function when Internet connectivity is turned off
• Relevant security and privacy laws and standards to which the device complies (e.g., ISO

27001, GDPR)
• Link to the device’s key management protocol
• Resource usage in terms of power and data (e.g., kw, kbps)

Experts mentioned two common reasons to include a factor in the secondary layer rather
than the primary layer: the factor requires detailed information to convey risk to consumers
(mentioned by 6/7) or the factor does not convey critical information related to the privacy and
security of the device (mentioned by 4/7).

Among the factors our experts wanted to include on the secondary layer, there were three
factors that we decided to include on the primary layer instead: date of the latest firmware update,
purpose of data collection, and where the collected data is stored.

Experts wanted to have the date of firmware update on the secondary layer mainly because
these updates happen frequently and the information on the label can become outdated. On
the other hand, consumers need to know the firmware version to which the label is applicable.
Therefore, we believe the firmware version number and date information should be provided on
both layers of the label.

Most experts (6/7) believed that it would be hard to fit all the purposes of data collection
on the primary layer of the label. Therefore, they recommended including this information on
the secondary layer. However, past research has shown that purpose of data collection is one of
the most important factors consumers want to consider when making privacy decisions [50, 202,
207]. Purposes may be grouped into high-level categories that could be included on the primary
layer. For example, the W3C’s Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) standard identified 12
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purpose categories [343]. The consumers we interviewed indicated that it was important to them
to know the type of data collected and the purpose of collection when making device purchase
decisions.

Experts stated that where the data is stored should be included on the secondary layer because
it is not relevant to privacy or security. However, we believe local storage versus data being stored
on the cloud can indeed have different privacy and security implications [296]. Therefore, we
decided to include this in the primary layer. Moreover, most consumer participants were able to
reason about privacy and security implications of cloud versus device and discuss the trade-off
between security and convenience. C10 talked about this trade-off by saying:

The advantage of the cloud is that if the device is damaged, you can still access it.
So it’s going to be always available as long as you can access internet. The other
issue with the cloud though is that, like, it can be hacked and also, who has access to
that is less clear, or you have less control over that. But I can always access it from
whatever device I have and it’s convenient.

Although experts recommended including information about device resource usage on the
secondary layer, we decided to remove this factor from the label due to its lack of privacy, secu-
rity, or safety implications.

Factors with no Specific Layer

There were four remaining factors that at least 4 out of 7 experts were enthusiastic about having
on the label, but their opinions were split between including them on either the primary or the
secondary layer. These factors were:
• Who the data is shared with
• Who the data is sold to
• Whether or not the device can still function when data-driven smart features (e.g., the

learning function of smart thermostat) are turned off
• Whether or not the device has parental control mode

For these factors, about half of the experts reported that they would like to include them on the
primary layer since they are important privacy and security factors that consumers should know
about before making purchase decisions. The other half of the experts were not enthusiastic
about including these factors on the primary layer.

We decided to put the factors related to parental controls and device functionality when smart
features are turned off on the secondary layer because they are not directly related to security or
privacy.

Some experts (3/7) noted that who data is shared with or sold to is likely to change over time,
and recommended putting these factors on the secondary layer where they could be updated more
easily. We showed consumers a label with these factors on the secondary layer. However, all
consumer participants expressed concern when they saw that their information could be shared
and sold with third parties and 8 out of 15 said who data is sold to or shared with were among
the most important factors that could inform their purchase decisions. Therefore we moved these
factors back to the primary layer.
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Factors to Exclude from the Label

There were six factors that at least 6 out of 7 experts believed should not be included on the label:

• List of device-compatible products
• Link to the device’s software and hardware bill of material
• Link to the device’s accompanying app(s)
• Whether or not the device manufacturer has a bug bounty program
• Where and when the device brand was incorporated
• Consumer Reports rating

The most common reasons experts said these factors were not suitable for the label were
the lack of relevance to privacy and security and inability to convey risk to consumers. For
example, S2 did not want the label to include whether or not the manufacturer has a bug bounty
program as this factor does not offer adequate insight into security practices of the company:
“This information is not too important on how the company does security analysis.”

Almost all experts were opposed to including the Consumer Reports rating, mainly as they
believed this organization’s reputation does not stem from their privacy and security assessments.
However, Consumer Reports is in the process of developing a digital privacy and security stan-
dard [322], so this may change in the future.

We decided to include whether or not the device manufacturer has a bug bounty program
on the secondary layer. Since the word “bug bounty” was not immediately clear to consumer
participants, we changed the wording to vulnerability disclosure and management, which was
more understandable to them. When we presented this factor to our participants, 13 out of 15
associated this information with having good privacy and security practices, hence they were
more inclined to trust the company who were transparent about their devices’ discovered vul-
nerabilities and had taken steps to manage them. C3 explained: “This factor shows that this is
a company that has a security process, and participates in public activities to educate the com-
munity on things that can go wrong.” C5 wanted the IoT companies to disclose their devices’
history of known vulnerabilities: “A lot of times, if the company had some kind of vulnerability,
they maybe want to sweep it under the rug and not let anyone know about it. That’s good that it
shows you that they’re being honest about what issues they’ve had in the past, and what they’ve
done to address them.”

We decided to include a link to the software and hardware bill of materials (mentioned on
the label as software and hardware composition list) on the secondary layer since it can provide
useful information related to security when it is available. When we asked consumers about this
factor, most wanted it to be included and noted that even if they did not understand it, it could be
useful to those with technical expertise.

Based on our experts’ opinions, we initially excluded the list of device-compatible products
from the label. In the consumer interview study, we asked participants to tell us about anything
they thought was missing from the label that they would like us to add. The only factor that
participants suggested was a link to the privacy statement of device-compatible products such
as Alexa. As this was suggested by a couple of our early participants, we added a factor on the
secondary layer to list compatible platforms with a link to their privacy policies.
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6.2.3 Attitudes toward Labels and Layered Design

All consumer participants discussed how difficult it is for them currently to find information
related to privacy and security of smart devices before purchasing them. They all reported that
they would like to have an IoT security and privacy label available at the point of sale, mainly to
be as informed as possible.

Most experts mentioned that IoT privacy and security labels are useful to inform consumers
when making purchase decisions, which is in line with our previous work, described in Chapter 5.
P7 explained that a label can provide consumers with information they would not have otherwise:

What’s good about a label is that it empowers the consumer to make a more active
decision about cybersecurity rather than just being completely helpless as to what
the security of her device might be. Especially as more and more of this technology
is designed for consumers, the average consumer doesn’t have a privacy, security,
or a legal department to review this stuff before they buy it. Enterprises do, but
consumers do not, so someone’s gotta be looking out for consumers and giving the
consumers this information.

All consumer participants were familiar with layered labels, as they had seen QR codes on
products such as food, drugs, or video games. Most of our participants (11/15) expressed positive
attitudes toward the layered design, mainly because the amount of information that could fit in
two layers would not fit on a single-layer label. Participants also appreciated the ability to easily
gain further insights about the privacy and security practices of the device manufacturer. These
participants reported that they engage in a combination of online and in-store shopping. Hence,
they believed the layered label design would be useful to them throughout their purchase process.

Some consumer participants (4/15) thought a layered label would not be ideal, citing the
inconvenience of using a phone to scan the QR code when shopping in a store, especially for the
elderly. C15 explained: “These technologies for older generation, they are kind of tough. The
idea of installing something to scan the QR code, it’s going to be too much for them. I know
they prefer to just read everything, put on their glasses and read everything line by line.” Two
participants expressed concern that companies might withhold important information from the
primary layer and put it only in the secondary layer.

For each of the factors on the label, we asked consumer participants to tell us how they believe
that factor would impact their purchase decisions and whether they would like us to remove the
factor or add additional details to the factor. All participants understood the factors presented on
the primary layer and were able to discuss the potential risks associated with all of these factors
except the level of detail for data storage. Although they all understood the terms “identifiable”
and “anonymous,” participants did not associate identifiable data with risk in this context, perhaps
because the utility of a security camera is increased if it can record videos in which people are
identifiable. Further testing is needed to understand the impact of the interaction between the
purpose of data collection and the granularity of data on consumers’ privacy concerns.

As we expected, some of the information on the secondary layer did not convey privacy
and security risks to consumer participants. However, participants still asked to see most of the
factors that we included on the secondary layer because they wanted to be as informed as possible
when purchasing a smart device.
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Participants mentioned that they might search online for information about unfamiliar factors
and the availability of our label would help them. C5 explained: “I don’t know what TCP and
UDP are. But it’s interesting to have this here, because then I could go to Reddit and ask on there
what that means and what the capabilities are.”

There were only six factors that 2 or 3 consumer participants thought should be removed
from the label. These secondary-layer factors were perceived by those participants as lacking
relevance to privacy and security (physical actuations, hardware and software bill of material),
not understandable (MUD compliant, key management protocols, open network ports), and not
relevant to them (special data handling practices for children).

At least one consumer participant recognized that some of the factors in the secondary label
might be useful to experts. C3 explained:

Labels are both for customers and for experts such as tech journalists, consumer
advocacy groups, who are capable of understanding it and who will click on the
things, and if they see something that is questionable will raise it in the public press,
will raise it with regulatory authorities, and otherwise. The label is not just for the
consumer, but also there’s another feedback process that works through experts to
the extent that the information is available at all.

6.2.4 Prototype Privacy and Security Label

We used the results from our expert elicitation and consumer studies as well as recent IoT security
standardization and certification efforts to inform the design of a prototype privacy and security
label for a hypothetical smart security camera. Our design has primary and secondary layers, as
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The secondary layer includes plus signs next to each
item that can be clicked to reveal further details. We envision that the secondary layer would
be accompanied by a computer-readable version of the label to enable automated processing
and comparison between products, for example by personal privacy assistants [74] or search
engines [80, 113]. Our website at www.iotsecurityprivacy.org has the latest label
design.

6.3 Discussion

Expert participants recommended including privacy and security star ratings on an IoT label,
mostly because ratings would help consumers to more easily compare IoT devices based on their
privacy and security practices. All of our consumer participants liked the idea of having privacy
and security assessments from trustworthy organizations. Although we believe these third-party
assessments would inform consumers’ purchase behavior, we decided not to include them on our
proposed label, as there is no organization currently doing these evaluations at scale for a wide
range of IoT devices. We expect to add a place for assessment information once it is available.

We begin this section by providing a comparison between certifications and star ratings. Next,
we discuss possible approaches to IoT privacy and security certifications.
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Figure 6.3: Primary layer of the label (as of September 2019). This layer is designed to be printed
on product packaging or to appear on a product website. View our latest label design at www.
iotsecurityprivacy.org.
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Figure 6.4: Secondary layer of the label (as of September 2019). This layer of the label can be
accessed by scanning the QR code or typing the URL on the primary layer. View our latest label
design at www.iotsecurityprivacy.org.
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6.3.1 Star Ratings vs. Certification Levels

Similar to the Energy Star rating system managed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) [268], the idea of star ratings has been proposed
for IoT devices to help consumers make informed purchase decisions [67, 261]. In a hearing
of the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation’s Subcommittee on
Security [338], Senator Ed Markey suggested a 5-star security rating system for IoT products. In
our study, while experts were supportive of privacy and security ratings on the label, they also
mentioned two potential challenges of including them.

The first challenge experts brought up relates to the rating scale. Experts suggested that
consumers might have trouble distinguishing a large number of ratings, yet a more granular scale
could help manufacturers better differentiate their privacy and security practices. P1, who works
in industry, discussed this issue: “I’m sure industry people, manufacturers, will want more in
there. What would happen if you had something like this is it might start to grow based on
features they want reflected in that rating. Then I can see it becoming a bigger and bigger scale.”

Experts mentioned that ratings might pose an unhealthy incentive for IoT companies to
achieve full-star ratings only to be able to compete in the market. Companies may be able
to game the ratings in order to get all the stars and eventually all products will have all stars,
whether they deserve them or not. S2, an academic, explained: “The problem I have with ratings
like this is that everybody’s gonna get a five star, because everybody’s gonna figure out how to
get the five star.”

To address these challenges, some experts discussed the idea of having multiple certification
levels (e.g., silver, gold, platinum) with a secure baseline or minimum standard instead of star
ratings. This is similar to what the LEED standards use for rating energy efficiency and sustain-
ability of buildings [199]. P8 explained: “I think consumers should know it passes the minimum
security level. If I’m buying a space heater, I know they’re not allowed to sell me one that will
set on fire. I don’t have to say, oh, it has a 70% score that it will set the house on fire.”

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) published a 5-level IoT security standard (bronze, silver,
gold, platinum, and diamond) in 2019 [333].
As of January 2020, no devices have been certified [334]. As manufacturers start having their
devices certified, this certification could be added to the IoT label.

Since the lowest certification level indicates a safe device, there is a risk that manufacturers
will aim to achieve the lowest level and not bother pursuing higher levels. Market competition
may encourage manufacturers to pursue higher certification levels, especially for devices where
the consequences of security breaches are most severe.

6.3.2 Privacy and Security Evaluation and Scoring

Over the past few years, a number of organizations and research teams have started to de-
velop standards for IoT privacy and security evaluation and scoring. They include Consumer
Reports [322], YourThings [14, 358], and UL [333].
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Digital Standard

In 2017, Consumer Reports launched the Digital Standard to work toward providing a compre-
hensive standard that enables organizations to evaluate consumer IoT products. This standard
focuses on four categories: security, privacy, ownership, and governance & compliance [322].

The security category of the Digital Standard includes build quality, data security, and per-
sonal safety.

Build quality refers to product stability and whether “software was built and developed
according to the industry’s best practices for security.” The Cyber Independent Testing Lab
(CITL) [85], a Digital Standard partner, is actively evaluating and scoring software of IoT de-
vices according to a number of factors. Our label design includes a software safety features
element where manufacturers can provide a URL with information related to software security.

Data security includes authentication, encryption, updatability, security audits, and vulnera-
bility disclosure program. All of these factors are included on our label.

The personal safety category has not yet been defined in the Digital Standard, although de-
veloper notes indicate it will be related to avoiding abuse and harassment. Media reports suggest
there are many incidents involving smart home devices being used for domestic abuse [52]. How-
ever, device manufacturers appear to be doing little to address the risks associated with abuse
involving their devices [319]. We have included a factor called personal safety, which provides
a place where device manufacturers can indicate available safeguards against abusive behavior
once such safeguards have been implemented. Further discussions with experts are needed to
determine how to address significant safety issues effectively on the label. As it was explained
by S4: “Safety means if your car gets hacked, you die. The room that has a laser attached and if
it gets hacked, it kills you. A drone can be reprogrammed to dive-bomb your child. I’m not sure
how to capture that on the label.”

The privacy section in the Digital Standard includes user controls, data use and sharing, data
retention, and overreach. The assessment procedure for almost all the privacy factors in the
Standard involves verifying the company’s claimed data practices with actual data practices.

All the privacy factors mentioned in the Digital Standard are covered in our proposed label,
except overreach. Overreach, or “collecting too much data” focuses on determining whether data
collection is beneficial to the user, fully disclosed, the minimum necessary for functionality, and
private by default. This seems like an area where a third-party assessment rather than a self report
is likely warranted.

As some of the experts we interviewed mentioned, consumers may weigh privacy and func-
tionality trade-offs differently. Thus it may be difficult to capture a single privacy rating that
makes sense for all consumers. In addition to providing detailed information about data prac-
tices, a future privacy rating system could be customized based on a consumer’s stated privacy
preferences, which could change over time.

YourThings

Alrawi et al. [14] developed a security evaluation and scoring method for smart home devices.
In their YourThings [358] initiative, they produce device scorecards with grades in four areas:
device, mobile application, cloud endpoints, and network communication. While our label pro-
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vides information related to all of the major areas of the YourThings rubric as well as some
security and privacy factors not addressed by YourThings, the YourThings scorecard considers
some additional security details, including some that do not lend themselves to self report. The
YourThings scorecard offers a concise expert summary of device security issues, which could be
useful to include on the label.

The YourThings rubric considers five device-related factors: upgradability, exposed services,
vulnerabilities, configuration, and Internet pairing. We include all on our label.

The mobile section of the YourThings rubric includes sensitive data, programming issues,
and “over-privileged,” i.e., requesting excess permissions that are not used or required. Sensitive
data is defined in the rubric to include “artifacts like API keys, passwords, and cryptographic
keys that are hard-coded into the application.” Our label includes factors related to sensitive
data and programming issues such as software safety features and key management protocol.
However, over-privileged is a factor better assessed by a third-party evaluator rather than being
self-reported.

The cloud endpoints section of the rubric includes domain categories, TLS configuration,
and vulnerable services. Some of the information needed to compute this score is included on
our secondary layer of the label when fully expanded. However, details needed to evaluate TLS
configuration are not included.

Finally, the network communication section of the rubric includes protocols, susceptibility to
Man in the Middle (MITM) attack, and use of encryption. While the secondary layer of our label
provides some of the information needed to compute this score, a third-party evaluation would
be needed to provide a complete assessment.

The concise YourThings scores are useful for comparing devices, but users may need to drill
down to obtain information relevant to their specific needs. For example, devices are penalized
for not having automatic updates. While automatic updates are generally considered the most
secure approach, poorly timed updates can be problematic, potentially interfering with critical
device functions.

UL

The 5-level UL certification process includes 44 requirements over seven categories: software
updates, data & cryptography, logical security, system management, customer identifiable data,
protocol security, and process & documentation [332].

While our proposed label includes factors from all seven categories, a third-party evaluation is
needed to assess compliance with requirements. Our label can inform consumers about security
and privacy, and goes into more detail about privacy issues than UL’s customer identifiable data
category. By including the UL certification in our label, we would offer users a single concise
assessment of device security that complements the more detailed information provided on the
label.
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6.4 Conclusion
We conducted a study with 22 privacy and security experts to elicit their opinions on the contents
of IoT privacy and security labels. By following a three-round Delphi method, we found the fac-
tors that experts believed should be included on the label, and distributed them between primary
and secondary layers of the label in three categories (security mechanisms, data practices, and
general/more information). By conducting a series of in-depth semi-structured interviews with
15 IoT consumers, we iteratively improved the design of our proposed privacy and security label
for IoT devices. The latest version of the label and implementation information, as well as a tool
for generating the label are available at www.iotsecurityprivacy.org.

To design an effective privacy and security label, we need to make sure that the presented
information effectively conveys risks to a larger set of representative consumers and that they
are able to use it in their purchase decisions. In the next chapter, we present the results of a
large-scale online study in which we assess the impact of each of 16 attributes on risk perception
and willingness to purchase.
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Chapter 7

Which Privacy and Security Attributes
Most Impact Consumers’ Risk Perception
and Willingness to Purchase IoT Devices?

In previous two chapters, we conducted both expert and user interviews and surveys to pro-
vide a detailed proposal for what information should be included on an IoT security and privacy
label. After interviewing a diverse set of privacy and security experts, we specified 47 privacy
and security attributes that should be included on a two-layer IoT nutrition label. In addition, we
conducted a small-scale interview study with 15 IoT consumers to observe whether participants
understand the information presented on the label. Our final proposed design was, however,
based primarily on the opinion of experts, who have been shown to often perceive risks differ-
ently than the regular public [356].

To complement the previous study and bridge the gap between experts’ knowledge and con-
sumers’ understanding, we next conducted a large-scale survey study on MTurk with 1,371 par-
ticipants. We presented participants with three randomly selected vignettes describing an IoT
device purchase scenario with a label on the device describing a single privacy or security at-
tribute. We tested the most protective and least protective values of 16 attributes specified in
Chapter 6. After each scenario, we asked questions to capture respondents’ perception of risk
and their willingness to purchase, as well as the reasons behind their preferences.

We ranked the significance of each privacy and security attribute-value pair in describing
participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase. We found that among all attribute-
value pairs, those which explicitly or implicitly conveyed to users that their information could be
shared with other parties significantly elevated perceived risks. On the other hand, those factors
which conveyed that either no information is being retained or no information is being shared
significantly increased respondents’ willingness to purchase the device.

Our analysis indicates that participants are in most cases well-informed about the potential
privacy and security risks and their consequences and although the perceived risk significantly

This chapter is a lightly edited version of a paper currently under submission as: Pardis Emami-Naeini, Janarth
Dheenadhayalan, Yuvraj Agarwal, Lorrie Faith Cranor. Which Privacy and Security Attributes Most Impact Con-
sumers’ Risk Perception and Willingness to Purchase IoT Devices?.
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influences their willingness to purchase, these two attitudes are not always perfectly aligned.
Participants reported that some attributes reduced their perception of risk, but would not increase
their desire to purchase the device.

We make the following contributions in this chapter:
• Through our quantitative data collection, we identify the privacy and security attributes

and corresponding values that most impact participants’ risk perception and willingness to
purchase IoT devices.

• Through our qualitative data collection, we gain insights into why participants were influ-
enced by label attributes to perceive a device as more or less risky or to report being more
or less likely to purchase that device.

• We distill a set of actionable recommendations on how to better inform consumers’ pur-
chase behavior by more effectively conveying privacy and security risks to consumers in
an IoT label format.

7.1 Methodology
We conducted a large-scale vignette study [127] on MTurk with 1,710 participants (reduced to
1,371 participants after filtering the responses) from the United States who were at least 18 years
old. On average, it took participants 20 minutes to complete our survey, and we paid them $2.50
for their time.

7.1.1 Study Design

To explore the impact of privacy and security information on participants’ IoT-related risk per-
ception and willingness to purchase, we designed our study with two between-subject factors—
the device type and the recipient of the device. We tested two types of devices and three types
of device recipients for a total of six experimental conditions. Our within-subject factor was
the IoT-related privacy and security information conveyed on the label. Each participant was
randomly shown 3 of the 33 possible pairs of attributes and their corresponding values.

We randomly assigned each participant to one experimental condition. They received survey
questions all related to the device type and recipient associated with their condition. The survey
questions are provided in Appendix E.

Prior to launching the main study, we piloted our survey on MTurk to look for potential
misunderstandings and determine how long it would take participants to answer our questions.
We found that by presenting participants with three attributes, the survey completion time would
be on average 20 minutes. Therefore, to mitigate survey fatigue [27], each participant was asked
to answer the survey questions for three randomly-chosen attribute-value pairs.

After presenting participants with the consent form and CAPTCHA verification, we started
the survey by asking about the participants’ concern level and purchase history for a specific type
of smart device. We then presented participants with three vignettes about the purchase of an IoT
device, using the device type and recipient in their assigned condition. Each vignette included
mention of a product label with a single attribute-value pair, selected randomly. To enhance par-
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ticipants’ information comprehension, we provided an explanation next to each attribute-value
pair. Appendix E.1 shows the explanations we used in the survey.

We asked participants how the information on the label would change their risk perception
and their willingness to purchase and the reasons behind their assessments. We also asked an
attention-check question related to each attribute. After asking about the three vignettes, we
presented participants with the complete list of privacy and security attributes, specified in Chap-
ter 6, and asked them to specify whether they were interested in knowing more about each of
the attributes and whether having this additional information would change their willingness to
purchase the device. We then asked a question to capture participants’ understanding of how
their assigned smart device collects data. We concluded the survey by asking a number of demo-
graphic questions. Participants were then shown a random code, which they had to type into the
MTurk portal to complete the survey.

Between-Subject Factors

Concerns and attitudes change risk perception [132, 304, 305] and IoT device privacy concerns
are impacted by the types of data collected [202, 203, 256, 362]. Therefore, we considered
device type as a between-subject factor and tested two types of devices: smart speaker (with a
microphone that will listen and respond to voice commands) and smart light bulb (with a presence
sensor that detects whether someone is present in the room to control the lighting automatically).
We chose these devices to represent two extremes of perceived privacy concerns. A smart light
bulb has been shown to raise few concerns [117], while a smart speaker has been shown to raise
many privacy concerns, due in part to the fact that it captures voice data [270, 362].

Our other between-subject factor was the IoT device recipient. The risk target has been
shown to be an effective factor in influencing people’s risk perception [303, 304]. We were in-
terested in understanding whether participants have different risk perceptions and willingness to
purchase based on who they are purchasing the device for. Therefore, we tested three conditions:
purchasing the device for yourself, gifting it to a family member, or gifting it to a friend.

Concern Level and Purchase History

We asked participants to specify how concerned they were about the smart device collecting data
and the reason for their answer. Next we asked them if they currently have a smart device of
that type in their home. If participants had the smart device, we asked them how long ago they
purchased it, whether they own the device and how they acquired it, what brand they purchased,
and why they purchased the device. If they did not have the smart device, we asked them whether
they were ever in the market to purchase it and if so, we asked them what made them decide not
to purchase it.

Privacy and Security Label Attributes

We selected 16 of the 47 privacy and security attributes identified in Chapter 6. Because many of
the 47 attributes simply specified URLs that linked to information provided by the device manu-
facturer (e.g., the value for software safety might be www.NS200.example.com/swsafety),
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Layer Attribute Tested value

Most protective Least protective
Security update Automatic None
Access control Multi-factor authentication None
Purpose Device function Monetization
Device storage None Identified
Cloud storage None Identified
Shared with None Third parties
Sold to None Third parties

Pr
im

ar
y

Control over
Cloud data deletion
Device storage

Average time to patch 1 month 6 months
Security audit Internal & external None
Collection frequency On user demand Continuous
Sharing frequency On user demand Continuous
Device retention None Indefinite
Cloud retention None Indefinite
Data linkage None Internal & external
Inference None Additional info

Se
co

nd
ar

y

Control over Device retention

Table 7.1: The 16 security and privacy attributes along with the values of each attribute tested.
The attributes are partitioned to the ones included in the primary and secondary layers of our
previous proposed IoT label (see 6.3 and 6.4). The additional info value of the attribute inference
was described as “characteristics and psychological traits, attitudes and preferences, aptitudes and
abilities, and behaviors” in the survey.

we tested only the 16 attributes that had a set of discreet values.
Based on our review of IoT privacy and security standards and guidelines, we synthesized the

possible values each attribute might take and identified the most protective and least protective
values of each attribute to test in the study. For one of the attributes we considered three values
(the complete list of the attribute-value pairs are presented in Table 7.1). Out of these 33 attribute-
value pairs, we randomly selected three to present to each participant in the form of a vignette
describing a hypothetical purchase scenario. Each vignette took the following form:

Imagine you are making a decision to purchase a [device type] for [device recipient].
This device has a [device sensor] that will [device data collection]. The price of the
device is within your budget and the features are all what you would expect from a
[device type]. On the package of the device there is a label that explains the privacy
and security practices of the [device type].

The label on the device indicates the following: [attribute: value]
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Our overarching research goal was to specify whether the label attributes impacted partici-
pants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase in the expected directions, i.e., most protective
decreases risk and increases desire to purchase (Table 7.1). The secondary goal was to recom-
mend improvements to the IoT label, e.g., by identifying common misconceptions that require
further explanation.

Level of confidence has been identified as an influential factor to explain risk perception [78,
156, 308]. To be able to calibrate participants’ responses based on confidence level, we asked
how confident they were that they knew what the information presented meant.

To understand participants’ risk perception, we asked respondents to specify how the pre-
sented privacy and security attribute-value impacts the privacy and security risks associated
with the device in question. Participants could choose from “Strongly decreases,” “Slightly de-
creases,” “No impact,” “Slightly increases,” “Strongly increases,” or “Not sure.” We then asked
participants to explain the reason behind their choice.

We asked similar questions to understand the impact of the privacy and security attributes
on participants’ willingness to purchase the device for the recipient based on the condition they
were assigned to.

To check our participants’ attention to the survey questions, we tested participants on the
privacy and security information they were answering questions about with a multiple choice
question. For example if the presented attribute-value was Security audit: none, we asked par-
ticipants “Which statement is correct about the device described in the previous question?” and
provided three incorrect answers and the correct answer “The manufacturer does not conduct
security audits on its devices and services.”

Additional Privacy and Security Attributes

To get a more holistic sense of participants’ level of interest and willingness to purchase, we
presented them with additional questions in a matrix format. In these questions, the rows corre-
sponded to the complete list of the privacy, security, and general attributes from Chapter 6 (47
attributes total, split over three matrices) and the columns were “interested to know about” and
“would impact my willingness to purchase the device.” Participants could check or uncheck each
box to indicate their interest or willingness.

Perceived Device Functionality

To understand how participants perceived the device data collection, we asked them to choose
whether they believe the device is always sensing data, collecting data only when it is triggered
(e.g., by mentioning the wake word or by someone turning on the light), collecting data only
when a user pushes a physical button on the device, or does not expose its data collection meth-
ods.

Demographic Questions

At the end of the survey, we asked general demographic questions to capture participants’ age,
gender, highest degree earned, and background in technology if any.
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7.1.2 Data Analysis

We conducted a mixed between-subjects and within-subjects study to understand the impact of
various factors on participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase. We applied Gen-
eralized Linear Mixed Model Regression (GLMM) to find the best models that describe our
dependant variables (DV) of willingness to purchase and risk perception. Since we conducted a
repeated-measure study, we used random intercept in the models to count for within-participants
data dependencies. GLMM is particularly useful when modeling a repeated-measure design,
in which participants are presented with multiple parallel scenarios with same type of ques-
tions [40].

To construct the models that best describe our DVs, we used Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) as the fit metric and applied backward elimination. We started by including all the factors
we were interested in, including within-subject and between-subject factors, device ownership,
ordering of the vignettes, and five demographic factors. In each step of the model selection, we
removed the factor that had the highest p-value and calculated the BIC again, until BIC reached
its global minimum, which indicates the current set of the factors best describes the DVs [176].
We picked the significance threshold of 0.05 to specify statistically significant findings. We
present the regression results of the model selection in the Results section 7.2.

The survey responses that capture participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase
were on a 5-point Likert scale. However, to construct our mixed-effect logistic regressions, we
grouped the responses into a binary factor of 0 and 1. In models, where the DV was the per-
ceived risk or the willingness to purchase, the responses were coded as 0 if they were “slightly
decreases,” “strongly decreases,” or “having no impact.” The DVs were coded as 1 if the re-
sponses were “slightly increases” or “strongly increases.”

To analyze free-text responses, the first author was the primary coder, who constructed the
codebook and kept it updated throughout the process. We conducted content analysis to find the
most common reasons as to why participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase were
impacted or not impacted by privacy and security information [291].

Two researchers independently applied the codebook to the free responses and iteratively
revised the codebook. After resolving the coding disagreements, we reached the Cohen’s Kappa
inter-coder agreement of 81%, which is considered an excellent rate of agreement [131]. In case
of disagreement, we report on the findings of the primary coder.

7.1.3 Limitations

In this study, we tested the impact of privacy and security attributes on participants’ self-reported
risk perception and willingness to purchase. These self-reported assessments provide useful in-
sights about how participants understand and evaluate these attributes. Although risk perception
and willingness to purchase have been shown to strongly correlate with actual risk and purchase
decision [9, 269, 280, 342, 360], to assess actual influence on purchasing behavior future work
should observe real purchase scenarios.

In our study we could only evaluate the importance of a limited number of factors in de-
scribing risk perception and willingness to purchase. For instance, we only tested two types of
IoT devices, three types of recipients, and two values of most security and privacy attributes.
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Future studies should consider additional factors that could potentially influence risk perceptions
and willingness to purchase such as cultural differences [88, 89, 107], price [264], and social
proof [58].

We randomly presented each participant with three privacy and security attribute-value pairs
and asked questions about each. Participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase re-
lated to the second or third attribute-value pair could be biased due to their answers to the pre-
ceding questions. To test for the ordering effect, which has been shown to impact risk judge-
ment [57], we included an ordering factor in the risk-perception and willingness-to-purchase
models. By changing the baseline of this factor, we found evidence of bias in responses to the
third willingness-to-purchase question. We did not find evidence of bias in responses to the risk-
perception questions. Therefore, we only report results for the first two willingness-to-purchase
questions, but report results for all three risk-perception questions.

7.2 Results

We initially recruited 1,683 MTurk participants and excluded those whose answers for all our
open-ended questions were irrelevant. This resulted in 1,371 participants who are included in
our analysis. All of these participants answered at least two out of their three attention-check
questions correctly. Overall, at least 90% of participants correctly answered the attention-check
questions for all but two of the 33 attribute-value pairs, indicating that participants were paying
attention to and had at least a basic understanding of the label information we presented to them.
The two attribute-vale pairs with most wrong answers were: control over: device storage (21%
incorrect), and security audit: internal & external (22% incorrect).

Our participants were 54% male and 45% female. Compared to 2018 US Census [336] data,
participants were younger and better educated. Participant demographic information is provided
in Table 7.2.

In this section, we start by discussing results of our quantitative analysis of concern level
and purchase history, followed by risk perception and willingness to purchase. Next, we provide
insights from our qualitative analysis into the reasons behind participants’ responses. We then
talk about the most common metrics participants used to assess the risks. Finally, we provide a
discussion on assessing the risk perception and willingness to purchase by testing the extreme
values of each privacy and security attribute.

7.2.1 Concern Level and Purchase History

We queried our participants about their concerns related to data collected and used by the smart
device. For the smart speaker conditions, 93% of the participants reported being concerned while
only 62% of those in the smart light bulb conditions were concerned. Furthermore, our regres-
sion results showed that being concerned significantly increased participants’ risk perception
(p-value < 0.001). Concern has been previously identified as one of the factors influencing risk
perception [132]. In contrast, level of concern did not have a significant impact on participants’
willingness to purchase the device.
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Metric Levels MTurk (%) Census (%)

Gender
Male 54.0 48

Female 45.5 51

Non binary 0.005 −

Age

18-29 years 23.3 21.0

30-49 years 61.3 33.3

50-64 years 13.0 25.1

65+ years 2.3 20.4

Education

No high school 0.2 10.9

High school 28.8 47.1

College 51.2 20.6

Professional 10.6 11.6

Associate 8.6 9.6

No answer 0.3 −

Tech Background
Yes 19.8 −
No 80.1 −

Table 7.2: Demographic information of our participants and 2018 US Census data [336]. In some
cases, the Census data did not include a specific category, which we denote by −.

For the smart speaker condition, 54% of participants reported having a smart speaker in their
home, and among those 53% purchased the device themselves. The most common reasons for
purchasing a smart speaker were convenience and a desire to try new technology. Smart light
bulbs were not as popular among our participants, with only 12% reporting having one, and
61% of those reporting purchasing it for themselves for convenience and security purposes. We
applied Kendall’s tau correlation test and found that not having the smart device is strongly
correlated with being concerned about that device (p-value < 0.05).

Among those who did not have the smart device in question, 23% reported that they were in
the market to purchase it earlier. The main reasons stated for not going through with the purchase
for both devices were their price (30% speaker and 48% light bulb) and the lack of necessity
(44% and 34%). Privacy and security concerns were reported by 26% and 9% of participants as
reasons not to purchase the smart speaker and the smart light bulb respectively.

7.2.2 Models to Describe Risk Perception and Willingness to Purchase

We were interested in understanding the impact of various factors on two dependent variables
(DV): participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase. The summary statistics in Ta-
bles 7.3 and 7.4 show how participants specified their risk perception and willingness to purchase
the smart device.

The information in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 does not consider the within-participants data depen-
dencies. To count for such dependencies, we built two mixed models to describe our DVs. The
factors we initially included in each model are as follows.
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Attribute-value % Increased risk % Decreased risk % No impact % Not sure
Cloud retention: none 0.81 81.14 11.47 6.55
Access control: MFA 1.57 79.52 11.02 7.87
Cloud storage: none 1.65 70.24 7.43 20.66
Control over: device retention 2.40 67.20 10.40 20
Device retention: none 3.12 80.46 5.46 10.93
Shared with: none 3.14 81.88 3.93 11.02
Data linkage: none 3.22 62.09 14.51 20.16
Control over: device storage 3.90 78.90 3.90 13.28
Inference: none 3.90 42.18 24.21 29.68
Data collection: on user demand 6.06 65.90 7.57 20.45
Sold to: none 7.31 69.10 3.25 20.32
Sharing frequency: on user demand 8.66 62.99 8.66 19.68
Control over: cloud data deletion 9.01 66.39 4.91 19.67
Security update: automatic 11.71 57.03 7.03 24.21
Device storage: none 14.63 46.34 10.56 28.45
Security audit: internal & external 31.20 37.60 13.60 17.60
Purpose: device function 43.90 12.19 13.82 30.08
Security audit: none 55.37 3.30 34.71 6.61
Inference: additional info 67.22 0.84 21.00 10.92
Average time to patch: 1 month 73.77 13.11 5.73 7.37
Security update: none 74.40 1.60 14.40 9.60
Cloud storage: identified 79.52 3.14 6.29 11.02
Purpose: monetization 81.45 0.80 6.45 11.29
Data linkage: internal & external 81.81 0.82 11.57 5.78
Collection frequency: continuous 82.92 1.62 3.25 12.19
Device storage: identified 84.00 3.20 8.00 4.80
Sharing frequency: continuous 86.06 1.63 7.37 4.91
Average time to patch: 6 months 87.02 3.05 4.58 5.34
Cloud retention: indefinite 87.90 0.00 2.41 9.67
Device retention: indefinite 89.07 0.00 3.36 7.56
Shared with: third parties 92.00 0.80 3.20 4.00
Sold to: third parties 92.12 0.00 5.51 2.36
Access control: none 93.65 0.00 3.96 2.38

Table 7.3: Summary statistics showing percentages of risk perception for each attribute-value sorted
by the “Increased risk” column.

• sp attribute value: 33 attribute-value pairs (see Table 7.1).
• device type: Type of the device, with two levels: Smart speaker and smart light bulb.
• device recipient: Who the device is being purchased for, with three levels: Purchasing

for yourself, gifting to a friend, and gifting to a family member.
• device ownership: How the participants acquired the smart device, with three levels:

Having purchased the device themselves, owned the device but did not purchase it, and did not
have the device.

• order: The order of the vignette presented to participants, with three levels: First, second,
and third.
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Attribute-value % Increased willingness % Decreased willingness % No impact
Shared with: none 73.33 5.33 21.33
Device retention: none 66.66 3.84 29.48
Sold to: none 63.85 9.63 26.50
Cloud retention: none 63.09 4.76 32.14
Control over: device storage 56.52 8.69 34.78
Collection frequency: on user demand 53.84 13.18 32.96
Control over: cloud data deletion 53.76 6.45 39.78
Access control: MFA 53.48 6.97 39.53
Control over: device retention 53.08 3.70 43.20
Data linkage: none 51.94 2.59 45.45
Sharing frequency: on user demand 47.19 11.23 41.57
Device storage: none 46.57 15.06 38.35
Cloud storage: none 44.31 3.40 52.27
Inference: none 40.00 4.00 56.00
Security update: automatic 38.66 9.33 52.00
Security audit: internal & external 30.00 26.25 43.75
Purpose: device function 18.18 31.81 50.00
Average time to patch: 1 month 10.84 65.06 24.09
Average time to patch: 6 months 7.14 74.48 18.36
Security update: none 6.89 73.56 19.54
Device storage: identified 6.75 74.32 18.91
Sharing frequency: continuous 5.19 72.72 22.07
Cloud storage: identified 3.57 77.38 19.04
Collection frequency: continuous 3.48 76.74 19.76
Data linkage: internal & external 2.29 74.71 22.98
Cloud retention: indefinite 2.10 77.89 20.00
Inference: additional info 1.33 73.33 25.33
Security audit: none 1.25 66.25 32.50
Device retention: indefinite 1.21 69.51 29.26
Sold to: third parties 1.17 89.41 9.41
Shared with: third parties 1.17 87.05 11.76
Purpose: monetization 1.14 75.86 22.98
Access control: none 1.08 88.04 10.86

Table 7.4: Summary statistics showing percentages of willingness to purchase for each attribute-
value sorted by the “Increased willingness” column.

• Demographic information: Age, gender, education level, and whether they have a background
in technology (see Table 7.2).

In the regression analysis, the significance of the levels within each attribute should be com-
pared to the baseline of that attribute. We selected purpose: device function to be the baseline
for sp attribute value, as it is the purpose that most IoT devices will have, possibly in
addition to others. The smart light bulb is selected as the baseline for device type, since
its data collection is less concerning, and the baselines for factors device ownership and
device recipient are selected to be the most common values of these factors.

Level of concern with the device also had a significant impact on the risk perception (p-value
< 0.001). However as we previously mentioned, this factor also had a strong correlation with
device ownership. Therefore, we could not include both of these factors in the regression
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Figure 7.1: The probability of increase in the perceived risk for the most protective and least pro-
tective values of attributes. The primary layer attributes are denoted by (1) and the secondary layer
attributes are denoted by (2).

model as the independent variables (IV). We included device ownership in the model as it
helped the model fit better (by looking at the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) of the model)
compared to including the concern level.

We used GLMM with random intercept to build our models and applied backward elimina-
tion to find the most influential factors that best describe participants’ risk perception and will-
ingness to purchase. The final regression models with the minimum global BICs are presented
in Tables 7.5 and 7.6.

For the risk-perception model, a positive estimate for an attribute-value pair indicates that
providing that information increases risk perception compared to the baseline. Similarly, for the
model for participants’ willingness to purchase, a positive estimate for an attribute-value pair
indicates that providing that information increases their willingness to purchase, and a negative
estimate indicates hesitance to purchase.

In both models, all the privacy and security attribute-value pairs that we tested were aligned
with our hypothesized risk level (see Table 7.1), except for the average time to patch. The
Underwriters Lab (UL) guidelines suggest that the most severe vulnerabilities should be patched
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Attribute-value Estimate Risk probability Std Err Z-value p-value
(Intercept) -0.01 49.75 0.27 -0.06 0.96

sp attribute value (baseline = purpose: device function)
Cloud retention: none -5.42 0.43 1.06 -5.10 0.00***
Access control: MFA -4.90 0.73 0.80 -6.11 0.00***
Cloud storage: none -4.90 0.73 0.81 -6.02 0.00***
Control over: device retention -4.48 1.10 0.70 -6.41 0.00***
Shared with: none -4.26 1.37 0.64 -6.66 0.00***
Device retention: none -4.10 1.61 0.61 -6.68 0.00***
Data linkage: none -4.04 1.71 0.63 -6.38 0.00***
Control over: device storage -3.90 1.94 0.58 -6.76 0.00***
Inference: none -3.66 2.48 0.60 -6.11 0.00***
Data collection: on user demand -3.46 3.01 0.52 -6.72 0.00***
Sold to: none -3.36 3.32 0.51 -6.63 0.00***
Sharing frequency: on user demand -3.02 4.52 0.48 -6.33 0.00***
Control over: cloud data deletion -2.97 4.83 0.47 -6.34 0.00***
Security update: automatic -2.53 7.31 0.43 -5.83 0.00***
Device storage: none -2.29 9.11 0.42 -5.40 0.00***
Security audit: internal & external -0.84 29.94 0.37 -2.24 0.02*
Average time to patch: 1 month 1.68 84.15 0.40 4.20 0.00***
Security audit: none 2.27 90.55 0.48 4.68 0.00***
Cloud storage: identified 2.29 90.72 0.44 5.26 0.00***
Collection frequency: continuous 2.32 90.97 0.44 5.32 0.00***
Inference: additional info 2.33 91.05 0.46 5.08 0.00***
Purpose: monetization 2.52 92.48 0.45 5.57 0.00***
Security update: none 2.55 92.68 0.47 5.43 0.00***
Cloud retention: indefinite 2.89 94.68 0.48 6.07 0.00***
Average time to patch: 6 months 3.05 95.43 0.48 6.34 0.00***
Device retention: indefinite 3.06 95.47 0.50 6.11 0.00***
Device storage: identified 3.07 95.52 0.49 6.21 0.00***
Sharing frequency: continuous 3.14 95.81 0.51 6.12 0.00***
Data linkage: internal & external 3.15 95.85 0.52 6.04 0.00***
Shared with: third parties 3.70 97.56 0.57 6.53 0.00***
Access control: none 4.33 98.68 0.67 6.30 0.00***
Sold to: third parties 4.44 98.82 0.71 6.22 0.00***

device type (baseline = smart light bulb)
Smart speaker 0.55 63.18 0.17 3.26 0.00**

device ownership (baseline = never have had the device)
Not purchased the device -0.42 39.41 0.23 -1.87 0.06
Purchased the device -0.80 30.78 0.21 -3.74 0.00***
Observations 3735
Log-Likelihood -1054.6
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2183.2
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 2413.5

Note: *p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001

Table 7.5: GLMM model to describe risk perception. A positive estimate indicates that the factor
increases the perceived risk.
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Attribute-value Estimate Purchase probability Std Err Z-value p-value
(Intercept) -1.57 17.22 0.33 -4.70 0.00***

sp attribute value (baseline = purpose: device function)
Shared with: none 3.00 80.69 0.45 6.60 0.00***
Device retention: none 2.58 73.30 0.43 5.97 0.00***
Sold to: none 2.55 72.72 0.43 5.93 0.00***
Cloud retention: none 2.44 70.47 0.42 5.80 0.00***
Control over: device storage 2.03 61.30 0.43 4.74 0.00***
Collection frequency: on user demand 2.01 60.82 0.41 4.95 0.00***
Control over: cloud data deletion 2.01 60.82 0.40 4.96 0.00***
Access control: MFA 1.97 59.86 0.41 4.80 0.00***
Control over: device retention 1.93 58.90 0.41 4.67 0.00***
Data linkage: none 1.81 55.97 0.42 4.34 0.00***
Sharing frequency: on user demand 1.66 52.24 0.40 4.11 0.00***
Device storage: none 1.64 51.74 0.42 3.92 0.00***
Cloud storage: none 1.52 48.75 0.40 3.77 0.00***
Security update: automatic 1.24 41.82 0.42 2.97 0.00**
Inference: none 1.24 41.82 0.42 2.98 0.00**
Security audit: internal & external 0.83 32.30 0.42 1.98 0.05*
Average time to patch: 1 month -0.70 9.36 0.49 -1.44 0.15
Average time to patch: 6 months -1.16 6.12 0.52 -2.24 0.03*
Security update: none -1.19 5.95 0.54 -2.19 0.03*
Device storage: identified -1.26 5.57 0.58 -2.17 0.03*
Sharing frequency: continuous -1.48 4.52 0.62 -2.41 0.02*
Collection frequency: continuous -1.82 3.26 0.68 -2.69 0.00**
Cloud storage: identified -1.83 3.22 0.68 -2.69 0.00**
Data linkage: internal & external -2.29 2.06 0.79 -2.89 0.00**
Cloud retention: indefinite -2.44 1.78 0.79 -3.09 0.00**
Security audit: none -2.94 1.08 1.06 -2.77 0.00**
Device retention: indefinite -2.94 1.08 1.06 -2.78 0.00**
Inference: additional info -2.96 1.06 1.06 -2.78 0.00**
Shared with: third parties -3.00 1.02 1.06 -2.83 0.00**
Purpose: monetization -3.04 0.98 1.06 -2.87 0.00**
Sold to: third parties -3.06 0.96 1.06 -2.89 0.00**
Access control: none -3.14 0.89 1.06 -2.96 0.00**

device type (baseline = smart light bulb)
Smart speaker -0.41 12.13 0.14 -2.87 0.00**

device ownership (baseline = never have had the device)
Not purchased the device 0.68 29.11 0.20 3.47 0.00***
Purchased the device 0.50 25.54 0.18 2.75 0.00**

device recipient (baseline = for yourself)
For a family member 0.11 18.84 0.15 -0.70 0.49
For a friend -0.52 11.00 0.16 -3.28 0.00**
Observations 2742
Log-Likelihood -1079.9
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2237.8
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 2468.6

Note: *p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001

Table 7.6: GLMM model to describe willingness to purchase. A positive estimate indicates that the
factor increases participants’ willingness to purchase the smart device.

within 1 month, less severe vulnerabilities within 3 months, and the least severe vulnerabilities
could be possibly left unpatched [331]. Thus, we hypothesized that participants’ perceived risk
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Figure 7.2: The probability of increase in willingness to purchase for the most protective and least
protective values of attributes. The primary layer attributes are denoted by (1) and the secondary
layer attributes are denoted by (2).

would decrease knowing that the vulnerabilities would be patched within 1 month, while a time
to patch within 6 months would increase it. However, our regression results showed that average
time to patch of both 1 month (estimate = 1.68, p-value < 0.001) and 6 months (estimate = 3.05,
p-value < 0.001) strongly increase the perceived risk. In contrast, the 6-month patch period
(estimate = -1.15, p-value < 0.05) strongly decreases participants’ willingness to purchase the
smart device. The 1-month patch (p-value > 0.05) was not a statistically significant factor to
describe willingness to purchase.

Of the 16 attributes in our regression models, 15 had two values, each expected to have
an opposite impact. In Tables 7.5 and 7.6, based on the model estimates, we calculated the
conditional probabilities of increase in risk perception and increase in willingness to purchase
given each attribute-value pair. These probabilities are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.
From Figure 7.1, we can see that except for the extreme values of purpose of data collection,
the least protective values of all other attributes caused participants to perceive a higher risk
compared to their most protective values. We observe a similar trend in Figure 7.2, where the
most protective values of all attributes increased participants’ desire to purchase the smart device.
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As the figures show, average time to patch had the weakest impact on changing participants’ risk
perception and willingness to purchase. On the other hand, access control and cloud retention
had the highest impact on risk perception, while device retention and who the data is shared with
and sold to had the most impact on willingness to purchase.

Figure 7.3 shows a jitter (scatter) plot of participants’ perceived risk levels and willingness
to purchase when presented with the privacy and security attributes and their most protective
and least protective values. As can be observed, the correlation between risk perception and
willingness to purchase differ based on the attribute. For instance, Figure 7.3a shows that most
participants perceived multi-factor authentication (MFA) as decreasing risk and no access control
as increasing risk. While this generally corresponded with their willingness to purchase, the
figure shows that some participants who perceived MFA as risk reducing were actually less likely
to purchase a device with MFA. Likewise, Figure 7.3b shows that most participants perceived
no sharing as decreasing risk and sharing with third parties as increasing risk. However, in this
case risk perception was much more likely to be correlated with willingness to purchase. On the
other hand, Figure 7.3p shows that participants perceived both values of average time to patch as
risky and would decrease their likelihood to purchase. Finally, as we hypothesized, Figure 7.3h
confirms that all levels of user control seem to generally reduce the participants’ perceived risk
and increase their willingness to purchase.

To figure out whether two values of an attribute have significantly different impacts on risk
perception or willingness to purchase, we used the Wilcoxon Ranked Sum Test. This method is
suitable here as we had a repeated-measure design. The assumption of this test is that the tested
participant groups should be independent. Therefore, to test the values of each attribute, we
first removed the participants, who had seen both values of an attribute and then conducted the
analysis. Since we conducted the test for 15 of the attributes, we corrected for the p-value. The
results showed that except average time to patch and purpose of data collection, the two values
of each attributes had a significantly different impact (p-value < 0.003) on the risk perception
and willingness to purchase.

In addition to the privacy and security attributes, the regression results showed that the
device type was a significant factor to describe both dependent variables. In particular, com-
pared to a smart light bulb, participants perceived a strongly higher risk for a smart speaker
(estimate = 0.54, p-value < 0.01) and they were significantly less willing to purchase the smart
speaker (estimate = -0.41, p-value < 0.01). The device recipient was not a statistically
significant factor to describe risk perception. However, participants’ willingness to purchase the
device significantly decreased when the recipient of the device was a friend (estimate = -0.52,
p-value < 0.01) compared to purchasing the device for themselves. The qualitative responses
indicated the most common reason being the belief that friends should decide for themselves
whether they are comfortable with stated privacy/security practices. The open-ended responses
showed that participants felt more responsible when purchasing devices for themselves or family
members compared to friends.

The last significant factor in the final models of risk perception and willingness to purchase
was device ownership. Previous work has shown that familiarity with the technology im-
pacts risk perception [122, 135, 143]. Therefore, we tested whether participants would perceive
a different level of risk if they currently owned the smart device and if they had also purchased
the device themselves.
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-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(e)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(f)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(g)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(h)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(i)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

(j)

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device storage

None

Identified

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Update

Automatic 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Purpose

Functionality

Monetization

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e

Control

device storage

data deletion

data retention

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Cloud retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Device retention

None

Indefinite

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Linkage

None

Int-Ext

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Inference

None

Additional info

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Collection

frequency

Consent-based 

Continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sharing

frequency

consent-based 

continuous

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Security audit

Int-Ext

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Patch

1 month 

6 months

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Access control

MFA 

None

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Shared with

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
e Sold to

None

Third parties

-

NC

+

- NC +
Risk

P
u

rc
h

as
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Figure 7.3: Jitter (scatter) plot of participants’ willingness to purchase vs. perceived risk for all 16
privacy and security factors and levels. For each metric, we have binned “strongly increase” and
“slightly increase” (denoted by +), and “strongly decrease” and “slightly decrease” (denoted by −).
No change in the risk perception and willingness to purchase is denoted by NC.

We found that those who had purchased the device themselves (estimate = -0.79, p-value <
0.001), perceived significantly less risk than those who have never had the device. We also found
that compared to those who have never had the device, having it would significantly increase
the willingness to purchase a future device. This includes those who had purchased the device
themselves (estimate = 0.49, p-value < 0.01) and those who had the device, but received it in
other ways (estimate = 0.67, p-value < 0.001). Nevertheless, we found no significant differences
based on how participants acquired the device.

We also asked participants how confident they were about knowing what the presented pri-
vacy and security information meant. Among all attribute-value pairs, participants reported hav-
ing the highest confidence about the meaning of device retention: indefinite, followed by sold
to: third parties and shared to: third parties. They reported the least confidence in audit: none.
We found that the level of confidence had a significant impact on participants’ risk perception.
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Participants who had more confidence perceived potential risks significantly lower than those
who had less confidence. This finding is aligned with risk literature on the impact of confidence
and certainty [78, 156, 308]. The extent of confidence did not have a significant impact on the
willingness to purchase.

7.2.3 Qualitative Results
Although participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase were generally aligned with
our hypotheses, there were some participants who responded differently. By examining the open-
ended explanations participants provided, we identified the most common reasons that some
participants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase differed from our hypotheses.

Insufficient Information

Wanting more information was the most common reason mentioned by participants who thought
that an attribute-value pair would not have an impact on their risk perception and/or willingness
to purchase. These participants reported that they would like to have more information to make
an informed decision. These attribute-value pairs include:
• Security audit: internal & external: Participants wanted to know who the auditors were and

what information they had access to when conducting the audits.
• Device storage: none: participants reported that they would like to know whether information

would be collected on the cloud or if no device storage means no data will be collected in
general.

• Security update: automatic: participants requested to know how often their device would get
updated.

• Average time to patch: 1 month: A number of participants reported being unsure about whether
one month was too short or long, expressing that they need more information on why it takes
manufacturers one month to fix vulnerabilities.

Lack of Trust in Manufactures

The second most common reason as to why a factor would not have any impact on participants’
risk perception and willingness to purchase was not trusting manufacturers to follow their stated
practices.

Participants expressed lack of trust mostly when the purpose of data collection was for device
functionality. Although we hypothesized that providing data for device functionality should
decrease the perceived risk, that was true for only 12% of participants seeing that information.
The other participants stated that this information would not impact their risk perception or would
increase the risks due to their lack of trust in manufacturers. As P778 explained: “The companies
who collect data are incredibly untrustworthy. They do not have consumers’ best interests in
mind when they are utilizing the data they collect.”

A few participants mentioned lack of trust when assessing the risk perception of automatic
updates. They reported that manufacturers can apply any unwanted changes to their devices
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under the premise of security updates.
Shared with: none and sold to: none were other attribute-value pairs where participants ex-

pressed lack of trust. Some participants mentioned that while they believe this information would
decrease the potential privacy risks with the smart device, they do not trust the manufacturers not
to send their data to other companies for profit.

Participants’ comments about trust are consistent with prior work that has identified the trust
people have in organizations as one of the factors effecting risk perception [13, 84, 112, 242,
257, 300, 301, 330].

The Standard Process

For a number of attribute-value pairs, participants believed that the reported privacy and security
practices were standard, and therefore having them would not provide additional privacy and
security protection.

These pairs were security update: automatic, collection frequency: on user demand, sharing
frequency: on user demand, access control: multi-factor authentication, control over: device
storage, control over: device retention, and control over: cloud data deletion.

P878 believed that data collected with user consent is standard: “I would assume this is
standard and normal. If the company is not ethical they will just collect the data anyway.”

Usability Challenges

For a few privacy and security attribute-value pairs, participants mentioned that having such
information would lead to difficulty in using the device. These pairs were access control: multi-
factor authentication, collection frequency: on user demand, and inference: none.

Participants reported that requiring users to use additional authentication methods or con-
senting to data collection each time would affect device usability.

P1334 was particularly concerned about MFA for shared in-home devices: “Accessing the
device via authentication would then become a hassle and/or annoying. For instance, what if my
wife or a guest wanted to use the speaker?”

All participants who mentioned the usability challenges reported that these pairs would de-
crease the risks. However, they would also decrease their willingness to purchase.

Desire to have Control

Automatic security update is recommended by a number of IoT privacy and security guide-
lines [118, 172, 322, 331] and this attribute value significantly decreased participants’ risk per-
ception. However, for some participants this decrease did not change their willingness to pur-
chase due to the lack of control implied by this practice.

P535 reported: “I want to have full control over updating my devices to decrease the risk of
installing an update that has a security flaw.”
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No Initial Concerns

In the experimental conditions where the device was a smart light bulb, many participants exhib-
ited low initial concern levels, mostly due to not seeing the consequences of the data collection.
Therefore, privacy and security attribute values that generally reduced risk perceptions had no
impact on some participants because they did not perceive a risk to begin with.

For instance P28 reported: “To me, the type of data that a smart bulb would collect does not
seem to be consequential in relation to one’s personal privacy. If it strictly collects information
based on motion detection, this isn’t a big concern.”

Misunderstandings

There were a few attribute-value pairs that some participants misunderstood, thus affecting their
responses. One such pair was security update: none. Some participants mentioned that receiv-
ing no security updates implied maximum security protection, alleviating the need for updates.
Another misunderstood attribute was the average time to patch. Some participants mentioned
that a device that receives security patches must not be secure or it would not need patches. For
instance, P906 mentioned: “On the label it advertises that patches are even needed. That is why
there is a perception of decreased privacy.”

Other Reasons

There were some reasons that were mentioned by only a few participants. One of the reasons
that a attribute-value pair did not change participants’ willingness to purchase was that they had
already made their decisions to either purchase or not purchase the device, due to factors such as
its functionality or their prior privacy and security concerns with the device, the latter of which
was only mentioned by participants who were asked questions about the smart speaker.

P750, who was asked to imagine purchasing a smart speaker, reported: “There is little incen-
tive for the companies to keep data secure. The fact that IoT devices all send data to a privately
controlled server is unacceptable. Any low level employee or barely motivated hacker could get
access to all the information. The government could just ask for the information. I don’t want
any such devices in my home.”

Another reason that was mentioned by participants who were in the experimental conditions
in which they were asked to imagine purchasing the smart device for a family member or a friend
as a gift, was that they did not feel comfortable making a decision for the gift recipient without
knowing their preferences.

The final reason that was mentioned by some participants was that the privacy and security
attribute-value pair is not enough to eliminate potential risks of the device. For instance, P1338
reported: “Just because I can control how the data is retained on the device doesn’t mean I have
any control about how that data is collected and how it is used while it is retained - the company
could still upload the data from the device to their server before it is deleted from the device.”
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Attribute-value Data Time Visibility Protection
Cloud retention: none − : − −
Access control: MFA − − : :

Cloud storage: none : − − −
Control over: device retention − : − −
Shared with: none − − : −
Device retention: none − : − −
Data linkage: none : − − −
Control over: device storage : − − −
Inference: none : − − −
Collection frequency: on user demand : − − −
Sold to: none − − : −
Sharing frequency: on user demand − − : −
Control over: cloud data deletion : − − −
Security update: automatic − − − :

Device storage: none : − − −
Security audit: internal & external − − − :

Average time to patch: 1 month − − − :

Security audit: none − − − :

Cloud storage: identified : − − −
Collection frequency: continuous : − − −
Inference: additional info : − − −
Purpose: monetization : − : −
Purpose: device function : − − −
Security update: none − − − :

Cloud retention: indefinite : − − −
Average time to patch: 6 months − − − :

Device retention: indefinite − : − −
Device storage: identified − : − −
Sharing frequency: continuous − − : −
Data linkage: internal & external : − − −
Shared with: third parties − − : −
Access control: none − − :

:

Sold to: third parties − − : −

Table 7.7: Breakdown of participants’ risk perception criteria using four metrics of data, time,
visibility, and protection. ↑ indicates that the attribute value would increase the metric, ↓
indicates that the attribute value would decrease the metric, and − indicates that the attribute value
would not have an impact on the metric. The green symbols indicate reduced risk perception, while
the red symbols indicate increased risk perception.
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7.2.4 Decision Criteria to Assess Risk

Based on participants’ answers to open-ended questions on why a attribute value changes their
risk perception, we found four primary decision criteria participants used to assess the increase
and decrease in risk due to a privacy and security attribute-value pair. These criteria are the
amount of personal information (data), amount of time the information is available (time),
the number of people who have access to the information (visibility), and the amount
of protection (protection). Participants referred to protection as having another layer of
security. As shown in Table 7.7, if an attribute value reduces any of the first three criteria or
increases the last one, that attribute-value pair would decrease participants’ perceived risk and
vice versa. Security audit: internal & external was the only polarizing attribute-value pair: there
was a disparity between participants who thought audits would increase the level of security
protection of their device and participants who associated external auditors with third parties and
were concerned about their data being shared with them (suggesting a misunderstanding about
security audits).

7.2.5 Impact of the Extremes

We investigated the impact of two extreme values of each privacy and security attribute on par-
ticipants’ risk perception and willingness to purchase. We found that for all attributes except two
(the average time to patch and the purpose of data collection), the change in both risk perception
and willingness to purchase from one extreme value to another is statistically significant.

Nevertheless, these extremes were not the only levels that each attribute could exhibit. In-
deed, there were a few cases, where participants provided us with insights into how they would
perceive other values of attributes. For instance, when assessing the perceived risk of having
vulnerabilities patched within 1 month or 6 months, some participants reported that they would
like the vulnerabilities to be patched within one or two days of discovery.

An attribute for which participants mentioned values other than the extremes was security
updates. When asked to assess the risks of having automatic updates, about half reported that
security updates would decrease the risks of the device. However, they preferred to give their
consent before updates were installed (consent-based updates [14, 358]).

7.3 Discussion

We begin this section by examining our label design proposed in Chapter 6, in light of our data
on which attributes best communicate risk and influence decision making. We then propose
recommendations to more effectively inform consumers’ purchase behavior.

7.3.1 Label Content

Our proposed label has two layers (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4). The distribution of attributes be-
tween layers and the order of the attributes on each layer is based on experts’ risk perceptions.
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Although our findings on the importance of each attribute in this chapter have some overlap with
our previously proposed label design, there are some differences that are worth highlighting.

Current Attributes on the Primary Layer

Among the seven attributes that we include in the primary “Overview” layer, intended for con-
sumers to view on product packaging, our results indicated that access control, shared with,
and sold to are also included in the top-seven most effective factors impacting risk perception
and willingness to purchase. In Figures 7.3a-7.3c, we can see a clear separation between risk
perception and willingness to purchase for the extreme values of these attributes.

Our analysis showed that cloud storage is among the top-seven most influential factors for risk
perception. However, this attribute had little impact on participants’ reported desire to purchase
the smart device (see Figure 7.3d), mainly due to not understanding the adverse consequences of
cloud storage.

Device storage was not among the top-seven most influential attributes for either risk per-
ception or willingness to purchase. About half of the participants viewed no device storage as a
privacy-protective practice, but the rest inferred that no device storage implies storing the data
on the cloud (a misconception). Since participants were generally concerned about identified
data storage on the device, we believe this attribute should stay on the primary layer. However,
information related to device storage should be communicated to consumers more clearly.

Security updates and the purpose of data collection had little influence on risk perception or
willingness to purchase. Our participants were concerned with the least protective values of these
attributes and perceived a significantly higher risk. However, the most protective values did not
prove to be effective in changing their willingness to purchase the device.

We found that participants understood the importance of receiving security updates (see con-
centration of red dots in Figure 7.3f). However, they were not impressed by automatic updates,
mainly due to a desire to control updates and a lack of trust in manufacturers issuing updates.

When the purpose of data collection was monetization, 81% of participants reported that it
would lead to more risk. Yet, they were not convinced that providing device functions was much
better, as only 12% of them thought it would decrease risk. The most commonly stated reason
was that the description of providing device functions was too vague, and they associated that
vagueness with manufacturers’ attempt to collect users’ data for other purposes, raising concerns.
To improve risk communication, IoT manufacturers should provide more detailed information
on the secondary layer of the label about what the device functions are and how the collected
data supports device functionality. Security audit was another attribute that several participants
reported that they would like to see more information about before making the device purchase.
This additional information should be included on the secondary layer of the label.

Attributes to be Added to The Primary Layer

Cloud retention (Figure 7.3i), device retention (Figure 7.3j), and data linkage (Figure 7.3k) were
not on the primary layer of our previously proposed label (see Figure 6.3). Nonetheless, we
believe this information should be included on the primary layer as it impacts participants’ risk
perception and willingness to purchase the device. As shown by our regression results (see
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Table 7.5), cloud retention: none was the single most effective attribute value in decreasing risk
perception. Participants were also significantly concerned about data being linked to internal and
external data sources.

7.3.2 Information Presentation
Our quantitative and qualitative findings indicated that overall, presenting privacy and security at-
tributes on an IoT label would influence participants’ risk perception and impact their willingness
to purchase the device. Although almost all of the tested attribute-value pairs were statistically
significant in explaining risk perception and willingness to purchase, we found a number of ways
that privacy advocates and IoT manufacturers can better communicate risk to consumers and help
inform their purchase behavior.

More Information and Less Uncertainty

As previously mentioned, one of the commonly reported reasons as to why an attribute would
not impact a participant’s risk perception or willingness to purchase was not having enough
information to make an informed decision. Participants also reported uncertainty about how the
described privacy and security attribute value would harm them.

As we reported, having more confidence that they understood privacy and security infor-
mation significantly decreased participants’ risk perception, consistent with prior risk litera-
ture [78, 156, 308]. Providing consumers with more or clearer information would decrease their
uncertainty, which could lead to perceiving less risk (unless, of course, the information makes it
clear that the device is indeed risky).

To help consumers make more informed decisions, IoT manufacturers should provide them
with specific details about each attribute without overwhelming them. To accomplish this, we
propose adding extra information on the secondary layer of the label in an expanded view ac-
cessed by a plus sign that is placed next to each attribute.

Make Control Usable

Usability and desire to have control were two common reasons as to why providing the most
protective attributes could potentially reduce consumers’ willingness to purchase the device. Our
findings showed that the perceived usability challenges of attributes such as multi-factor authen-
tication would make participants more hesitant to purchase the smart device. It is important to
note that for all the attribute values that raised usability-related concerns, participants also agreed
that the attribute value would decrease the risks of the device.

We found that having control over three types of data practices would decrease the perceived
risk and increase the willingness to purchase the device (see Figure 7.3h). Although the majority
of our participants specified that automatic security updates would decrease risk, this information
did not impact their willingness to purchase, mostly due to the lack of user control implied by
the factor. Aligned with prior work [285], our participants preferred knowing about the details
of each update before allowing installation. Although having control was favorable for some
attributes, continuously asking for users’ consent, on the other hand, would lead to usability
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challenges. For instance, participants believed that asking the user to consent to data collection
would decrease the risks, but it would also be a barrier to using the device.

Considering both usability and the desire to have autonomy, IoT manufacturers should pro-
vide users with choices about the level of control they would like to have over their devices and
provide convenient interfaces for exercising that control. Moreover, since the ability to control
has been shown to decrease the perceived risk [95, 241], IoT manufacturers need to clearly con-
vey the potential risks and benefits of each of the offered choices to bridge the gap between the
perceived risks and actual risks [294, 327]. Due to the significance of user controls in changing
consumers’ risk perception and willingness to purchase, the availability of such controls should
be provided on the primary layer of the label and any additional information about these controls
should be presented on the secondary layer of the label.

7.3.3 Viewing Label as a Whole
In this project, we explored the changes in risk perception and willingness to purchase caused by
extreme values of various privacy and security attributes. We found that the most protective and
least protective values of attributes significantly influence participants.

Our envisioned IoT label would include several privacy and security attributes on the same la-
bel. Hence, it is important to test the risk communication of the label when attributes are included
in unison. To achieve this, a future factorial or fractional-factorial study could be conducted to
test the significance of the combination of the label attributes.

7.4 Conclusion
Consumers are not aware of the privacy and security practices of their smart devices, and this
lack of knowledge at the time of purchase could expose them to privacy and security risks.
One possible solution to better inform consumers’ purchase decisions is to provide privacy and
security information on a label, similar to a nutrition label for food products. As described
in Chapter 6, we conducted an expert elicitation study to specify the content of the label and
proposed a layered privacy and security label. The focus there was to identify the most important
privacy and security information to present on the label. We conducted only preliminary testing
with consumers.

In this chapter, we conducted a mixed-design study with a larger set of 1,371 MTurk partici-
pants to measure the information efficacy along two dimensions: risk perception and willingness
to purchase. The within-subject factor was the privacy and security information and the between-
subject factors were the device type and the recipient of the device. In each experimental con-
dition, each participant was randomly assigned to assess the risk perception and willingness to
purchase related to three privacy and security attribute-value pairs. We also recorded partici-
pants’ reasons behind their assessments.

Overall, we found that our label attributes successfully conveyed risk to participants. We
found that participants’ risk perception was more strongly influenced by label information than
their willingness to purchase. This observed difference in influence was mostly due to lack of
information, usability challenges, lack of trust in IoT manufacturers, desire to have control over
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privacy and security, and lack of initial privacy and security concerns with the smart device.
Based on our study findings, we proposed a number of recommendations to IoT manufacturers
to more effectively convey risks to IoT consumers. These suggestions include providing more
complete information about security and privacy, and providing consumers with choices about
the desired level of control over their privacy and security.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we first provide a brief summary of the projects previously discussed in the thesis.
We then briefly discuss the effectiveness and usefulness of having privacy and security labels for
IoT devices. We will then review the labeling schemes proposed by the governments of UK,
Finland, and Singapore. Next, we will introduce the specification document that fully describes
our privacy and security label and the interactive online tool we have designed to generate our
label. We conclude this section by discussing how the label can be further improved in future
work and how we envision the label to be adopted.

8.1 Summary of the Discussed Research

In this thesis, we started by exploring how users of Internet of Things (IoT) devices make deci-
sions related to data collected by them in different scenarios. We specified various factors that
were significantly effective in explaining users’ IoT-related preferences and expectations. Being
surrounded by others, individuals often consider social cues when making decisions. We tested
the impact of social cues from privacy experts and friends on privacy decisions related to IoT data
collections. We found that people follow social cues from experts and their friends, especially
when those cues present a large consensus and are consistent with their own opinions.

In the context of IoT, another common decision users make is whether or not to purchase a
device. Consumers are increasingly purchasing IoT devices, but it is less clear whether they know
much about the privacy and security of these devices at the time of purchase. To understand the
importance of privacy and security in IoT consumers’ purchase decision making, we conducted
interviews and surveys with consumers of IoT devices and found that privacy and security are
among the factors that consumers consider when purchasing a smart device. Yet as they are
unable to find sufficient information about the privacy and security practices of the device, they
make their purchase decision with limited relevant knowledge and information.

Consumers’ interest in knowing more about the privacy and security attributes of IoT devices
that they intend to purchase motivated us to design a tool to convey this information to consumers
in a usable and effective fashion. To this end, we worked toward designing an informative label
that covers the most critical privacy and security information consumers need to know about
when purchasing IoT devices.
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While numerous IoT standards and guidelines exit, they are almost all targeted toward IoT
manufacturers or regulatory bodies. Furthermore, handful of them written to inform consumers
and even fewer have done any user testing to know whether consumers can understand their
documents. To fill this gap, we conducted a series of studies and systematically gathered input
from a diverse group of privacy and security experts from industry, academia, government, and
public policy organizations. In particular, we asked them to specify the most important privacy
and security information consumers should know about.

Based on experts’ input, we identified 47 attributes to include on our label. To increase the
readability of the label, we prioritized the attributes and designed a layered label consisting of
primary and secondary layers. The primary layer of the label is the concise format of the label
including only a few critical privacy and security attributes. The secondary layer of the label is
in an online-only format, has more attributes with additional information, and could be accessed
from the primary layer by typing in a URL or scanning a QR code. We conducted a small-
scale user study and iteratively enhanced the wording of the content of the label to make sure
consumers have a basic understanding of the meaning of attributes and their values.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the content of the label in conveying risk to consumers and
impacting their purchase behavior, we conducted a large-scale user study and specified the most
effective and least effective privacy and security attributes and values. Among other findings, we
found that participants perceive the highest risk when they know that third parties have access
to their data or when they cannot specify who can access their device. Participants’ willingness
to purchase the device was highest when they were told that their data would not be shared with
anyone.

We found that the usability of privacy and security practices is an important factor in peo-
ple’s willingness to purchase IoT devices. For example, although multi-factor authentication
was perceived to significantly reduce the risks associated with the IoT device, due to its usability
challenges, many participants reported that they are unwilling to purchase a device having this
feature. Therefore, to further improve the label’s risk communication, we provided a number of
recommendations, including reducing the uncertainty of the information and the potential conse-
quences by providing additional information about privacy and security practices and enhancing
their usability.

8.2 On the Usefulness of Labels
Labels have been widely used to increase consumers’ awareness in various domains, includ-
ing energy and nutrition. However, in addition to the content of the label, the actual impact of
the labels on consumers’ purchase behavior depends on various factors, some of which are re-
lated to the consumers and some are related to the information presentation of the label. These
include personal factors, such as level of knowledge and motivation in processing the label in-
formation [189, 251, 317], and socio-demographic factors, such as age, gender, family size, and
income [72, 233, 250, 258, 346]. Label wording and formatting have also been shown to be
effective factors in predicting the impact of nutrition label on consumers’ purchase behavior.
For example, using generalized claims as well as promotional claims on the label can lead to
significant nutritional misunderstanding [18, 61].
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Although consumers are increasingly worried about the privacy and security of their smart
devices [159], some consumers might not have enough motivation to purchase smart devices
with better privacy and security practices, regardless of the amount of information being pro-
vided to them at the point of sale. As we previously mentioned, literature on food nutrition label
has shown that having prior nutritional knowledge significantly impacts people’s use of nutrition
labels. From the prior work, we also know that knowledge predicts motivation [249] and mo-
tivation predicts knowledge [248]. Using this knowledge in the context of IoT, we hypothesize
that providing knowledge to some consumers could initiate a positive cycle of knowledge and
motivation, which could then lead to changing consumers’ purchase behaviors by means of IoT
labels. Media reports have increased the much-needed awareness among consumers of IoT de-
vices about the devices’ privacy and security practices, which could incentivize them to seek for
more knowledge and information when purchasing such devices. To further motivate consumers
to use the labels, future work should look into ways to improve consumers’ knowledge on the
privacy and security implications of IoT devices.

8.3 International Labeling Efforts
Acknowledging the significance of labeling smart devices in informing consumers’ purchase
behavior, other governments have started looking into labeling smart devices. Specifically, gov-
ernments of the UK, Finland, and Singapore have recently published proposals on their labeling
schemes.

8.3.1 United Kingdom
In 2018, the UK government published the Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security [100],
which includes 13 guidelines considered as good security practices for IoT manufacturers to
follow. Later in 2019, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) published
the Technical Specification 103 645, the first globally-applicable industry standard for consumer
IoT security based on the Code of Practice guidelines [120].

In particular, three of the aforementioned guidelines were leveraged by the UK government to
specify three attributes to include on the label. These three guidelines are for the manufacturers
to have unique passwords for their products, to have a vulnerability disclosure policy, and to
specify the end date for the device to receive security updates [99]. Due to their significance,
on our label we included access control, vulnerability disclosure and management, and security
updates to cover the UK-specified guidelines. We provided the information on access control and
update lifetime on the primary layer and a link to the vulnerability disclosure and management
policy on the secondary layer. The UK proposed label is shown in Figure 8.1.

8.3.2 Finland
Finland is the first European country to certify smart devices to increase consumers’ awareness
of devices’ security practices at the time of purchase [128]. To receive the “Security Badge,” the
Finnish Transport and Communications Agency Traficom requires IoT manufacturers to fill out
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Figure 8.1: The IoT security label proposed by the UK government.

and submit the security compliance form. Currently in their pilot program, the products of three
IoT companies have received the security badge: Cozify Hub for smart homes, DNA’s Wattinen
smart heating system, and the Polar Ignite fitness smartwatch.

The requirements mentioned in the compliance form are based on the standard issued by
ETSI [120]. The attributes in the compliance form are: the availability of timely and signed
security updates, the lifetime of software updates, list of certifications and regulations the device
has complied with, access control, having vulnerability disclosure program, the average time
to patch the vulnerability, what personal data is being collected, how data is being collected, the
purpose of data collection, who has access to the data, where the data is being stored, information
on encryption and key management, and information on ports, protocols, and services and how
they are secured. Our label covers all the attributes listed in the compliance form. Figure 8.2
shows the The Finland’s security badge awarded to Polar Ignite fitness smart watch.

8.3.3 Singapore
In Singapore, the Cyber Security Agency (CSA) is working on introducing the Cybersecurity
Labeling Scheme (CLS) for IoT devices in 2020. To allow IoT manufacturers and the market to
adjust, the labeling will be rolled out as a voluntary program. When launched, Singapore will be
the first Asia-Pacific region to introduce IoT security labels. CSA’s main goals to label IoT prod-
ucts are to help consumers make informed purchase decisions and at the same time incentivize
IoT manufacturers to develop and provide products with enhanced security practices [321].

In the beginning, CLS will focus on the routers and smart home hubs as they are often the
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Figure 8.2: The IoT security badge awarded to Polar Ignite fitness smartwatch1 by the Finnish
Transport and Communications Agency Traficom.

gateways into the rest of the home network. However, CSA’s plan is to have a scheme broad
enough so as to cover a broad range of consumer IoT devices in the future [32].

Although the details of CLS have not been announced as of March 2020, CLS is expected
to comprise various levels of cybersecurity ratings to inform consumers when purchasing IoT
devices. These ratings will be based on metrics of no default password and software safety fea-
tures (e.g., not having common vulnerabilities in the software and being resistant to penetration
testing) [321]. Our label provides information on all the metrics specified by the CSA.

8.3.4 Other International Activities

To further improve the security of IoT devices at the international level, in July 2019, the Home-
land Security and Public Safety Ministers of Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and the
US agreed to work toward enhancing the security by design for consumer IoT devices and en-
gage other nations to do the same [101]. In addition, the partner countries (France, Uruguay, UK,
Canada, Senegal, Japan, US, and New Zealand) in the IoT Security Platform suggested nine com-
mon principles to consider while developing international frameworks. Some of these principles
are to ensure having security updates for the device with a specified minimum length of sup-
port, requiring unique credentials, encrypting the data in transit and at rest, enabling easy data
deletion for users, protecting personal information, and implementing vulnerability disclosure
policy [170].

1https://www.polar.com/fi/ignite
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8.4 Specification and Tool Accompanying the Label

To provide further clarification on the label and help consumers and manufacturers understand
the information provided on the label, we prepared a specification and designed a tool to help
manufacturers easily generate the label for their products.

8.4.1 Specification for Privacy and Security Label

In addition to designing the label, we prepared an extensive specification to accompany the label.
For each attribute in the label, we specify the values and sub-attributes the attribute can take, other
references which mention the attribute, additional information that manufacturers can potentially
provide, and best practices related to the attribute.

To prepare the specification document, we looked into more than 70 IoT privacy and security
references from industry, non-profit organizations, government agencies, and academia. We also
looked into international efforts in labeling IoT devices from the UK [100], Finland [128], and
Singapore [321] that we discussed in Section 8.3. All the label attributes have been mentioned
at least once in other references. On average, each security attribute has been mentioned by 20
other references. However, the average number of references per attribute is much lower for
privacy attributes with an average of only 5 references per attribute. This huge difference shows
how little current standards and guidelines discuss privacy practices of IoT devices compared to
their security mechanisms.

The security attributes with the highest number of references are security updates (44 ref-
erences), encryption and key management (38 references), ports and protocols (28 references),
and vulnerability disclosure and management (26 references). The only three security attributes,
which were mentioned by fewer than 10 references, were software and hardware composition
list (7 references), personal safety (3 references), and security oversight (1 reference). Although
these attributes were not as highly referenced as the rest of the security attributes, we believe
they provide valuable information for consumers (personal safety) and experts (software and
hardware composition list, and security oversight).

As previously mentioned, privacy attributes were not as highly referenced as security at-
tributes. There were nine privacy attributes that were mentioned by at least five references: Who
the data is being shared with (14 references), purpose of data collection (10 references), the
granularity of the data stored on the cloud (10 references), privacy policy (9 references), sensor
data collection (8 references), local data retention time (7 references), sensor type (6 references),
data stored on device (6 references), and cloud data retention time (5 references). The rest of the
privacy attributes, including frequency of data collection and data sharing, were only mentioned
by one or two references. Although who the data is being shared with was the highest mentioned
privacy attribute (14 references), who the data is being sold to was only mentioned by Online
Trust Alliance (OTA) [273]. From our study on measuring the effectiveness of the label informa-
tion in risk perception and willingness to purchase (Chapter 7), we found that knowing whether
the data is being sold to third parties has the highest impact on participants’ perceived risk and
reported desire to purchase the device. The latest version of the specification can be found at
www.iotsecurityprivacy.org.
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8.4.2 Tool to Generate the Label

To enable manufacturers to generate our labels and help standardizing the label design, we
created a label generator wizard. This tool allows users to generate the labels by filling out
a form and selecting the appropriate values for each privacy, security, and general attribute.
As users are filling out the form, they can see the label being updated in real time. At any
point, users can download the JSON format of the label and work on it locally. The JSON
file can be uploaded at anytime to resume working on the label. In addition to JSON, the tool
lets users download the XML and HTML formats of the label as well. Figure 8.5 shows first
page of the tool, including the instruction to generate the label as well as the staged process
to complete the sections of the label. The most current version of the tool can be found at
www.iotsecurityprivacy.org2.

Label Example

We looked into the information provided by the manufacturer Ring, who was itself acquired
by Amazon, to generate a label for their Ring Doorbell, using our label generator. It is no
surprise that the manufacturer has not disclosed a large number of the attributes on the label.
There were some attributes that were only mentioned without any useful details provided (e.g.,
software safety, encryption and key management). Based on the data explicitly mentioned in the
company’s documents, we designed the labels in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.

8.5 Future Directions to Enhance the Label

In the rest of this section, we outline several potential directions to further improve the labels.

8.5.1 Design Elements of the Label

In this thesis, we discussed a number of quantitative and qualitative studies to design and evaluate
a privacy and security label for IoT devices. In all the conducted projects, we focused mostly on
improving the content comprehension of the label and only briefly looked into how information
should be presented on the label.

From risk literature, we know that to maximize risk communication, it is of great importance
for the risk communication method to trigger people’s attention [55]. The literature on nutrition
label has emphasized the importance of the label formatting on changing consumers’ purchase
behavior. An important future direction, therefore, is to focus on the design elements of the
label, including but not limited to the amount of information, order of the attributes on each
layer, the font size and color, and the order of the sections. All these design elements could
impact consumers’ risk perception and potentially their purchase behavior.

2Special thanks to Shreyas Nagare for the development of the website and the tool.
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Figure 8.3: Most recent version of the primary layer of the label (as of May 2020) that we generated
for Ring Doorbell based on the publicly available information. We found the presented information
to the best of our ability and the label information has not been verified by the manufacturer.
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Figure 8.4: Most recent version of the secondary layer of the label (as of May 2020) that we gener-
ated for Ring Doorbell based on the publicly available information. We found the presented infor-
mation to the best of our ability and the label information has not been verified by the manufacturer.
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8.5.2 Actual Behavior vs. Stated Behavior

Another limitation of our user studies to design the label was that their inputs were self-reported
responses. Stated behavior could be different from actual behavior [8]. Therefore, we believe
the effectiveness of the label should be evaluated in a realistic setting.

As previously mentioned, various personal and socio-demographic factors could influence
the success of labeling. Therefore, future researchers should consider factors such as age, gender,
income, level of education, and consumers’ motivation when testing the effectiveness of the label
in realistic purchase settings.

8.5.3 Monetary Valuation of the Label

One challenge in designing a realistic purchase setting to test the label is incentivizing the IoT
manufacturers to label their products in the market for the study. To that end, future work can
conduct an incentive-compatible study to specify how much of a premium consumers are willing
to pay to have information about the privacy and security practices of their devices. Knowing the
amount of premium can help with encouraging manufacturers to voluntarily adopt the labels.

8.5.4 Labels from the Systems Perspective

In this thesis, we described the process of designing a usable and informative label for an IoT
device. However, in the era of ambient computing and with the advent of advanced wireless
communication standards, such as 5G and beyond, we expect more and more smart devices to
connect to the network and communicate with each other. Similar to Manufacturer Usage De-
scription (MUD), the IoT device can broadcast its privacy and security behaviors to all the other
network-connected devices via a machine readable format of our label (e.g., JSON) through
such mechanisms as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web of Things (WoT) Description
standard that is currently under development [354, 355]. Although transparency at the network
level could enable users and network administrators to more effectively detect anomalies in the
network, it is imperative to carefully study the privacy implications being introduced by such
transparency. Based on the objective of data collection and data sharing, the network adminis-
trator should determine which attributes of the IoT label should be publicly available and which
attributes need special authorization to be accessed. For example, it might not be safe for every-
one to know about the ports and protocols of a device, as they can use this information to attack
the device, and thereby the network.

Another future direction is to look beyond the device level and study the privacy and security
practices of a network of inter-connected IoT devices. Our designed IoT label describes the
privacy and security practices of a single device. By leveraging the concept of a privacy and
security label, future work can explore how a label can describe the privacy and security behavior
of IoT devices at a system level as a function of the privacy and security label of each individual
device in the network.
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Security & Privacy Label HOME PEOPLE RESEARCH LABELS FEATURED GENERATE SPONSORS NEWS

Label Generator

This tool will generate an IoT Security & Privacy Label. Fill out the fields in the four sections below and scroll down to see the primary and secondary layers of your label.

For best results, we recommend using Google Chrome or Firefox.

Additional notes:

The label generator runs locally in your web browser and does not send information to our server.

Use the print buttons to print it out or save the PDF (you may need to enable background graphics and scale down the labels to fit on the page in the print preview).

Download the HTML to display the label as a stand-alone web page or embed it on your website.

Save the JSON file so that you can upload it if you want to make any changes to your label.

Embed the XML file on your website

The ZIP download contains the HTML files for both layers of the label, the JSON, the XML, and the embed codes for both the layers.

All download options: XML JSON ZIP

Drop a JSON file or click here to work on a previously generated IoT label.

Device Information Security Mechanisms Data Practices More Information

Device Information

Additional notes:

By default, all the fields in this section are shown as “Not disclosed.”

Manufacturer

Casa

Device name

Smart Security Camera

Model number

N200

Firmware version

2.5.1

Updated on Manufactured in

Next

Figure 8.5: The first page of our tool to generate the IoT label.
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8.6 Path to Label Adoption
In order for labels to be practically useful, they need to be widely used and convey accurate
information. Use of labels may be mandated by regulations or strongly encouraged through
“safe harbor” provisions. Even in the absence of regulatory mandates, retailers may require
labels on products they sell or may promote products that have labels. Some manufacturers may
adopt labels voluntarily to gain consumer trust. As an interview study participant in Section 5
mentioned: “I would definitely trust something that had this above something that didn’t.”

Prior work has shown the impact of company size and reputation on consumer trust [173, 337]
and purchase behavior [91, 238]. As a result, smaller and less well-known companies will likely
take longer to develop consumer trust. However, a label may help level the playing field by
allowing companies to be transparent about the privacy and security of their devices and work
toward providing protective privacy and security practices to assure their consumers.

While we have described several approaches to mandating or encouraging label adoption, it
should be noted that past efforts to encourage standardized privacy disclosures have faltered in
the absence of regulatory mandates [79]. Enforcement mechanisms are needed to ensure that
there are consequences for companies that convey inaccurate information on their labels. In the
United States, the Federal Trade Commission or state attorneys general would likely prosecute
companies who are found to make false claims on their labels, similar to what happens when
companies are found to make false claims in their privacy policies [124, 138, 139, 140, 141].

In Europe and other countries around the world, enforcement actions could likely be taken
by data protection commissioners. The UK government conducted a consultation process from
May 1, 2019 to June 5, 2019 to assess three options: mandating retailers to only sell products
that have their designed IoT security label, mandating retailers to only sell products that comply
with the UK’s previously mentioned “top three” guidelines, and mandating retailers to only sell
products that have a label which evidences compliance with all thirteen guidelines from the UK’s
Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security and ETSI TS 103 645. Through this process, they
collected 60 formal written responses. The questions were worded in a leading format, mostly
starting with “Do you agree,” which might have biased the respondents. Here, we mention some
of their findings that could help understand how an IoT label can be adopted and regulated.

Part of the consultation was to ask respondents about their thoughts on government taking
power to regulate a security baseline for consumer IoT devices. Based on the responses, the
UK government concluded that it is necessary for the government to regulate a baseline for
the security of consumer IoT devices. More specifically, the consultation asked whether the
aforementioned “top three” guidelines should be considered as the security baseline and from
the participants’ feedback, the government decided to move forward with a staging process,
starting with mandating the three guidelines as the baseline requirements, while encouraging
manufacturers to implement all thirteen guidelines. Moving forward, the UK government will
consider all the guidelines included in their Code of Practice.

Another question in the consultation asked about participants’ opinion on the proposed design
of the label. A large number of respondents disliked the label design, mainly due to its static
nature. Participants reported that a static security label cannot realistically cover the array of
current and future IoT technologies and vulnerabilities. We also agree that the rapid pace at which
IoT devices receive software and firmware updates could make it a challenge for manufacturers
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to keep their static labels up to date. This also means that the adherence of IoT devices’ actual
behavior to what is on the label is a moving target as features are added or removed, bugs are
introduced or fixed, and the firmware gets updated. Our layered design of the label can mitigate
this concern by providing manufacturers a space (secondary layer) to update their labels and
notify consumers of the updates. The secondary layer is an online-only version of the label that
can be accessed by scanning the QR code or typing in the URL provided on the static or the
primary layer of the label.

As previously mentioned, one of the main goals of the consultation process was to assess
the three options related to the IoT label. Although the government’s recommended option was
to mandate retailers not to sell consumer IoT products without a security label, respondents ex-
pressed a variety of opinions when stating their preferences. A number of participants were in
favor of mandating the security label to be on all consumer IoT products sold by the retailers,
mostly due to the importance of manufacturers being transparent about their practices. How-
ever, there were a number of participants who disagreed with this option. The most common
alternative option for this group of participants was to mandate retailers to only sell products
that comply with the top three guidelines. Some participants were afraid that by mandating the
label instead of the guidelines, the success of the labeling scheme could outweigh the success of
minimizing security risks of IoT devices. We agree that some security and privacy issues may
be best addressed by mandating or prohibiting certain practices, rather than simply disclosing
practices on a label and leaving it to consumers to avoid IoT devices with egregious security
or privacy flaws. Therefore, labeling and providing good privacy and security practices are not
mutually exclusive. In addition to providing transparency, the label could act as a forcing mecha-
nism to increase market pressure and incentivize manufactures to have better privacy and security
practices, hence resulting in more positive labels.

Based on the consultation process, the UK government concluded not to proceed with having
a voluntary labeling scheme for now due to the potential challenges for the retailers to validate
the manufactures’ claims on the label. We believe having a third-party assessment body could
address this concern. The UK government argues that having a self-assessment procedure would
reduce the manufacturers’ cost by empowering them to conduct relevant assessments that are
appropriate for their devices.

To conclude, we believe it is important to mandate a security and privacy baseline for IoT
devices to ensure a basic level of privacy and security for IoT devices, although there is no con-
sensus on what the baseline should be. In addition to mandating such a baseline, it is imperative
to help consumers make more informed decisions when purchasing smart devices. Therefore,
having an informative security and privacy label for smart devices is an invaluable undertaking.
Our label generator helps manufacturers easily create labels for their smart devices. In the future,
having a third-party evaluator could enhance the reliability of the labels and consumers’ trust in
them.
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Appendix A

Survey from “Privacy Expectation and
Preferences...”

A.1 Sample Survey Scenario

You are at a friend’s house. All rooms have presence sensors that are used to determine when
to switch on and off the lights to reduce costs and save energy. You are not told how long
the data will be kept.

1. This use of my data would be beneficial to me.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

2. I think scenarios like this happen today.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

3. I think scenarios like this will happen within 2 years.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

4. (If ”disagree” or ”strongly disagree” for Q3) I think scenarios like this will happen within
10 years.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
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() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

5. How would you feel about the data collection in the situation described above if you were
not told with whom the data would be shared, how long it would be kept or how long it
would be used for?
() Very comfortable
() Comfortable
() Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
() Uncomfortable
() Very uncomfortable

6. How would you feel about the data collection in the situation described above if you were
given no additional information about the scenario?
() Very comfortable
() Comfortable
() Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
() Uncomfortable
() Very uncomfortable

7. I would want my mobile phone to notify me every time this data collection occurs.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

8. I would want my mobile phone to notify me only the first time this data collection occurs.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

9. I would want my mobile phone to notify me every once in a while when this data collection
occurs.
() Strongly disagree
() Disagree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Agree
() Strongly agree

10. If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data collection?
() Allow
() Deny
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A.2 Summary Questions
1. Keeping in mind the 14 scenarios, how often would you be interested in seeing a summary

of all such data collection?
() Every day
() Every month
() Every year
() Never

2. Keeping in mind the 14 scenarios, what would make you comfortable with sharing data in
such situations? [text entry]

3. Keeping in mind the 14 scenarios, what would make you uncomfortable with sharing data
in such situations? [text entry]

A.3 IUIPC Questions
1. Consumer online privacy is really a matter of consumers’ right to exercise control and

autonomy over decisions about how their information is collected, used, and shared.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

2. Consumer control of personal information lies at the heart of consumer privacy.

3. I believe that online privacy is invaded when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a
result of a marketing transaction.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

4. Companies seeking information online should disclose the way the data are collected, pro-
cessed, and used.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
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() Strongly disagree

5. A good consumer online privacy policy should have a clear and conspicuous disclosure.
It is very important to me that I am aware and knowledgeable about how my personal
information will be used.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

6. It usually bothers me when online companies ask me for personal information.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

7. When online companies ask me for personal information, I sometimes think twice before
providing it.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

8. It bothers me to give personal information to so many online companies.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

9. I’m concerned that online companies are collecting too much personal information about
me.
() Strongly agree
() Somewhat agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
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() Disagree
() Somewhat disagree
() Strongly disagree

A.4 Demographic Questions
1. How old are you? [text entry]

2. What is your gender?
() Female
() Male
() Other
() Prefer not to answer

3. What is the highest degree you have earned?
() No high school degree
() High school degree
() College degree
() Professional degree (masters/PhD)
() Associates degree
() Medical degree
() Prefer not to answer

4. What is your income range?
() Less than $15,000/ year
() $15,000/ year - $24,999/year
() $25,000/ year - $34,999/ year
() $35,000/ year - $49,999/ year
() $50,000/ year - $74,999/ year
() $75,000/ year - $99,999/ year
() $100,000/ year - $149,999/year
() $150,000/year - $199,999/ year
() $200,000/ year and above
() Prefer not to answer
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Appendix B

Survey from “The Influence of Friends and
Experts...”

B.1 Survey Scenarios
The following is the list of scenarios that were presented to the participants in the control condi-
tion. We had three allow scenarios (A1 – A3), three deny scenarios (D1 – D3), and three balanced
scenarios (B1 – B3). The actual order of the scenarios were randomized for each participant.
• (A1) You are at a department store. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This

store has temperature sensors that check for abnormal temperatures, which indicate potential
hazards, e.g., fire. This data will be kept for one day.

• (A2) You are at work. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This building has
temperature sensors that check for abnormal temperatures, which indicate potential hazards,
e.g., fire. This data will be kept for one day.

• (A3) You are at a library. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This library has
presence sensors in each room that are used to determine when to switch the lights on and off
to reduce costs and save energy. This data will be kept until the room is no longer occupied.

• (D1) You are at a department store. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This store
has a facial recognition system that takes pictures of customers’ faces automatically as they
enter the store in order to identify returning customers. This method is used to keep track of
your orders and make suggestions based on your purchasing habits. Your picture will never be
deleted.

• (D2) You are at a library. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This library has
an iris scanner that scans customers’ irises automatically as they enter the library in order to
identify returning visitors. This is used to keep track of your visits and make suggestions based
on your habits. Your iris scan will never be deleted.

• (D3) You are in a public restroom. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This
restroom has cameras that are recording video of the entire room. The video is shared with
law enforcement to improve public safety. This video will never be deleted.

• (B1) You are at the library. This message is displayed on your smartphone: Your smartwatch is
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keeping track of your specific position. Your position is used by the smartwatch to determine
possible escape routes in the case of an emergency. This data will never be deleted.

• (B2) You are at work. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This building uses
fingerprint scanners instead of keys to unlock office doors and the break room door. This data
is also used to track where employees are in the building. Your fingerprint data will never be
deleted.

• (B3) You are in a public restroom. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This
restroom has presence sensors to detect whether someone is present. This data is shared with
law enforcement to improve public safety and they will keep it for one year.

B.2 Sample Survey Questions
These are the questions that we asked the participants in the experimental condition, which in-
cluded consistent social cues from privacy experts in the scenarios. Here is a sample scenario in
this condition:

• (A1) You are at a department store. This message is displayed on your smartphone: This
store has temperature sensors that check for abnormal temperatures, which indicate potential
hazards, e.g., fire. This data will be kept for one day. More than 85% of privacy experts
allowed this data collection.

B.2.1 Questions Posed at the End of Each Scenario
1. What type of data is being collected in the scenario? (In three scenarios, we asked about

the data type with the following choices)
() Video
() Audio
() Specific position
() Presence
() Temperature
() Fingerprint
() Image of iris
() Image of face
() Other (please specify) [text entry].
(In three other scenarios, we asked about the location of data collection with the following
choices)
() Coffee shop
() Workplace
() Home
() Library
() Public restroom
() School
() Department store
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() Other (please specify) [text entry]
(In the remaining three scenarios, we asked about the retention time and the choices were)
() 1 day
() 1 week
() 6 months
() 1 year
() Until the room is no longer occupied
() Until you leave
() Until the end of the shift
() It will never be deleted
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

2. If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data collection?
() Allow
() Probably allow
() Probably deny
() Deny

3. (If the answer to 2 is “Allow” or “Probably allow”) Why would you allow this data collec-
tion? (check as many as apply)
() I am comfortable with the type of data being collected
() I am comfortable with the purpose of data collection
() I am comfortable with the length of time for which the data is being kept
() I am comfortable with the location where the data collection is happening
() I think the data collection is beneficial to me
() I think the data collection is beneficial to society
() I don’t think the data collection will reveal my identity
() I think my collected data will be kept securely
() I don’t see any risk in the data collection
() I don’t have enough information to make an informed decision
() This is what most privacy experts would do
() This is what most of my friends would do
() The benefits to me outweigh the risks
() I think the data collection is required in this situation
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

4. (If the answer to 2 is “Deny” or “Probably deny”) Why would you deny this data collec-
tion? (check as many as apply)
() I am uncomfortable with the type of data being collected
() I am uncomfortable with the purpose of data collection
() I am uncomfortable with the length of time for which the data is being kept
() I am uncomfortable with the location where the data collection is happening
() I think the data collection is not beneficial to me
() I think the data collection is not beneficial to society
() I think the data collection will reveal my identity
() I think my collected data will not be kept securely
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() I see potential risks in the data collection
() I don’t have enough information to make an informed decision
() This is what most privacy experts would do
() This is what most of my friends would do
() The risks outweigh the benefits to me
() I don’t think the data collection is required in this situation
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

5. This use of my data would be beneficial to me.
() Strongly agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Strongly disagree

6. This use of my data would be beneficial to society.
() Strongly agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Strongly disagree

7. Regardless of whether you would allow or deny the data collection, how confident are you
that this was the right decision for you?
() Extremely confident
() Moderately confident
() Somewhat confident
() Only slightly confident
() Not at all confident

B.2.2 Questions Posed at the End of Nine Scenarios

1. When considering the 9 scenarios above, how much were you influenced by the decisions
that privacy experts made in these scenarios? (we asked about friends in the conditions in
which we showed the social cues from friends)
() Very influenced to do what the experts did
() Slightly influenced to do what the experts did
() Not at all influenced
() Slightly influenced to do opposite of what the experts did
() Very influenced to do opposite of what the experts did

2. (If the answer to 1 is “Very influenced to do what the experts did” or “Slightly influenced
to do what the experts did”) What are the reason(s) you were influenced to do what the
privacy experts did when deciding to allow or deny the data collection? (check as many as
apply)
() I didn’t have a strong opinion about allowing or denying the data collection
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() I generally trust privacy experts when making this kind of decision
() I think privacy experts have more technical knowledge about the data collection
() I think privacy experts have more background information about the data collection
() I usually agreed with the actions that were taken by the privacy experts in this survey
() I generally like to find out what other people have done when making a decision
() It is easier to do what other people have done than to make the decision on my own
() I am not sure why I was influenced
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

3. (If the answer to 1 is “Very influenced to do opposite of what the experts did” or “Slightly
influenced to do opposite of what the experts did”) What are the reason(s) you were influ-
enced to do the opposite of what the privacy experts did when deciding to allow or deny
the data collection? (check as many as apply)
() I didn’t have a strong opinion about allowing or denying the data collection
() I generally don’t trust privacy experts when making this kind of decision
() I think I have more technical knowledge about the data collection
() I think I have more background information about the data collection
() I usually disagreed with the actions that were taken by the privacy experts
() I generally like to do the things that are different from what other people do
() I am not sure why I was influenced
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

4. (If the answer to 1 is “Not at all influenced”) What are the reason(s) you were not in-
fluenced by privacy experts’ actions when deciding to allow or deny the data collection?
(check as many as apply)
() I didn’t have a strong opinion about allowing or denying the data collection
() I generally don’t trust privacy experts when making this kind of decision
() I think I have more technical knowledge about the data collection
() I think I have more background information about the data collection
() I generally make decisions on my own
() I make these kinds of decisions on my own
() I usually disagreed with the actions that were taken by the privacy experts in this survey
() I would want to know more about the people whose actions are being shown to me be-
fore I would trust them
() I am not sure why I wasn’t influenced
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

(Only for the last scenario: e.g., if the last scenarios was A1)
This is the last scenario you were shown: You are at a department store. This message

is displayed on your smartphone: This store has temperature sensors that check for abnormal
temperatures, which indicate potential hazards, e.g., fire. This data will be kept for one day.

1. (We keep the level of consensus as before and change the influencers from privacy experts
to friends or from friends to privacy experts) If you were told that more than 85% of your
friends who use this app allowed the data collection in this scenario, would you allow or
deny this data collection?
() Allow
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() Probably allow
() Probably deny
() Deny

2. (We keep the influencers the same and change the consensus level to the opposite majority
decision from more than 85% to fewer than 15% or from more than 65% to fewer than
35%) If you were given the same scenario but told that fewer than 15% of privacy experts
allowed the data collection, would you allow or deny this data collection?
() Allow
() Probably allow
() Probably deny
() Deny

3. We have previously shown you how privacy experts and your friends who use this app
acted in similar situations. Who are the other people or organizations whose actions would
influence yours in scenarios like these? Which would be most influential? [text entry]

4. For each type of person described below, please specify your level of agreement with the
following statement: I would trust [blank] to give me good advice when I need to make a
decision about allowing devices to collect and use my information. Choices for blank are:
• Privacy experts
• My family
• My real-life friends
• People working in technical fields
• My colleagues
• My social network friends
• No one except myself

() Strongly agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Strongly disagree
() Not applicable

5. Please specify your level of agreement with the following statements.
• I think privacy experts have more technical knowledge about the data collection than I

do.
• I think my friends have more technical knowledge about the data collection than I do.
• I think privacy experts have more background information about the data collection than

I do.
• I think my friends have more background information about the data collection than I

do.
• I generally like to find out what other people have done when making a decision.
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• It is easier to do what other people have done than to make the decision on my own.
• I generally make decisions on my own.
• I would want to know more about the people whose actions are being shown to me

before I would trust them.

() Strongly agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Strongly disagree
() Not applicable

6. Please specify your level of agreement with the following statements.
• I have sufficient knowledge about privacy to make a decision about allowing my infor-

mation to be collected and used.
• I have sufficient knowledge about the technologies mentioned in the scenarios to make

a decision about allowing my information to be collected and used.
• The scenarios generally provided sufficient information about how data would be used

to make a decision about allowing my information to be collected and used.

() Strongly agree
() Agree
() Neither agree nor disagree
() Disagree
() Strongly disagree
() Not applicable

7. What qualities would make you likely to be influenced by a specific group of people when
you need to make decisions like the ones in our scenarios? (check as many as apply)
() Having some background in technology
() Being related to them by blood, i.e. family members
() Having some friendship history with them
() Knowing them well
() Being close friends or family
() Being reliable
() Being honest
() Caring about me
() Having no ulterior motive
() Other (please specify)

B.2.3 Demographic Questions

1. What is your age? [text entry]

2. What is your gender?
() Male
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() Female
() Other
() Prefer not to answer

3. What is the highest degree you have earned?
() No high school degree
() High school degree
() College degree
() Professional degree (masters/PhD/medical/law)
() Associates degree
() Prefer not to answer

4. What is your income range?
() Less than $25,000/year
() $25,000/year - $49,999/year
() $50,000/year - $74,999/year
() $75,000/year - $99,999/year
() $100,000/year - $124,999/year
() $125,000/year - $149,999/year
() $150,000/year - $174,999/year
() $175,000/year - $199,999/year
() $200,000/year and above
() Prefer not to answer
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Appendix C

Interview Script and Codebook from
“Exploring How Privacy and Security...”

C.1 Screening Survey Questions

1. What is your full name? [text entry]

2. What is your email address to contact you? [text entry]

3. What IoT device(s) do you have? [text entry]

4. How did you get your IoT device(s)? (check as many as apply)
() I purchased it/them online
() I purchase it/them in store
() Somebody gave it/them to me as gift
() Somebody in my house purchased it/them
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

5. What time of the day are you available for the interview? [text entry]

6. What is your age? [text entry]

7. What is your gender?
() Female
() Male
() Other

8. What is the highest degree you have earned?
() No high school degree
() High school degree
() College degree
() Professional degree (masters/PhD/medical/law)
() Associates degree
() Prefer not to answer

9. What is your current employment status?
() Full-time employment
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() Part-time employment
() Unemployed
() Self-employed
() Home-maker
() Student
() Retired
() Prefer not to answer

10. What is your occupation? [text entry]

11. Do you have a degree in computer science or related fields (if you have, please specify
what that degree is)? [text entry]

12. Do you have a technical background? (if yes, please specify what your background is)?
[text entry]

C.2 Interview Questions

C.2.1 Questions about Electronic Devices
1. Can you please list the last two electronic devices you bought?

2. When was the last time you compared multiple brands of the same product when making a
purchase? What was the product? What were the factors that you considered when making
the purchasing decision to buy or not to buy the product?

3. How frequently do you make comparisons like this when purchasing?

4. Are these sorts of factors the ones that you always consider or are there any other factors
that you may consider for other types of products before making a purchasing decision?

5. When you are purchasing electronic devices such as camera, thermostat, smartphone,
toaster or TV when do you like to buy them in-store and when do you like to buy them
online?

C.2.2 Questions about IoT Devices
1. How do you define Internet of Things (IoT)?

2. What are some main requirements that you believe a device should have to be considered
as an IoT device?

3. What does the phrase smart home mean to you?

4. What are some IoT devices associated with a smart home?

5. You’ve previously specified that you have purchased at least one IoT device, what were
they? How did you buy them? How long have you owned each of these devices?

6. What made you buy your smart device(s)?

7. Have you ever considered buying a smart device, but you ended up not buying it? What
was the device? What made you not buy the device?
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8. What was the last IoT device that you bought? Did you buy it online or in store and why?

9. (if they have more than one IoT device) Is this the same process that you use for all of your
IoT devices or have you used other processes? How did you make this decision to buy
them online/store?

10. What are the factors that you considered when purchasing your last IoT device? Did
you compare different devices based on these factors? How often do you do comparison
shopping regarding IoT devices?

11. (if they have more than one IoT device) Are these factors specific for this device or are
they the same factors that you considered when purchasing your other IoT devices?

12. Which of these factors do you consider to be more important to you? Why?

13. Have you ever experienced any issue or have you had any concern toward your IoT de-
vice(s)? What were those concerns? How did you manage them?

14. How do you define privacy regarding IoT devices?

15. Have you ever had any privacy-related concern about your IoT device(S)? What were you
concerned about? How did you manage that concern?

16. How do you define security regarding IoT devices?

17. Have you ever had any security-related concern about your IoT device(S)? What were you
concerned about? How did you manage that concern?

18. How important is it for you to know the privacy and security information of your smart
device while making the purchasing decision? Why?

19. Everything else being equal, would you pay more for a device that had privacy and security
information provided as compared to one that did not? Why?

20. How comfortable are you with the data collection of your IoT device(s)?

21. Have you ever read the privacy policy of your device(s)? Why or why not?

22. How much do you think you know about the privacy-related information of your device(s)?

23. What do you want to know most about the privacy and security of your IoT devices?

24. How would you rank these items based on their impact on your IoT-related purchasing
decisions? (cards are privacy information, security information, brand, price, and all the
other factors participant mentioned throughout the interview)

C.2.3 Questions about Label Evaluation
1. Imagine you want to buy a smart thermostat, please take a look at these three labels. They

are all the same price and have the same features. Tell me which one would you buy? also
tell me how did you make this decision or which piece or pieces of information helped you
to make the decision?

2. Read from the first line and tell me what does it convey? Also please circle the information
which is vague or not can be presented better.

3. Overall in this label, knowing about which information is more important to you to make
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the purchasing decision?

4. In the privacy section, knowing about which information is more important to you and
knowing about which information is not very important?

5. Is there any privacy-related information that is missed from this section which you want to
know about before making the purchasing decision?

6. In the security section, knowing about which information is more important to you and
knowing about which information is not very important?

7. Is there any security-related information that is missed from this section which you want
to know about before making the purchasing decision?

8. Is there any other information you think is missing from the label that would help you
make a more informed purchasing decision about the device?

9. Have you ever heard of Consumer Reports (CR) or used it by looking at the products’
ratings by CR before making a purchase?

10. How influential did you find the CR score and the ratings?

11. What extra information about the ratings do you think can make them more influential?

12. While making a purchasing decision, how useful do you think it is to be presented with
privacy and security information of the IoT device(s) in the form of labels? Why would
you think this way? In addition to the label, can you think of other useful format to present
privacy and security information of IoT devices?

13. If you are purchasing an IoT device in-store, how would you prefer to be presented with
this information? Do you want it to be a label on the side of the device’s package or do
you want it to be available by scanning a QR code on the package? Or do you have other
preferences regarding this?

14. If you are purchasing an IoT device online, how would you prefer to be presented with this
information? Do you want it to be a label or do you prefer to instead be able to click on a
URL that directs you to the privacy policy of the device?

15. How important is it for you to know about publicly reported security vulnerabilities of the
device(s) you are interested to buy? How do you think this information would influence
your purchasing decisions? What would you wanna know about the vulnerabilities?

C.3 Supplementary Survey Questions
1. Imagine you are deciding between two or more [smart security cameras/smart thermostats/smart

toothbrushes] to purchase. How much influence do you think each of the following factors
would have on your purchase decision? Factors are:
• Look and feel
• Customer service
• Prior experience with the device or similar devices
• Ease of use
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• Reliability
• Opinion from experts (magazine reviews, electronics store employee)
• Compatibility with other devices
• Durability
• Opinion from friends
• Opinion from family members
• Brand
• Privacy information
• Security information
• Customer reviews
• Price
• Features

() 1: No influence at all
() 2
() 3
() 4
() 5: A lot of influence

2. Have you ever owned a [smart security camera][smart security cameras/smart thermostats/smart
toothbrushes]?
() Yes
() No

3. (if the answer to 2 is “Yes”) How did you get your [smart security camera(s)/smart ther-
mostat(s)/smart toothbrush(s)]? (check as many as apply)
() I purchased it/them online
() I purchase it/them in store
() Somebody gave it/them to me as gift
() Somebody in my house purchased it/them
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

4. Have you ever purchased an IoT device yourself (smart home device or wearable)?
() Yes
() No

5. (if the answer to 4 is “Yes”) What IoT device(s) have you purchased yourself? [text entry]

6. What is your age? [text entry]

7. What is your gender?
() Male
() Female
() Other

8. What is the highest degree you have earned?
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() No high school degree
() High school degree
() College degree
() Professional degree (masters/PhD/medical/law)
() Associates degree
() Prefer not to answer

9. What is your current employment status?
() Full-time employment
() Part-time employment
() Unemployed
() Self-employed
() Home-maker
() Student
() Retired
() Prefer not to answer

10. What is your occupation? [text entry]

11. Do you have a degree in computer science or related fields (if you have, please specify
what that degree is)? [text entry]

12. Do you have a technical background (if yes, please specify what that degree is)? [text
entry]

C.4 Codebook
The following table shows the 8 structural codes and 61 subcodes we used to tag the interview
data. The example in front of each code may be tagged with more than one code.

Code Example
Definition of Smart Device

Internet connectivity “Something that can connect to the internet.”
Wifi “It should be WiFi enabled”
Data enabled “I guess it could be data enabled”
Bluetooth enabled “Any device that can communicate wirelessly, through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi”
RFID “Well, it has to have some way to relate to an app, whether it’s through RFID

or Bluetooth, or Internet connection”
Remote controllable “So you can access it remotely, it has some sort of remote capability.”
Programmable “Have some rudimentary programmable features”
Interaction with other devices “So it can be several devices connected together, working together.”
Lifestyle improvement “it should reduce my, whatever I’m doing, it should make me more productive

and efficient.”
Electronic device “It should be an electronic device, that’s obvious.”
Ability to sense “it must be able to do some sort of sensing, or meet some sort of parameters

that can vary from say, measuring the temperature or . . . ”
Physically small “Also that it needs to be very . . . Physically, it needs to be very small.”
Always on “Maybe they are functional at all times.”
Easy to use “Anyone can understand it, kind of fool-proof”
Being smart “Intelligent electronic devices.”
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Code Example
Personalized “[having] a profile or account specific to whoever is using it.”
Autonomous “house that will, automatically adjust its temperature because it will sense what

you want”
Learn behaviors “when you have a really integrated system that you can control and it also

learns from your behavior.”
Definition of Privacy

Collected data “I think privacy, I need to know what information it’s collecting ”
Data being shared “whether or not it will send it somewhere else”
Purpose of data collection “So, the idea that if it’s collecting my data, the data, or my data they tell me

what they do with the data”
Identifiability “So if you can identify me by name or location or some other significant iden-

tifier, then I have privacy concerns.”
Retention time “how long do they keep it? ’Cause I can only view it for so many days, but

then do they keep it?”
Inferred data “ I think that obviously, there are things that might be inferred from usage, but

there’s sort of a trade-off where some of the things that make your device smart
require those inferences be made”

Choice and control “privacy it’s whether it’s up to me or them how they use my data.”
Definition of Security

Hack or unauthorized access “security is about how they like, for example what if somebody hacks into the
system and do that”

Passwords and authentication “ I wanted to make sure that I can change a password on it, so that it’s not a
default”

Firewalls “we have buffers and firewalls and all that sort of thing. That’s security.”
Lock “Security is, we have our servers in a super locked-down location with no phys-

ical access”
Encryption “Encryption, I guess, is the only word that I would think of”
Risks associated with unauthorized
use of data

“security is what happens to that information after they have it and my risk for
something.”
Reasons to Buy Smart Home Devices

Safety “this particular thing is for safety reasons.”
Saving energy “So I want to be able to save energy by being able to program the lights to turn

themselves off.”
Convenience “the rest is ... the lighting and stuff is just convenience.”
Curiosity to experience the technol-
ogy

“Curiosity, honestly.”

Price “Well, we were with my mother-in-law and there was like a two-for-one deal,
so that was probably why we got it right that second”

Lifestyle improvement “I have a couple kids, my wife works from home, so our schedule wasn’t tra-
ditional in the sense that I could just turn it off at 7:00 when we left for the day
and turn it back on or set it to come back on, so I wanted one that would learn
our schedule. Not only during the week, my wife works four 10s, so on her
off day, she’s usually out and about so we don’t need it throughout, so it was
a more complex schedule than what I wanted to sit there and program into a
thermostat.

Fun “That could be fun, but it’s not a necessity”
Necessity “That it wasn’t something I felt was gonna replace something else. And it

wasn’t gonna be, take over my life or anything, but ... So now a necessity.
Now we have it and I do ... Now we have a house, we have two floors, and so
sometimes I’m upstairs and I wanna ask the Google Home something and it’s
downstairs.”

Reasons to Buy Wearables
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Code Example
Lifestyle/health improvement “I was trying to improve sleep hygiene by being able to leave my phone outside

the bedroom that night. I didn’t want to have to set an alarm by looking at a
screen.”

Curiosity to experience the technol-
ogy

“More just curiosity. I mean, I do want to get it in shape and I thought it would
be partially a reminder of that, in a way, because I would notice it when it was
on my wrist. But, mostly I guess just the novelty of it, just the curiosity.”

Convenience “You use your Apple watch or your Samsung watches, depending on how your
lifestyle is. Your music, your choices. It’s ease and convenience.”

Price “I only bought it because it was cheap. Not cheap, but half price.”
Necessity “For a long time, I think it was a necessity and then I just stopped using it for

a little bit because I felt too tied to it. Now, it’s clearly not a necessity, but it’s
definitely something that when I don’t have it, I miss it.”

Reasons Not to Buy Smart Home Devices
Lack of necessity “just the fact that I didn’t really think that I needed it”
Price “The main reason why I didn’t buy it was ... there are not terribly expensive but

it was expensive enough that I didn’t buy it just because it wasn’t really worth
it to me, so cost was kind of a factor.”

Security concern “I wasn’t confident in the security of it”
Privacy concern “I don’t like Alexa because it’ll sometimes come on when I don’t have any

request for it. So, it’s always listening and I don’t like that.”
Device/electronic failures “I was looking at a new garage door opener. I was very close to buying a smart

garage door opener, but there was only a couple brands and they didn’t have
the best reviews at this point, like they were still glitchy and didn’t work as
well as people would expect them to, so I decided not to.”

Not improving the lifestyle/less
convenience

“I found it was less convenient to get my phone and open the app and turn the
light off, than just go do it.”

Reasons Not to Buy Wearables
Lack of necessity “I didn’t have a reason to buy it yet.”
Price “Because, you would’ve also had to have the iPhone and they’re like $1,000.00,

and it just wasn’t worth it for the novelty of it.”
Features “it doesn’t seem like it would do that much for me.”
Device failures “Yeah, the main options I was looking at were the Fitbits and at the time there

was a lot of discussion online about them failing. Then about a year in have a
dead device. So it just didn’t seem like the technology was there yet.”

Aesthetic reasons “I can’t decide. Actually, they’re too big. I don’t like a bulky watch”
Online Shopping Versus In-Store Shopping

Convenience “Yeah, online. Plus ... I would say it’s all convenience. I don’t feel like I should
have to go to a store anymore.”

Price/deal “Well, if the price is cheaper online, I would get it online, and often it is.”
Look and feel “Televisions and stuff, I like to go see them. I like to see televisions and refrig-

erators and stuff like that”
Urgency “but if it was in a store because I need them immediately.”
Opinion from expert “Well, Apple I had been looking online. Like, I had already done some research

online and then I went in and talked to, like, a genius bar and staff.”
Ability to compare/more variety “And often, in stores, any more for things that aren’t ... Their main things that

they sell have really limited selection and it’s usually not what I want.”

Table C.1: Codebook we used for our interview study.
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Appendix D

Interview Scripts, Surveys, and Codebook
from “Ask the Experts: What...”

Factors Reason(s) to include Reason(s) not to include
Almost all of the experts wanted to include

Type of data that is being
collected

Key factor that affects consumer purchase decisions. R1: Challenging to determine what data types should
be included on the label as there is a trade-off between
making them understandable using generalization or
making them highly-technical with specific details.

Who the data is shared
with

R1: Encourage companies to share data with fewer
entities. R2: Informs consumers about how their data
will be used.

This information is dynamic. Therefore, it’s hard for
the companies to specify all the parties upfront.

Who the data is sold to R1: It’s important for consumers to have information
about data-driven business model of companies. R2:
Informs consumers about how their data will be used.

R1: Consumers won’t be able to recognize the name
of the parties their data is sold to. R2: Companies
may not be able to anticipate all the parties that data
will be sold to.

Retention time R1: Encourages companies to keep the data for a
shorter amount of time. R2: Helps consumers make
more informed privacy-related decisions.

Since consumers can’t force the companies to retain
the data as promised, this information is not useful for
them.

Whether or not the col-
lected data will be linked
with data obtained from
other sources

R1: Currently it’s not clear to consumers whether or
not the collected data is being linked with internal or
external sources. R2: Helps consumers make an in-
formed purchase decision. R3: Indicator of the data-
driven business model of the company.

Does not convey risk to consumers.

Whether or not the device
is getting cryptographi-
cally signed and critical
automatic security updates

R1: Consumers understand the importance of auto-
matic security updates. R2: New vulnerabilities in
software are discovered very often and hence contin-
uous checking for updates is needed. R3: In both
manufacturers and consumers best interest. To man-
ufacturer as a sign of support and longevity and to
consumers as a sign of the lifetime of the device.

R1: Does not guarantee a well implemented and trust-
worthy update process. R2: Sometimes there are rea-
sons not to have automatic security updates. These
reasons include legal considerations or if the device
is incapable of receiving updates. R3: Automatic up-
dates should be a requirement and there is no need to
explicitly mention them.

Security rating for the de-
vice from an independent
security assessment orga-
nization

Rating provides a succinct, understandable, and re-
liable way to learn about the security of the device,
from experts’ point of view.

R1: The security level of a device can change fre-
quently. Therefore, the rating will also need to change
as new vulnerabilities are discovered. R2: Puts a pres-
sure on the companies to focus on getting full-star rat-
ing instead of improving their security practices. R3:
Currently the metric for the rating does not exist.

Type of the sensor(s) on
the device

Indicates what types of data can be collected and ex-
posed in case of an attack.

Consumers may not understand the capability of some
sensors and this information can be complicated to
them.

Purpose of data collection R1: Brings legal accountability to the device manu-
facturers. R2: Helps consumers make more informed
decision about the collection and use of their data.

It’s hard to determine what purposes should be in-
cluded on the label as there is a trade-off between
understandable but useless generalization as well as
technical but meaningful details.
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Factors Reason(s) to include Reason(s) not to include
The date until which se-
curity updates will be pro-
vided

Critical security information. For large and well-established companies, long-term
commitment would leave them subject to unpre-
dictable expenses. On the other hand, smaller com-
panies (e.g., startups), are likely to make the commit-
ment for updates without much consideration, since
they may not be around long enough to have to actu-
ally do the updates.

Whether or not the device
can still function when
data-driven smart features
(e.g., the learning function
of a smart thermostat) are
turned off

It’s important for consumers to know whether or not
their device can still function without the ability to
learn behaviors based on their collected data.

Smartness of IoT devices when the data processing
happens on the device does not correlate with privacy.

Whether or not the device
has parental control mode

It’s important for consumers to know how much con-
trol they have.

Little relevance to privacy.

What information can be
inferred from the collected
data

Critical privacy information It’s hard for the companies to predict and specify what
can be inferred from the collected data in short and
long term.

Where the collected data
is processed (local, cloud,
and hub as well as geo-
graphic location)

Depending on the countries that the data is processed
at, different regulations and laws may be applicable.

R1: The data will be processed in all three locations
(cloud, local, and hub). Therefore, this information
is not useful for consumers. R2: Knowing where the
data is processed at is not an indicator of privacy or
security.

Most of the experts wanted to include
Specifying the access con-
trol (e.g., no access con-
trol, single-user account,
multi-user account) for the
device and any accompa-
nying apps

Important to include as the type of the access control
is not clear from the type of the device.

R1: This information is mostly a functionality feature
of the device, not an indicator of privacy. R2: Con-
sumers may not understand the implications of this
factor.

Where the collected data
is stored (local, cloud, and
hub as well as geographic
location)

R1: The legal protection for the data depends on
whether the data is stored on the device or on the
cloud. R2: Where the data is stored indicates whether
or not the data leaves the device. R3: The geographic
location of the data may impact legal protections as
well as consumer perceptions.

R1: The data will be stored at all three locations
(cloud, local, and hub), therefore this information is
not useful for consumers. R2: Knowing where the
data is stored at is not an indicator of privacy or secu-
rity.

The control that users are
offered (e.g., opt-in, opt-
out) for receiving targeted
suggestions based on their
behavior

Behavioral advertisement leads to many privacy is-
sues. Therefore, it’s important to inform consumers
about targeted ads and the controls consumer have, if
any.

After the data collection has happened, consumers
have no choice in controlling what can be learned
about their data. Therefore, this information is not
useful.

Frequency of data collec-
tion (e.g., once a month,
on install, every day,
hourly, continuous)

Indicates how much detailed information about the
consumer is being collected. This factor will be more
important if sensitive information is being collected.

Specific frequency of data collection may be needed
for the core functionality of the device.

Whether or not the device
can still function when
Internet connectivity is
turned off

Indicates how useful the device is and also whether
privacy was being considered as a factor during the
design process of the device.

Consumers may not understand the privacy and secu-
rity implication of this factor.

Listing relevant security
and privacy laws and stan-
dards to which the manu-
facturer is complying (e.g.,
ISO 27001, GDPR)

Increases the accountability for manufacturers. R1: This can be faked. R2: Current laws are mostly
about software and are missing out on hardware. R3:
Consumers are not familiar with all the laws and stan-
dards.

Listing the standards that
the device supports (e.g.,
Wi-Fi, Zigbee)

R1: Indicates how vulnerable the device is based on
the standards it uses. R2: Helps consumers with their
purchase decisions.

Does not inform consumers’ decision making as con-
sumers may not be familiar with the standards or they
may not understand the significance of specific stan-
dards.

Privacy rating for the de-
vice from an independent
privacy assessment organi-
zation

R1: This is the most important and understandable
information for average consumers to make informed
purchase decisions. R2: Adds legitimacy to the label.

Currently the metric for the rating does not exist.
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Factors Reason(s) to include Reason(s) not to include
Types of physical actua-
tions (e.g., talking, blink-
ing) the device has and
in what circumstances they
are activated

R1: This information may relate to the physical se-
curity of the device. R2: This information indicates
what types of data the device can collect. R3: Con-
sumers should know about the types of intrusions that
will come with the device before making the pur-
chase.

R1: This information is more relevant to the function-
ality and does not relate to the privacy of the device.
R2: This information does not inform decision mak-
ing for average consumers. R3: If the data that trig-
gers the actuations is not being kept on the device or
is not being transmitted from the device, it will not
impose a concern.

Whether or not the device
is using any default pass-
word

Using a default password is an example of a bad se-
curity practice and an indicator of how insecure the
device is.

R1: There are some reasons as to why default pass-
word is not an indicator of bad security. For example,
default passwords could be changeable by consumers.
In addition, the importance of the device not using a
default password depends on the type of the device.
R2: Not having a default password should be a re-
quirement and there is no need to explicitly mention
it.

Link to the device’s key
management (e.g., key
storage, key distribution)
protocol

Device security can be compromised if keys are com-
promised.

R1: Consumers as well as experts cannot understand
this information. R2: Using specific protocols does
not specify the level of security as manufacturers may
not know how to configure SSL properly from their
device to their server.

Frequency of data sharing
(e.g., continuous, on de-
mand, periodic)

R1: The frequency of data sharing is important to be
mentioned as this information is not determined by
the functionality of the device. R2: The sensitivity of
the shared data can be determined by the frequency of
data sharing.

R1: The importance of this information depends on
the devices and how sensitive the shared data is. R2:
The time after which data is released, or how often it
is released is not as important as the fact that the data
is released at all.

The warranty period of the
device

R1: This information informs about the privacy life-
cycle. R2: If the warranty covers the security is-
sues, this information could be useful for the physical
threats. R3: This information helps consumers in the
purchase decisions.

R1: The items that the warranty covers may be only
relevant to the functionality, not privacy and security
of the device. R2: This information does not inform
decision making as the warranty is unrelated to how
trustworthy the device is or the ability to the use the
device after the end of the warranty. R3: If the war-
ranty is voided upon purchase, including the warranty
period will reduce users’ trust in the devices. Manu-
facturers may be reluctant to guarantee since the mar-
ket is volatile.

Granularity of the data be-
ing collected, used, and
shared (e.g., identifiable,
reported in aggregate)

R1: Indicates how easy the individual can be identi-
fied through her data. R2: Specifies the risks associ-
ated with the collected data.

R1: Currently there is no metric or definition for the
de-identification or anonymization of data. R2: This
information could be misleading and distract con-
sumers from noticing the consequences of their data
when being collected and shared. R3: Companies
may view this information as proprietary and be re-
luctant to disclose it.

Resource usage in terms of
power and data (e.g., kw,
kbps)

R1: This information can have implications of the
safety of the device. R2: This information has en-
vironmental implications.

R1: This information does not relate to the safety,
privacy, or security of the device. R2: This infor-
mation does not inform decision making for average
consumers.

Special data handling
practices for children’s
data

Data related to children is more sensitive and has spe-
cific legal requirements, therefore needs special pro-
tection.

Some IoT devices may not be designed for children
as their primary users. Therefore, there is no need
for them to describe their children’s specific data han-
dling practices.

Some of the experts wanted to include
What authentication meth-
ods the device is using

R1: Indicates how vulnerable the device may be to
attacks. R2: Indicates how accessible and usable the
device is.

R1: Little relevance to privacy or security and could
be misleading to consumers. R2: Importance depends
on the device.

Sensitivity of the data
that is stored/processed
(locally, on the cloud, and
in the hub)

R1: People will care more about sensitive data, so if
they are reading quickly, they can look just at whether
there is sensitive data and what is being done with it.
R2: There are different legal requirements for the pro-
tection of sensitive data (and the relevant laws include
definitions of sensitive data for that purpose).

Sensitivity of the information is subjective and there
is no metric to measure it.
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Factors Reason(s) to include Reason(s) not to include
The date of the latest de-
vice (firmware) update

This information indicates how vulnerable the device
is.

R1: This information does not inform decision mak-
ing for average consumers as they may not have a cor-
rect understanding of the importance of the timing of
updates. R2: The latest device update does not con-
vey how secure the device is. In other words, an older
software could be more secure than recently updated
one, depending on how robust the software was im-
plemented.

Average response time
for patching company’s
products (e.g., within one
month)

The average response time indicates the likelihood of
them patching new vulnerabilities in the future based
on their timely responses to patching known exploits
in the past.

R1: The average response times can vary for multiple
reasons and this may give the companies an incentive
to appear to shorten the average response time with-
out actually improving their security practices. R2:
There will be fewer data points for smaller companies
to average over.

What protocols the device
manufacturer is using to
encrypt the data that is be-
ing transmitted and stored
(on the cloud and locally)

R1: Encryption should follow well-defined standards,
and merely stating whether the standard is followed
should be enough without more detail. R2: Details
of the encryption protocols used would help indicate
the level of security protection consumers are being
provided with.

R1: The availability of encryption does not guarantee
the robustness of the encryption process. For exam-
ple, encryption may not be implemented correctly or
the device may not be using standard protocols. R2:
Consumers cannot understand this information.

What network ports the
device opens and listens
for incoming connections
on

R1: Open network ports can show incoming network
connections or data being sent out to the Internet. R2:
Open network ports indicate the attack surface and
this will help to better protect the device.

R1: Network ports are not understandable, practical,
or relevant security indicator for consumers.

Whether or not the de-
vice is MUD (Manufac-
turer Usage Description)
compliant

MUD indicates the behavior of the device and being
MUD compliant is an indicator that the device is act-
ing based on its description.

MUD compliance is volatile and can be violated as
soon a new vulnerability is discovered.

Link to the device’s known
vulnerabilities and when
they were reported and
patched

R1: Indicates how responsive and trustworthy the
company is. R2: This is a critical security informa-
tion and its importance does not depend on the type
of the device.

Companies may be reluctant to disclose the complete
list of the device’s patched vulnerabilities as that may
signal an insecure device.

Where the device was
manufactured

R1: Depending on where the device is manufactured
in, there may be privacy and security related concerns.
R2: Consumers as well as industries may be sensitive
to the origin of the device.

R1: Where the device was manufactured is not im-
portant. However, it’s important to know where the
device is being sold. R2: This information does not
inform decision making for average consumers. R3:
Including this information can help spread the unfair
stereotypes.

Link to the manufac-
turer’s anti-tampering
practices (e.g., having
tamper-detection sensors)

Information about anti-tampering practices indicate
how much effort the company has out on securing the
device from being physically tampered with.

R1: Physical tampering does not frequently happen
to IoT devices. R2: The importance of physical tam-
pering depends on the type of the device. R3: Includ-
ing information about anti-tampering practices can in-
crease the risk of the device getting attacked.

Periodic security audits R1: Periodic security audits indicate that the com-
pany is paying attention to their security practices.
R2: Well known companies complying with periodic
security audits will create pressure on even smaller
players and the rest of industry to follow suit and com-
ply to audits.

R1: Currently there is no consensus over the defini-
tion and metric for security audits. R2: Consumers
won’t be able to recognize the name of the auditors
and which ones are most credible. R3: Knowing
whether or not the device is undergoing security au-
dits without mentioning the findings of the audits does
not indicate how secure the device.

A few of the experts wanted to include
List of device-compatible
products

R1: Some of the compatible devices can be more con-
cerning than the device itself. R2: This information
can be used to signal privacy-protective devices in the
ecosystem. R3: It’s hard for consumers to keep track
of the standards and protocols and this information
helps them with their purchase decisions.

R1: This information is more relevant to the function-
ality and does not relate to the privacy of the device.
R2: The list may be too long.

Link to the accompanying
app(s) of the device (in
case the device has an ac-
companying app)

This information informs consumers about the avail-
ability of the software component of the device, the
ratings of the accompanying app(s), and whether or
not personal information will be collected.

R1: This information does not relate to the privacy or
security of the device. R2: This information does not
inform decision making for average consumers.
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Factors Reason(s) to include Reason(s) not to include
Link to the device’s soft-
ware and hardware bill of
material

Providing a link to the software and hardware bill of
material enables consumers to check for existing vul-
nerabilities and if possible, apply appropriate defense
mechanisms.

R1: It’s hard to list the supply chain and specify the
important one to show to consumers R2: Listing soft-
ware and hardware components does not indicate how
secure the device is. R3: Listing the software compo-
nents can increase the risk of the device getting at-
tacked.

Whether or not the de-
vice manufacturer has bug
bounty program in place
for the device

The availability of the bug bounty program is an indi-
cator of how trustworthy the companies are and much
they care about security.

R1: Just knowing the company has a bug bounty pro-
gram does not convey whether or not the company
is taking security seriously and has a process to ad-
dress the security issues. R2: The cost of having bug
bounty program may exceed its benefit and the bug
bounty program may attract black-hat hackers.

Where and when the de-
vice brand was incorpo-
rated

R1: When the brand was incorporated is an important
factor as more established brands have more reliable
security practices. R2: This information is useful and
helps to trace back the vulnerabilities to their mak-
ers. R3: It’s important to include information about
where the device was manufactured in as consumers
as well as industries may be sensitive to the origin of
the device.

R1: Including this information can help spread the
unfair stereotypes. R2: This information does not in-
form decision making for average consumers.

The score from Consumer
Reports

R1: This information helps the trustworthiness of
the label by referencing it to a reputed entity like
Consumer Reports. R2: This information indicates
whether the device and the company are likely to be
maintained. R3: This information can increase the
security of smart devices across the IoT ecosystem.

R1: This information can be proprietary. R2: This
information is subjective. R3: Consumer union does
not directly reports on the privacy and security prac-
tices of the device.

Table D.1: Most frequent arguments that the experts provided to include or not to include a factor
on the label. In this table, R stands for reason.

D.1 Interview Questions with Privacy and Security Experts

You are probably aware that food products have nutrition labels on them that tell you about
all the different nutrition facts about them. However, when you buy an IoT device, there is no
information like that. We are trying to develop a label for IoT devices that would focus on privacy
and security aspects of those devices, similar to nutrition label for foods. Today I am going to
talk to you about the things that should be on this privacy and security label for IoT devices.

Before asking about the label, I want you to please:

1. Define security in the context of IoT devices.

2. Can you also define privacy related to the IoT devices.

We are going to talk about what are the different factors that you would like to put on the
label. Obviously there is a limited amount of space on the label, but for now don’t worry about
that and let’s just talk about what factors you would like to see.

1. Please specify the security/privacy/general factors that you would want to see on the label.

2. For each factor please specify the levels or values that you think this factor should have.

3. For each factor please specify the choices consumers may be provided with by the manu-
facturer.

4. Among the factors you mentioned, please specify the ones that are good for experts but
probably are not needed for consumers.
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(Presenting interviewee with the factors (privacy, security, and general) from the previous
experts we have talked to)

5. Please read the factors that other experts provided and compare them with the factors that
you mentioned. Let me know if there is any factor, level, or choice that is currently not on
your list, but you find it important for consumers to know about and want to add that to
your list. Why do you think this should be added?

6. In what order do you think we should present the sections of privacy, security, and general
information to consumers? Why?

D.2 Questions Asked from Privacy and Security Experts on
the First Survey

Please answer the following questions and provide us with the reasons that are most convinc-
ing to you. The reasons can be in your own words or alternatively, you can quote any resource
that you think provides a well-explained reason. Please note that to design the privacy and
security label, we will follow a layered approach. In a layered design, we will put the most
important/understandable information on the first/primary layer and the additional important in-
formation will go on the secondary layer in case consumers are curious to know more or have
privacy and security expertise and are looking for more information (the secondary layer can get
updated if the value of any factor is changed). Therefore, you may believe that it is important to
include a specific factor somewhere on the label, but not necessarily on the first/primary layer.
Please also do not worry about the physical space on the label and how many factors should be
included on it.

1. For each factor, please select the statement that you believe is correct.
() Is an important factor to include on the label.
() Is not an important factor to include on the label.
() May or may not be an important factor to include on the label.

2. (If the answer to question 1 is “Is an important factor to include on the label.” or “May
or may not be an important factor to include on the label.”) Please specify your most
convincing reason(s) as to why this is an important factor to put on the label. [text entry]

3. (If the answer to question 1 is “Is not an important factor to include on the label.”) Please
specify your most convincing reason(s) as to why this is not an important factor to put on
the label. [text entry]

D.3 Questions Asked from Privacy and Security Experts on
the Second Survey

For each factor, please read the arguments for and against having that factor on the label (primary
or secondary layer) and answer the questions. We selected the factors as well as the arguments
from the experts we interviewed.
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The label is not only to educate consumers to make informed purchase decisions, but also
to hold IoT companies accountable for their privacy and security practices. In addition, all of
the factors need to have a precise definition and metric, but for now do not worry about that and
assume that the definition and metric is specified.

Including a factor on the label that describes whether or not the device is getting crypto-
graphically signed and critical automatic security updates:

• Is important because:

- Consumers understand the importance of automatic security updates.

- New vulnerabilities in software are discovered very often and hence continuous checking
for updates is needed.

• In not important because:

- Signed security updates do not guarantee a well implemented and trustworthy update pro-
cess.

- Sometimes there are reasons not to have automatic security updates. These reasons include
legal considerations or if the device is incapable of receiving updates.

- Automatic updates should be a requirement and there is no need to explicitly mention them.

1. I believe this factor:
() Should definitely be on the label
() Should probably be on the label
() I have no preference about this factor
() Should probably not be on the label
() Should definitely not be on the label

2. On which layer of the label do you think this factor should be presented?
() Primary/first layer (Please specify your reason(s)) [text entry]
() Secondary/extended layer (Please specify your reason(s)) [text entry]
() I have no preference over this (Please specify your reason(s)) [text entry]

3. Information about this factor is for (select all that apply):
() Consumers’ understanding
() Experts’ understanding
() For holding manufacturers accountable, e.g., using regulations
() Other (Please specify) [Text entry]

4. If the label had separate security, privacy, and general sections, this factor would be most
appropriate for:
() The security section
() The privacy section
() Either the privacy or the security section
() The general information section
() None (Please specify) [text entry]

5. Please provide any additional arguments you may have for or against including this factor
on the label. [Text entry]
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6. Please provide any comments you have about this factor. [Text entry]

7. I believe:
() Privacy factors and security factors should be presented separately on the label (Please
specify your reason(s)) [Text entry]
() Privacy and security factors should be combined and shown on the label without separa-
tion (Please specify your reason(s)) [Text entry]
() I have no preference toward presenting privacy and security factors (Please specify your
reason(s)) [Text entry]

D.4 Interview Questions with IoT Consumers

[first without the label, then with the label] I want you to please take a look at this smart security
camera package. Please let me know what can you learn about the privacy and security of this
device?

D.4.1 Questions on Risk Communication in Comparative Purchase Pro-
cess

Let’s say you were trying to decide whether to buy the security camera that I just showed you.
The store has this other security camera, which is the same price and has the same features.
However, it has slightly different privacy and security related information, which is now being
presented on the label on the package. Please take a look at these two devices and tell me

1. What are the things that this company has done better over the other one and why do you
think they are better?

2. What are the things that this company has done worse and why do you think they are
worse?

3. Overall, which device would you purchase? Why?

4. What is the most useful piece of information on this label that helped you make this deci-
sion?

[explain the idea of a layered label] Please scan the QR code or type in the URL on the
primary layer to take a look at the secondary layer of the label.

1. Except the devices that I showed you in our study, have you ever seen a product that has a
layered label like we describe?

2. What is your opinion on the idea of a layered label?

3. What could be the advantages and disadvantages of a layered label as opposed to a simple
label that does not have layers?
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D.4.2 Questions on Information Comparison in Non-Comparative Pur-
chase Process

1. For each presented factor in the security mechanisms/privacy practices/general information
section, can you please explain what the factor means?

2. How useful do you believe this factor would be in your purchase decision making?

3. Do you have any suggestions to make the information about this factor more understand-
able?

D.4.3 Questions on Risk Communication in Non-Comparative Purchase
Process

1. What are the factors that you see here that seem risky to you from a security or privacy
perspective?

2. (If participants specify a factor as being risky) What kinds of risks do you think you could
be exposed to by the information conveyed by this factor? What bad things could happen
as a result of this information?

3. If you were looking for a camera that was like this but less risky, what would you like to
see instead of the current information for this factor?

4. If features, price, and the brand were all what you wanted, based on the privacy and security
information of this primary layer of the label, would you purchase this device? Why?

5. What are the most useful factors on this label that helped you make this decision?

D.4.4 Questions on Information Comparison and Risk Communication of
the Secondary Layer

1. For each presented factor in the security mechanisms/privacy practices/general information
section, can you please explain what the factor means?

2. How useful do you believe this factor would be in your purchase decision making?

3. Do you have any suggestions to make this information more understandable?

D.4.5 Questions on Format and Layout Considerations
1. Overall, what do you think about the current design consideration of separating out security

mechanisms, privacy practices, and general information?

2. What are the changes you would like to apply to this label to make it more usable and
understandable to you and other consumers? The suggestions could be both related to the
content of the label or the design of the label. Please specify your reasons for the change
you proposed.

3. Is there anything else that you think would be useful to have on the primary layer of the
label?
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4. Is there anything else that you think would be useful to have on the secondary layer of the
label?

D.4.6 Questions on Purchase Behavior Scenarios
1. If you were going to purchase a smart device from a physical store, where would you go?

2. If you were going to purchase a smart device from an online store, where would you go?

Which one is the kind of process that you would be most likely to follow if you were to
purchase a smart home device at brick & mortar? Why? When reading the scenarios,please
replace the Home Depot, with [physical store participants mentioned] and the online store with
[online store participants mentioned].
• You walk into HomeDepot and go to the smart home aisle. You find the products you are

interested in and see the primary layers of the labels on the packages. You stand there looking
at the packages, but you don’t go online to take a look at the secondary layer.

• You walk into HomeDepot and go to the smart home aisle. You find the products you are
interested in and see a QR code/URL on the package. You stand there and scan the QR
code/type in the URL and look up the information of the secondary layer on your phone.

• Before going to HomeDepot, you go online and do the comparison shopping.You come to
HomeDepot already knowing which device you will buy.

• You do the comparison shopping online, find the product you are interested in and purchase
the device from Amazon.

• Something else? Please explain.
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Appendix E

Survey Questions from “Which Privacy
and Security Attributes...”

E.1 Survey Questions

Questions presented here are for one of the experimental conditions, in which the between-
subject factors of device type and device recipient are smart light bulb and purchasing the device
for a friend.

E.1.1 Device-Related Questions

1. How concerned are you about the way smart light bulbs with presence sensors collect,
store, and use information related to whether someone is present in the room?
() Not at all concerned
() Only slightly concerned
() Somewhat concerned
() Moderately concerned
() Very concerned

2. (If the answer to question 1 is “Only slightly concerned,” “Somewhat concerned,” “Mod-
erately concerned,” or “Very concerned”) What about data collection, storage, and use by
smart light bulbs with presence sensors makes you feel concerned? [text entry]

3. (If the answer to question 1 is “Not at all concerned”) What about data collection, storage,
and use by smart light bulbs with presence sensors makes you feel not at all concerned?
[text entry]

4. Do you currently have a smart light bulb with presence sensor in your home?
() Yes
() No

5. (If the answer to question 4 is “Yes”) How long have you had your smart light bulb with
presence sensor? If you have more than one device, answer the question for the one that
you have had for the longest time.
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() Less than a month
() Between a month and a year
() More than a year
() I don’t remember

6. (If the answer to question 4 is “Yes”) How did you acquire your smart light bulb with
presence sensor? (check as many as apply)
() I purchased it
() Somebody else in my home purchased it
() I received it as a gift
() It was installed by my landlord
() Other (please specify) [text entry]

7. (If the answer to question 6 is “I purchased it”) What brand(s) of smart light bulb with
presence sensor did you purchase? [text entry]

8. (If the answer to question 6 is “I purchased it”) What were your reasons to purchase a
smart light bulb with presence sensor? [text entry]

9. (If the answer to question 4 is “No”) Have you ever been in the market to purchase a smart
light bulb with presence sensor?
() Yes
() No

10. (If the answer to question 9 is “Yes”) What made you decide not to purchase the smart
light bulb with presence sensor that you were in the market for? [text entry]

E.1.2 Label-Related Questions

Here we only present the questions that participants will see if one of the randomly-assigned
attribute-value pairs is security update-automatic.

Imagine you are making a decision to purchase a smart light bulb for a friend. This device
has a presence sensor that will detect whether someone is present in the room to control the light-
ing automatically. The price of the device is within your budget and the features are all what you
would expect from a smart light bulb with presence sensor. On the package of the device there is a
label that explains the privacy and security practices of the smart light bulb with presence sensor.

The label on the device indicates the following:
Security update: Automatic

1. How confident are you that you know what this information on the label means?
() Not at all confident
() Only slightly confident
() Somewhat confident
() Moderately confident
() Very confident
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Risk Perception

1. I believe receiving automatic security updates
() Strongly decreases the privacy and security risks associated with this specific smart light
bulb with presence sensor
() Slightly decreases the privacy and security risks associated with this specific smart light
bulb with presence sensor
() Does not have any impact on the privacy and security risks associated with this specific
smart light bulb with presence sensor
() Slightly increases the privacy and security risks associated with this specific smart light
bulb with presence sensor
() Strongly increases the privacy and security risks associated with this specific smart light
bulb with presence sensor
() I am not sure how receiving automatic security updates impacts the privacy and security
risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor

2. (If the answer to question 1 is “Strongly decreases the privacy and security risks associated
with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor” or “Slightly decreases the privacy
and security risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor”)
Please explain why you believe receiving automatic security updates decreases the privacy
and security risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor. [text
entry]

3. (If the answer to question 1 is “Strongly increases the privacy and security risks associated
with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor” or “Slightly increases the privacy
and security risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor”)
Please explain why you believe receiving automatic security updates increases the privacy
and security risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor. [text
entry]

4. (If the answer to question 1 is “Does not have any impact on the privacy and security risks
associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor”) Please explain why
you believe receiving automatic security updates does not have any impact on the privacy
and security risks associated with this specific smart light bulb with presence sensor. [text
entry]

Willingness to Purchase

1. Assuming you were in the market to purchase this smart light bulb with presence sensor
for a friend as a gift, knowing that the device will automatically receive security updates,
would
() Strongly decrease your willingness to purchase this device for a friend as a gift
() Slightly decrease your willingness to purchase this device for a friend as a gift
() Not have any impact on your willingness to purchase this device for a friend as a gift
() Slightly increase your willingness to purchase this device for a friend as a gift
() Strongly increase your willingness to purchase this device for a friend as a gift
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2. (If the answer to question 1 is “Strongly decrease your willingness to purchase this device
for a friend as a gift” or “Slightly decrease your willingness to purchase this device for a
friend as a gift”) Please explain why knowing that the device will automatically receive
security updates would decrease your willingness to purchase the device for a friend as a
gift. [text entry]

3. (If the answer to question 1 is “Strongly increase your willingness to purchase this device
for a friend as a gift” or “Slightly increase your willingness to purchase this device for a
friend as a gift”) Please explain why knowing that the device will automatically receive
security updates would increase your willingness to purchase the device for a friend as a
gift. [text entry]

4. (If the answer to question 1 is “Not have any impact on your willingness to purchase this
device for a friend as a gift”) Please explain why knowing that the device will automati-
cally receive security updates would not have any impact on your willingness to purchase
the device for a friend as a gift. [text entry]

Attention Check Question for Automatic Update

1. Which statement is correct about the device described in the previous question?
() The device will automatically get updated
() The device will manually get updated
() The device will not get updated
() The device will ask for my permission each time to install security updates

E.1.3 Additional Attributes

The complete list of privacy and security attributes specified by Emami-Naeini et al.’s [114] are
grouped into three sections: general, privacy, and security. For each section, we present par-
ticipants with a table, which rows are the attributes specific to that section and the columns are
“Interested to know about” and “Would impact my willingness to purchase”. For instance for the
security section the question would be:

If you had the opportunity to know more about the security practices of the smart light bulb
with presence sensor, which of the practices below would you be more interested to know about
and which would impact your willingness to purchase the device for a friend as a gift? (check as
many as apply)

One of the rows is: “Safeguards the manufacturer has in place to protect the device hardware
from being tampered with.” and participants can specify whether they are interested to know
about this information and whether this information would impact their willingness to purchase
the device.
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E.1.4 Functionality Perception
1. How do you think a smart light bulb with presence sensor works?

() The device always senses whether someone is present in the room
() The device starts sensing whether someone is present in the room when you press a
button to turn on the presence sensor on the device
() The device starts sensing whether someone is present in the room when you turn on the
lights
() I have no idea how a smart light bulb with presence sensor works

E.1.5 Demographic Questions
1. What is your age? [text entry]

2. What is your gender? [text entry]

3. What is the highest degree you have earned?
() No high school degree
() High school degree
() College degree
() Professional degree (Master’s/PhD/medical/law)
() Associate degree
() Prefer not to answer

4. Do you have a background in technology (if yes, please specify what your background is)?
[text entry]
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E.1.6 Consumer Explanations for Attribute-Value Pairs

Attribute-value Consumer explanation
Security update: automatic Device will automatically receive security updates
Security update: none Device will not receive any security updates

Access control: multi-factor authentication
At least two independent factors to authenticate a user are required to access the device,
for example a password and a confirmation from a previously registered phone

Access control: none Anyone can access the device without a password or other authentication method

Purpose: device function
Data is being collected to provide the main device features, improve services,
and help develop new features

Purpose: monetization
The manufacturer and service provider receive income from showing
personalized advertisements to users or selling user’s data to third parties

Device storage: none The collected data will not be stored on the device
Device storage: identified User’s identity could be revealed from the data stored on the device
Cloud storage: none The collected data will not be stored on the cloud
Cloud storage: identified User’s identity could be revealed from the data stored on the cloud
Shared with: none Data is not being shared
Shared with: third parties Data is being shared with third parties
Sold to: none Data is not being sold
Sold to: third parties Data is being sold to third parties
Average time to patch: 1 month Vulnerabilities will be patched within 1 month of discovery
Average time to patch: 6 months Vulnerabilities will be patched within 6 months of discovery
Security audit: internal & external Security audits are performed by internal and third-party security auditors
Security audit: none No security audit is being conducted
Collection frequency: on user demand Data is collected when the user requests it
Collection frequency: continuous When the device is turned on, it will continuously collect data until it is turned off
Sharing frequency: on user demand Data is shared when the user requests it
Sharing frequency: continuous When the device is turned on, it will continuously share data until it is turned off
Device retention: none User’s data will not be retained on the device
Device retention: indefinite User’s data may be retained on the device indefinitely
Cloud retention: none User’s data will not be retained on the cloud
Cloud retention: indefinite User’s data may be retained on the cloud indefinitely
Data linkage: none Data will not be linked with other data sources

Data linkage: internal & external
Data may be linked with other information collected by the manufacturer
as well as other information

Inference: none No additional information about user will be inferred from user’s data

Inference: additional information
User’s characteristics and psychological traits, attitudes and preferences,
aptitudes and abilities, and behaviors could be inferred from the collected data

Control over: cloud data deletion User has an option to delete the data that is being stored on the cloud
Control over: device storage Data will not be stored on the device unless user opts in to device storage
Control over: device retention User can change the duration for which their data may be retained on the device

Table E.1: In the survey, we provided a consumer explanation for each attribute-value pair.
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